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Examining the Multilingual and Multimodal Resources of Young Latino 
Picturebook Makers 

Maria Angelica Zapata, PHD

 The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

Supervisor:  Nancy Roser and María Fránquiz 

The purpose of this qualitative research was to better understand the multilingual 

and multimodal composition resources appropriated by students during a study of Latino 

children’s picturebooks within a third grade classroom.  A conceptual framework guided 

by socio-cultural perspectives, a social semiotic theory of communication, and 

Composition 2.0 studies was employed to investigate the ways in which students within a 

predominantly Latino, ESL classroom remixed multilingual and multimodal composition 

resources and manifested identities in texts.  This research was guided by both design-

based and case study methods and drew upon constant-comparative, discourse, and visual 

discourse analytic methods to examine the data.  Analysis was also located in the 

literature on identity and texts so as to better understand the socio-cultural histories and 

identities attached to the children's picturebooks.  Data collection was focused on both 

the multilingual and multimodal resources students appropriated during the classroom 

picturebook study and the ways students orchestrated those resources to compose their 

own picturebooks.  Two interrelated strands structured analysis.  The first strand explored 

more broadly the composition resources in use by students during the classroom 

picturebook study, and the second analyzed explicitly the ways two focal students 
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remixed composition resources within their picturebook productions while manifesting 

aspects of their identities in texts.   

Three findings generated from the two related strands of analysis provided 

insights into the potential of a picturebook study as a viable multilingual and multimodal 

composition curriculum.  First, in the context of the teacher and researcher co-designed 

curriculum and instruction, students appropriated literary, illustrated, material, and 

picturebook form resources from Latino children’s picturebooks in diverse ways.  

Second, in the act of picturebook making, students invoked other socio-cultural texts as 

mentors and remixed composition resources from diverse sources to craft their own 

picturebooks.  Finally, students manifested aspects of their identities within the material 

worlds and languages reflected within their picturebooks.  Together, these findings 

situate picturebook study and picturebook making as creative and intellectual acts for 

students.  Moreover, this study features Latino children’s picturebooks as culturally 

responsive mentor texts.  Several pedagogical implications related to composition 

instruction for young writers and diverse population are also discussed.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction-Why Picturebook Making? 

This research looks through the lens of curricular design to closely observe 

young students of Latino heritage in the acts of studying and composing picturebooks 

reflective of their ways of being in the world.  I propose that calling upon students’ 

multilingual and multimodal practices could support Latino children by (re)locating 

them as experts in arranging their own semiotic and material resources for writing 

(Fraiberg, 2010).  A shift of this nature demands increased attention to the multilingual 

and multimodal resources students import from their socio-cultural practices and how 

students appropriate those resources as a part of their classroom writing lives 

(Chappell & Faltis, 2013; Fraiberg, 2010).  Thus, I frame this dissertation study with a 

view of learning that functions beyond the mono-modal and ‘standard English’ 

philosophies often practiced in predominantly Latino writing classrooms (Gutierrez, 

1992; Valdés, 2001a) and consider students’ remix (Knobel & Lankshear, 2008) of 

multimodal and multilingual resources a viable pathway for composing. 

CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

This research was grounded in socio-cultural perspectives and a social semiotic 

theory of meaning and communication so as to better attend to meaning making, in all 

its forms, as it unfolds in socially situated contexts and interactions (Barton & 

Hamilton, 2000; Kress, 2003).  This investigation also drew from a conceptual 

foundation in Composition 2.0 studies, a multi-disciplinary movement intent on 

opening the field of composition to multilingual and multimodal perspectives to better 

reflect the varieties of Englishes and modalities embodied and practiced in today’s 

globalized and networked world (Fraiberg, 2010; Matsuda, Canagarajah, Harklau, 

Hyland, & Warschauer, 2003; Milson-Whyte, 2011; Razfar & Yan, 2010; Siegal, 
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2006, Young & Martinez, 2011). Together, these perspectives also informed my 

theoretical frame for analyzing the semiotic meanings of the texts designed by children 

who bring to their schooling diverse cultural heritages and socio-cultural practices—

resources not often fully drawn upon in school.   

Theoretical Underpinnings 

Social Semiotics 

A theory of social semiotic communication rests on several fundamental 

assumptions: that signs are almost always newly made in social interaction; that signs 

are generated out of the interests of the sign maker; and that signs become part of the 

semiotic resources of the culture (Kress, 2003).   Moreover, in social semiotics, sign 

makers are viewed as intentioned and motivated agents authoring their worlds.   Kress’ 

(2010) notion of the “motivated” sign suggests that uses of signs are not neutral, and 

instead, “reflect the interests of the designer as much as the designer’s imagined sense 

of those who will see and ‘read’ the sign” (Beach et al., 2009, p. 137).  As such, a 

number of literacy scholars have argued that reading and analyzing frameworks of 

visual designs must be critical (Albers et al., 2008; Harste, 2003; Lewison & 

Heffernan, 2008; Young & Martinez, 2011), as the sign makers’ position not only the 

readers of their designs in particular ways but also position the subject of the design in 

particular ways.  To speak of composition as a semiotic act has implications for all 

children, particularly for children of Latino heritage who bring an array of cultural, 

linguistic, and social composition resources to their classroom learning.  Envisioning 

composition beyond mastery of conventions and towards as a semiotic act reflects a 

social shift in composition studies, one that considers the interests and agency of the 

designer (Bezemer & Kress, 2008).   
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Multimodality  

Literacies, Jewitt (2005) noted, have always been multimodal.  Writing out of 

the traditions of semiotics and multimodality, Jewitt argues that even printed texts call 

for “the interpretation and design of visual marks, space, color, font or style, and, 

increasingly image, and other modes of representation and communication” (p. 315).  

Although print literacy skills will always be required for many communication tasks, 

children also employ social and cultural resources for making meaning—to talk, 

gesture, act, and draw.  This “new literacy” environment (Moje, 2009; New London 

Group, 1999) is broader, more dynamic, fluid, multilayered, and multimodal in its use 

of digital media and highly visual content, including those found in picturebooks.  

Some (Christiankis, 2012; Edwards-Groves, 2011) have also argued that the current 

widespread presence of design, presentation, and production in students’ writing lives, 

both in and out of the classroom, now demand that their composing processes be 

recognized as multimodal writing processes.  As Siegel (2006) noted, “Language arts 

education can no longer ignore the way that our social, cultural, and economic worlds 

now require facility with texts and practices involving the full range of 

representational modes” (p. 65).  Indeed, literacy education is situated in ever more 

socially dynamic and multimodal contexts (Albers, 2007; Harste, 2007; Hassett & 

Curwood, 2009; Siegal, 2006; Wohlwend, 2009), contexts. 

Multilingualism 

Despite compelling research, few classrooms receive and build upon students’ 

heritage language resources as means for learning, let alone for composition 

development (Campano, 2007; Paris, 2012).  Heritage language refers to a language 

with which individuals have a family connection.  As noted by Valdés (2001b), “It is 

the historical and personal connection to the language that is salient and not the actual 
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proficiency of individual speakers” (p. 2).  Young children of Latino heritage carry an 

array of linguistic resources within their semiotic toolkits1, often including Spanish, 

English, and Spanish-English varieties.  A number of researchers have given credence 

to bilingual and Spanish-English hybrid language practices (DeNicolo, 2010; Franquiz 

& Reyes. 1998; Martínez, 2011; Milson-Whyte, 2011) as beneficial to Latino students’ 

meaning making in the classroom.  Hybrid language use represents highly competent, 

context-specific language use as a semiotic tool for learning, as opposed to a system of 

language deficiency that interferes with learning (Martinez, 2011; Zentella, 1997).   

Twenty years ago, Guadalupe Valdés (1992) wrote that there were few studies 

of Latino youth’s writing that examined multilingualism, including bilingual and 

hybrid language use. Since then, knowledge about young children’s uses of written 

language in mainstream US educational contexts has increased dramatically as 

growing interest in process oriented writing practices in the classroom generated 

research demand.   (See, for example, Applebee & Langer, 2006; Bangert-Drowns et 

al., 2004)  In contrast, composition studies of young bilingual and multilingual writers 

have not developed at the same rate. My review of the relevant literature revealed most 

writing research focused on primary-aged Latino students noted that researchers 

examined students’ writing in one language or the other, but not both, with greater 

interest in the development of writing in English (Gort, 2006; 2008; Matsuda, P. K., 

Canagarajah, S., Harklau, L., Hyland, K., & Warschauer, M., 2003).  Of the few 

research studies that have examined both first and second language writing among 

young learners with heritage language resources, an overwhelming majority limit 

                                                
1 Like Gutierrez (2008), I draw on what Gee (1996) terms  “social-semiotic toolkit” to understand the 
semiotic resources students’ possess to promote new roles and activities and extend social and cognitive 
development, to essentially make meaning. 
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analyses to written products, with little focused attention to the processes of creation 

(Edelsky, 1982; 1986; 1989; Escamilla and Hopewell, 2007).   

Questions still remain as to the ways students negotiate across heritage 

languages and English to write and represent meanings while composing texts and the 

ways teachers plan and conduct writing instruction that facilitates such work.  Support 

for heritage language uses in the classroom was documented in 1974 by the National 

Council of Teachers of English in their Resolution on Students’ Rights to Their Own 

Languages.  Calls have since been made for research and instruction to move from the 

current exploratory stage of multilingual composition studies toward more analytical 

model building so as to provide theoretical and instructional frameworks for future 

research and pedagogical explorations (Matsuda, Canagarajah, Harklau, Hyland, & 

Warschauer, 2003).    

Together, social semiotics, multimodality and multilingualism steered this 

study on how students’ socio-cultural and school related composition resources are 

orchestrated in their designs, framings, and language choices within the planning and 

productions of their picturebooks.  Moreover, these conceptual underpinnings guided 

analysis of students’ identity performances within their picturebooks resulting in 

descriptions and analysis of two focal students of distinct Latino heritage. The 

implications of the theoretical strands guiding this dissertation also informed the 

picturebook curriculum enacted in the participating classroom. 

Picturebook Making: Toward Multilingual and Multimodal Composition 

Guiding the curricular design aspects of this study was my interest in the fluid 

integration of communicative modes and languages by sign makers for a wide range of 

purposes (Milson-Whyte, 2011;Vasudevan, 2010).  Opportunities to compose original 
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texts seem to diminish after early elementary grades, and even earlier for linguistically 

diverse students, as accountability measures continue to dominate the language arts 

curriculum (Gadsden, 2008; Valdés, 2001a; Vasudevan, 2010).  Delegating 

multimodal and multilingual composing opportunities exclusively to specialized arts 

and after school enrichment classes denies Latino students’ everyday meaning making 

in the language arts classroom.  From this perspective, it made sense to recognize the 

varied semiotic processes, materials, and ways with words (Heath, 1983) Latino 

children manifest in school when presented with a viable writing curriculum that 

builds upon these resources.   

For this research, I selected picturebook-making by Latino students as one path 

toward a multimodal and multilingual curriculum in the Language Arts writing 

classroom.  As both a visual and literary art form, the picturebook has been recognized 

as a valuable vehicle to support literacy learning (NCTE Resolution on the Essential 

Roles and Value of Literature in the Curriculum, 2006).  The potential of picturebooks 

to support language and reading development is well documented (Martinez, Roser, & 

Dooley, 2003) as well as the picturebooks’ support of comprehension through the 

integration of text and image (Norman, 2010; Roser & Martinez, 2010; Sipe, 2000a); 

however, little is known about the potential impact of picturebooks on students’ 

composition resources.  Several studies show how young learners demonstrate 

sensitivities to and grow genre and content knowledge through their experiences with 

literature as touchstone texts (Chapman, 1994; Kamberelis, 1999; Kamberelis & 

Bovino, 1999; Martinez et al, 2008; Shine & Roser, 1999).  Both Nilson (2005) and 

Christianson (2002) have suggested that appreciating and inspecting Latino children’s 

picturebooks from a linguistic perspective is a relatively new way to look at 

multicultural literature, and that an English/Spanish and hybrid language format hold 
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great potential as writing models.  It follows, then, that opportunities to also make 

picturebooks in the presence of Latino children’s picturebook models present possible 

language and literacy benefits for students.   

PROPOSED RESEARCH 

For this dissertation research, I proposed that all languages, modes, and 

modalities share legitimacy as composition resources.  I investigated the exploratory 

talk and picturebook designs of third-grade Latino students as they participated in a 

five-week classroom study of quality picturebooks written with both Spanish and 

English.  Specifically, I examined the multilingual and multimodal composition 

resources the children seemed to import and appropriate from experiences with 

bilingual picturebook models as they planned and crafted their own picturebooks.  The 

research was guided by the following questions:   

Given opportunities to study the features of carefully chosen Latino children’s 

picturebook models en route to designing and publishing their own: 

1. What understandings from published picturebooks (e.g., Grandma’s 

Records by Eric Velasquez) and resources from their heritage do Latino 

third graders import as part of their picturebook compositions and 

designs?   

2. In what ways do the children appropriate the imported features of 

quality picturebooks and their lives into their own picturebook 

productions—such as heritage understandings, literary or artistic styles?  

3. How do students’ identities seem to be manifested through the activity 

of picturebook-making?  
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My questions are both pedagogical and theoretical as I seek to better 

understand the ways students select and employ multimodal and multilingual 

composition resources to interpret and compose.  Moreover, my questions are intended 

to support a writing curriculum that keeps in mind the ways students’ heritage 

resources can be appreciated and built upon for composing texts and identities in the 

classroom.  There is little direct guidance as to how Latino youth negotiate their 

semiotic and material resources inside of the writing classroom, particularly as the 

resources relate to their “funds of knowledge” (Gonzalez et al., 1992, p. 133).  

Researchers have advocated the practice of drawing on all the ways of knowing, 

doing, being, reading, writing, and talking that diverse communities enact to develop 

literacy learning (Banks, et al, 2010; Escamilla & Nathenson-Mejía, 2010; Moje & 

Hinchman, 2004).  In this study, I responded to these calls for culturally responsive 

teaching (Gay, 2000) by making multilingual and multimodal composition—

specifically, picturebook making—more visible as a way to better understand the ways 

young writers of Latino heritage compose and design across languages, modalities, 

and materials.   

Design-Based Research and Case Study 

Because existing research offers limited guidance for studying the acts of 

picturebook making for young Latino writers, I looked to the methodology of design-

based research (DBR) for its guidance to understand the potential of a flexible 

curriculum both for research and for the classroom (Shantuck & Anderson, 2012). 

DBR is a methodology for examining a curriculum crafted and enacted to be 

responsive to a particular group of students in a particular context (Brown, 1992).  In 

DBR, the nuances of instruction and its modifications emanate from the diversity of 
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students’ knowing, learning, as well as from the analysis of the data collected 

(Reinking & Bradley, 2008) and thus, made for a practical methodological design for 

this investigative study.   

This research paired DBR with case study so as to focus data collection and 

analysis on the nuanced ways students of diverse Latino heritage orchestrated 

composition resources and manifested identities while participating in the picturebook 

curriculum.  While the DBR aspects of the research facilitated broader features of the 

study, such as the design and enactment of the curriculum, instrumental case study 

made possible thick descriptions of the composition resources appropriated by the 

students (Stake, 2005).  In addition, a single case, embedded design enabled an up 

close investigation of two different students’ picturebooks and identity performances 

as subunits of analysis.  The cultural and linguistic range of the participating students, 

the focal students, and the teacher composing the larger classroom case contributes to 

a better understanding of the phenomenon I wished to make sense of– the unique 

language and literacy resources diverse students of Latino heritage call upon when 

composing. 

Investigating Diversity Among Students of Latino Heritage 

Among the understudied populations of young Latino writers are children of 

immigrants and American-born children who also claim heritage resources as a part of 

their identities.  Specifically, research has failed to distinguish the composing 

resources of the diverse immigrants who come to the United States as children, often 

called the 1.5 generation, versus those who arrive as adults (Rumbaut & Ima, 1988) or 

those who are children of immigrants.  First generation immigrants who come to the 

United States as children have been found to hold values, identities, and share in 
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practices that are between those of their parents and second-generation immigrants 

(Rumbaut, 1994).   The research now available (e.g., Faltis & Wolfe, 1999) indicates 

that most Generation 1.5 students in U.S. schools are educated exclusively in English 

even though 25% of K-12 students are children of immigrants (Pew Hispanic Center, 

2013). As a result, their literacy abilities are often more developed in English than in 

their native language. This profile tends to set them apart from the newcomer 

immigrant youth (Suárez-Orozco, Pimentel, & Martin, 2009) who enter school upon 

arriving in the United States, and emerging bilingual students (García & Kleifgen, 

2010) in the process of growing literacy in two languages.  Research in writing among 

multilingual youth has traditionally ignored English-dominant Latino children’s 

development and focused instead on the language and literacy learning of students 

who have strong literacy skills in a language other than English (e.g., Tropp & Van 

Sluys, 2008). As a result, the literacy field understands too little about how English-

dominant Latino children compose when in an environment that appreciates and 

invites their heritage resources (Gort, 2001; 2004; 2006;2012).    

Although not all students participating in this classroom study fit neatly in the 

category of Generation 1.5, they, too, are a part of the increasing number of students 

who are ‘in between worlds.’  “These children are a part of a growing number of 

young writers with an emergent nature of cultural and linguistic identities” 

(Hornberger, 2007, p.6).  Many of the participating students are more dominant in 

English literacy activities but still have access to and employ their heritage resources 

in their homes.  Attention to Generation 1.5 students, children of immigrants, and 

those who bring unique Spanish-English language and literacy resources benefits the 

field as a whole by reminding researchers and teachers that the question of who is and 

is not a native speaker of English or Spanish is complicated, as are the semiotic and 
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material resources they value and employ (Fránquiz, 2012).  In sum, further research 

into the composing and interpretive processes of young, developing learners from 

Spanish language backgrounds is needed to grow more understandings of Latino 

children’s language and literacy development, as well as the potential intellectual, 

cognitive, and cultural consequences of biliteracy (Dworin, 2003). 

Potential Contributions 

The findings from this investigation add to existing bodies of research of 

Latino children in at least two distinct ways:  First, they challenge and broaden what 

counts as writing, and suggest a pedagogy of writing for children of Latino heritage 

that is responsive to their broader composition resources when writing and designing 

in the classroom.  Understanding the impact of a multimodal and multilingual writing 

curriculum on students with heritage resources is significant, especially in light of the 

growing number of studies that substantiate students’ repertoires of practice2 for 

literacy learning and in light of the calls for deeper understanding of the tools and 

approaches that might best welcome Latino students’ lives, languages, and literacies 

(Barrera, 1992; Bauer, 2011; Jiménez, 2003).    

Second, this study’s findings can serve to repostion a historically underserved 

population as writers with the wealth of many group memberships—able to optimize 

access to heritage and other socio-cultural resources.  As children who are multilingual 

increasingly populate the classrooms in Texas and the nation, multicultural, and multi-

literate research examining the composition resources of diverse classroom becomes 

                                                
2 To explain my use of repertoire of practice I draw on the work of Gutiérrez and Rogoff (2003).   To 
argue against the general traits of individuals are attributable categorically to ethnic group membership, 
the authors propose an interpretation of variations in individuals’ cultural practices not as traits of 
individuals or collections of individuals, but as proclivities of people with certain histories of 
engagement with specific cultural activities, as repertoires of practice. 
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critically important (Chen, 2011; Fry, 2011).  Teachers of young Latino children in 

today’s era of Common Core Standards face pressures to quickly usher students 

toward English fluency, often at the expense of vital subject matter learning and to the 

detriment of students’ identities as bicultural (Garcia & Kleifgan, 2010; Valenzuela, 

1999).  Many states have adopted bilingual education requirements that continue to 

perpetuate the subtractive policies instituted by bilingual transitional models (Valdés, 

2001b; Valenzuela, 1999).  The stigma of deficiency and shame often delegated to 

culturally and linguistically diverse students (Anzaldúa, 1999; Gonzalez, 1997; 

Guerra, 2011; Zentella, 2001) as a result of these subtractive policies can be countered 

with research evidence that points to the saliency of heritage resources as intellectual 

capital granting Latino youth fuller parity in literacy events at school.  This research 

offers additional evidence to the literature that proposes, “bilingual living does indeed 

require bilingual writing and should be valued and studied as such” (Escamilla and 

Hopewell, 2007, p. 20) and there exists tremendous diversity with the population of 

students identified as bilingual or of Latino heritage.   

In this chapter, I have presented a rationale for why an examination of a 

multimodal and multilingual classroom study is needed to deepen understanding of 

composition resources among young students of Latino heritage. Although studies of 

the multimodal and multilingual composition resources of Latino children have begun 

to emerge (Kress, 1997; Mavers, 2007; Ranker, 2008; 2009b; 2009c), they are still 

relatively few.  The scholarship on multimodal text creations among multilingual 

learners tends to focus on the youngest students (e.g., Bauer & Gort, 2012; Kabuto, 

2010; Soltero-González, 2009) or adolescent youth (e.g., Cowan, 2003; Fránquiz & 

Brochin-Ceballos, 2006), and often takes place outside the context of classroom 

writing experiences.  There are fewer situated studies of middle-grade elementary 
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writers of Latino heritage (Escamilla & Coady, 2001; Ranker, 2009a).  Third graders 

in Texas face growing expectations to shift from learning to read to reading to learn.  

Research of this understudied population among Latino children is necessary given the 

potential loss of interest in reading and writing (Chall, Jacobs, and Baldwin, 1990) and 

the possibility of denying claims to their heritage identities and resources as they age 

(Flores & González, 2002; Valenzuela, 1999).  This dissertation presents my 

investigation into third grade Latino students’ multilingual and multimodal 

composition resources. 

In the following chapter, I address the features of this study through a 

discussion of the conceptual and theoretical perspectives and relevant literature 

guiding the research design. 
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Chapter 2:  Conceptual Framework and Relevant Literature 

In this chapter, I present a conceptual framework informed by socio-cultural 

perspectives (Vygotsky, 1978), social semiotics (Kress, 2010; Kress & van Leeuewen, 

2006) and multilingual and multimodal composition (Fraiberg, 2010).  I then present a 

review of current research examining the ways culturally and linguistically diverse 

learners draw across sign systems to compose in the classrooms, focusing on 

multimodality and multilingualism as semiotic and material resources.  Finally, I 

explain the current relevant research on picturebooks and writing and then argue 

Latino children's picturebook study as one promising path to appreciate and build upon 

the composition resources young children of Latino heritage develop and bring to the 

classroom. 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

From a socio-cultural perspective, learning is fundamentally interactive, goal-

oriented, and mediated by signs, symbols, and cultural artifacts that have been 

transformed over time to serve evolving purposes (Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1985; 

1993).   Language and literacy activity is one central means of sharing and 

appropriating knowledge and tools.  As individuals engage in activities to clarify 

emergent understandings of a task and its goals, share knowledge, and assist one 

another, they rely on language and literacy materials to make meaning and shift roles 

(Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López, Alvarez & Chiu, 1999; Heath, 1983; Scribner & Cole, 

1981;Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1991).   

Socio-Cultural Perspectives  

Socio-cultural theory maintains that activity, such as writing, “is situated in 

concrete interactions that are simultaneously improvised locally and mediated by 
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prefabricated, historically provided tools and practices” (Prior, 2006, p. 54).  As 

Christianakis (2011) explains,  

The situated, improvised, and mediated dimensions of socio-cultural theory 

frames writing as a dialogic endeavor involving collaboration within social 

interactions. In this way, written texts do not stand alone, but remain connected 

to interactional and historical contexts. (p. 26) 

According to Vygotsky (1978), the activity of composing derives from first 

order symbol systems (e.g., gesture, speech, and drawing) and over time, develops to 

abstract sign-driven representations called second-order symbols (e.g., alphabetic 

writing).  In her exploration of socio-cultural theories and writing, Christianakis 

(2011) drew on Vygotsky’s understanding of writing to demonstrate how drawing, a 

beginning form of writing, is tightly linked to the written texts generated by students 

and not just a foundational means for their writing development.  The participating 

middle school students in her study demonstrated ways of composing that purposefully 

drew from their illustrations to craft plot and characters.  Given these insights into the 

value of first order symbol systems for writers, I designed this research keeping in 

mind first and second-order symbols as resources for composition development.  I 

understand composing, one of the many sign making activities situated in a particular 

space and time, as an act of appropriating signs and symbols, both the material and the 

semiotic (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wertch, 1993). 

Social Semiotics 

How students enact and create sign systems across languages, modes, and 

genres within the classroom helped me to better conceptualize how meanings are 

generated as they compose (Kress, 2010; Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996; 2001).   Kress 
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and van Leeuwen (2001; 2006) envision the sign maker as having meanings to express 

through semiotic mode(s).  They explain the sign not as a pre-existing union between a 

meaning and its form, but an agentive act on the part of the sign maker.  Social 

semiotics situates the sign maker at the center of meaning making and focuses on the 

process of sign making. In this view, the signifier, the form, and the signified 

meanings exist independently of one another until brought together by the sign-maker 

in a newly made sign (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001).  The resulting sign is therefore 

motivated in that the union of the signifier and the signified is both intentional and 

appropriate, i.e., representing the sign maker’s intent, within constraints and 

possibilities.  Therefore, I examined signs in relation to the sign maker and the 

contexts in which the signs were produced.  This view of situated meaning making  

(Gee, 2004; Street, 2000) is also central to my interpretation of social semiotics for 

this study.  That is, children’s acts of creating texts are situated in the larger activity of 

growing literacy habits and their individual ways of knowing.  Below, I offer three 

principles of social semiotic communication that may underlie the complex meaning 

making children achieve in the acts of composing multimodal and multilingual texts. 

Semiotic mediation is one of the fundamental principles of a social semiotic 

perspective of students as intentioned sign makers.  Vygotsky (1962; 1978) 

approached language and other psychological tools as abstract and semiotic, 

connecting the internal and external, the social and the individual.  He described the 

transaction as “semiotic mediation” to account for the ways children participate, 

negotiate, and interact in cultural and social practices (Wertsch, 1985, p. 209).  Over 

time and repeated practice and with the help of another, children become increasingly 

adept with the selection and use of semiotic tools to problem solve and eventually 

achieve greater independence in their uses of material and psychological mediational 
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means.  And through this process, the learner’s identity and social spaces qualitatively 

transform as well (Rowsell & Pahl, 2007).  For example, Pahl and Rowsell (2011), 

proposed artifactual critical literacy to illustrate how semiotic resources—such as 

stories and languages—when connected to objects and home experiences, can serve as 

starting points to mediate text making. In their findings, Pahl and Rowsell 

demonstrated how a theory of semiotic mediation guided their analysis of text making 

and students’ identities in the classroom.  What resulted was a vision of artifactual 

composition as a much wider concept of meaning making than previously thought. 

The second principle of provenance also informed this study’s theoretical 

framework.  Researchers and theorists have further developed social semiotics as it 

relates to classroom learning, drawing attention to the ways semiotic resources are 

employed and combined for specific purposes or tasks (Barton, Hamilton, & Ivanič, 

2000; Street, 2003).  Kress and Van Leeuwen (2001) explored provenance as a 

principle to explain the origins of semiotic resources.  They propose that sign makers 

frequently import signs from other contexts (such as another era, social group, culture, 

literature) into a different context where new signs are made in order to signify ideas 

and values associated with the original context.  Van Leeuwen (2005) further explains 

provenance as the origin of semiotic resources and describe how practices, discourse 

elements, materials, and ideas are appropriated from one domain of practice or 

discourse to another.  Together, these explorations foreground provenance as the place 

of origin for semiotic import and guided my analysis to better understand the ideas and 

values associated with students’ composition resources.  

Cowan (2008) relied on the work on cultural provenance to explore how Latino 

adolescent youth integrated Latino-influenced icons and images found in their 

communities to visually perform a Latino cultural identity in the United States.  He 
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demonstrated how the low-rider artwork students represented on their notebooks and 

graffiti appropriated Mexican oriented icons and motifs.  He described this act of 

taking and making culturally specific visual meaning as “Chicano visual discourse” (p. 

130). Cowan concluded that the Latino youth he studied used resources from 

“preexisting, circulating semiotic forms in their community and culturally valued 

social semiotic practices to create new depictions that reflected their desire to use 

Chicano visual discourse to resist assimilation and articulate issues of U.S. Latino 

identity” (p. 141).  By relying on provenance to guide his research, Cowan was able to 

link and understand students’ visual representations as tightly linked to historic and 

heritage related discourses.  Like Cowan, Ranker also relies on a principle of 

provenance as a way to better understand the histories and discourses appropriated in 

students’ compositions.  However, Ranker (2009b) applies provenance more broadly 

as a theoretical lens to understand how first-grade bilingual students accessed and 

combined multimodal resources while composing illustrated short stories. Through his 

analysis, Ranker demonstrated how the principle of provenance held significance for 

early writing pedagogy among bilingual learners.  By exploring the first grade 

students’ appropriated collaborative composing practices as semiotic resources from 

one writing event to another over the course of a year, Ranker found that the children 

appropriated composing practices with a predominantly visual dimension.  

Specifically, he noted that students adapted (1) the practice of physically/spatially 

dividing their work into discrete parts (using separate papers and a numbering system) 

that each was responsible for developing; (2) the practice of producing elaborate 

drawings of cars; and (3) the practice of using published books as a source for written 

meanings and images.  The students in Ranker’s study demonstrated how they 
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appropriated various practices from previous instruction to meet the needs of new 

composing situations.    

Together, these studies offer insights into provenance as a theoretical lens to 

examine students’ compositions and the resources appropriated to craft those texts.  I 

could identify no studies of middle grade students’ composition resources set within a 

study of Latino children’s picturebooks, nor could I identify a body of research that 

focused on the provenance of Latino students’ import from mentor or socio-cultural 

texts.  Given this gap in the literature, it seems important then, to understand the 

origins of students’ composition import.  Moreover, in light of the need for research of 

Latino students’ writing and given the potential in supporting Latino students’ 

histories and heritages in the writing classroom, investigations into the ways students 

stage these resources are also required. 

Transduction, or transmediation is the translation of content from one sign 

system into another.  Many literacy researchers have found that the process of moving 

across sign systems or modes can be generative (Bezemer & Kress, 2008; Cowan & 

Albers, 2006; Kress, 2003; Siegal, 1995) in that the movement can yield new ideas.  

Because each sign system has its own semantic, syntactic, and graphic forms, there is 

no one-to-one correspondence between sign systems—between the sign system of 

spoken language and drama, for instance.  Transduction can inevitably bring about 

new understandings in the move from one mode to another (Bezemer & Kress, 2008).  

New ways of thinking emerge as each mode presents different materiality, and those 

ways of thinking are then shaped by the histories the materiality carries.   

The generative potential of modal change among children has garnered the 

attention of literacy researchers interested in exploring the process of transduction and 

its pedagogical possibilities (e.g., Fránquiz, 1999; Medina, 2010; Semali, 2008; Siegal, 
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1995; Wolf, 2010).  Several investigations suggest that for Latino students, presenting 

meaning through sign systems beyond oral and written language can help to develop 

literacy learning.   Fránquiz (1999) and Medina (2010) examined Latino children’s 

acts of transduction and demonstrated how students take up and recast meaning from 

literature and their lives across modes. Wolfe (2010), Siegel (1995) and Semali (2008) 

also demonstrated the educational advantages of transduction. They contended that 

engaging students identified as ‘ELL’ in the process of constructing meanings in 

different sign systems enables students to scaffold their own ideas into more 

conventional academic discourse. In his study, Semali (2008) specifically noted how 

bilingual students’ modal changes from verbal to visual meanings in the contexts of 

collaborative group work significantly supported their understanding and appreciation 

of literature while extending their thinking and oral language proficiency.  Together, 

these studies suggest constructing meanings in different sign systems afford Latino 

students’ valuable learning opportunities and enable them to scaffold their own ideas 

to meet the larger goal of literacy learning in the classroom. 

This concept of transduction may also be a heuristic for understanding the 

process of how children transact with words and pictures in a picturebook.  Sipe 

(1998) explains that whenever readers and listeners move across sign systems to make 

sense of a picturebook, "new meanings are produced because we interpret the text in 

terms of the pictures and the pictures in terms of the texts in a potentially never-ending 

sequence” (p. 102).  As readers of picturebooks adjust interpretations of the pictures 

and words to make meanings, the oscillation is potentially ceaseless (Siegal, 1995; 

Sipe, 1998).   Sipe (1988) explains:    

The possibilities of meaning in the word-picture relationship are inexhaustible.  

Each new page opening presents us with a new set of words and new illustrations to 
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factor into our construction of meaning. Reviewing and rereading will produce ever-

new insights as we construct new connections and make modifications of our previous 

interpretations, in a Piagetian process of assimilation and accommodation. In other 

words, we assimilate new information and in the process we change our cognitive 

structures, accommodating them to the new information. (p. 106)  

Transduction then is an important feature composers of picturebooks must 

consider as they generate meanings across visual and written modes.  By leaving gaps 

in the written narrative, picturebook makers use images to answer lingering questions, 

which in turn allows the picturebook as a whole to require fewer words.   

Together, semiotic mediation, provenance, and transduction open to a 

sociological view of semiotic theory in that these constructs help to explain how 

different cultural groups have varied and valuable ways of constructing meanings 

across sign systems.  The explorations of semiotic mediation at work among Latino 

children are critically important as they demonstrate how available semiotic and 

material resources can position learners differently in different contexts.  This 

dissertation study investigates the possibilities of semiotic and material resources as 

mediational means for composition and identity work. 

Guiding my dissertation is Mártinez-Roldán’s (2003) work, for example, as she 

demonstrated how access to Spanish positioned one bilingual child as knowledgeable 

and as an accomplished reader during literature discussions.  By contrast, English-only 

discussions positioned the same child as both quiet and unable to comprehend.  The 

semiotic resources that are privileged in a classroom determine how any child, 

including children of Latino heritage, are perceived, what semiotic resources they can 

import, how they negotiate to learn, and what identities they are permitted to perform 

in the learning community (Bartlett, 2007; Holland et al, 1998). 
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In the following section focusing on multimodality and multilingualism, I 

present current research examining the ways children of Latino heritage draw across 

sign resources in classrooms to create texts.    

MULTILINGUAL AND MULTIMODAL MEDIATION AMONG DIVERSE YOUTH 

Multimodality 

Sign makers’ use of several semiotic resources in the design of a semiotic 

product or event is multimodality.  As demonstrated in the work of Halliday (1985), 

Hodge and Kress (1988), and Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), the dynamic synergy of 

multiple sign systems at work and the ways they communicate the sign maker’s 

intentions is at the heart of research on multimodality.   

Multimodality is concerned with signs and starts from the position that like 

speech and writing all modes consist of sets of semiotic resources—resources 

that people draw on and configure in specific moments (Wolfe, 2010, p. 441).   

Jewett and Kress (2003) present four concepts essential to interpreting 

multimodal designs: materiality, framing, design, and production.  Materiality 

concerns the resources (paper, pencil, crayon) chosen by composers to represent 

meaning and its capacity to communicate messages in various ways. Framing defines 

the way in which elements of a multimodal composition are spaced together  (Kress & 

van Leeuwen, 2001). For instance, within artifacts such as picturebooks, framing 

involves such decisions as placement of a visual image, selection of the image for the 

intention of the message, and choices concerning text or image size and font types.  

Design, the conceptual side of expression (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001; 2006), refers 

to how sign makers orchestrate materials and resources together to create their 

representations.  Production then, must consider the construction and organization of 
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the representation; production considers the actual text’s form (picturebook, movie, 

podcast) as well as the technical skills (skills of the hand, eye, ear, body) used when 

working with media to create the text. In creating texts, the text maker/sign maker, 

orchestrates each of these elements, considering how they interrelate and how their 

relationships may inform a reader’s interpretation.   

 A social semiotic understanding of multimodality focuses on a 

composer’s intended meanings—influencing the choices of modes and materials, the 

ways those modes and materials are incorporated into the design, and how such 

decisions manifest the creator’s beliefs, values, and experiences (Kress, 2010).  Thus, 

a social semiotic approach to multimodal literacy is more broadly oriented toward the 

processes of meaning making as a series of choices from a range of options, leading to 

the staging of a coherent text.  Such a perspective is a departure from traditional 

studies of Latino students’ writing, which often reduce its focus to phonics, syntax, 

and conventions in English language acquisition (Wolfe, 2010). 

Scholarship in multimodal literacy practices has grown significantly within the 

past decade, with some researchers exploring the potential and merit of multimodality 

as one path to examine the literature responses of students of Latino heritage.  Early 

and Marshall (2008), for example, investigated how high school bilingual students 

relied on graphic organizers called mandalas to mediate their written and oral 

interpretations of literature in group discussions.  In this study, students translated 

ideas and content from visual to textual modes and their text productions demonstrated 

multimodality as generative for supporting cognitive and affective engagement with 

texts. The multimodal work enabled students’ development of literacy skills and 

promoted an extended concept of literacy, one that interlinked the visual and verbal 

and the written.  Medina (2010) similarly presented the benefits of varied modalities 
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for literacy learning, as they relate to literature discussion.  Her analysis of bilingual 

students’ literature response activities illustrated that engagement with varied sign 

systems among recent immigrant children allowed literature discussion to be a place to 

share history and move within and across time and place—what she termed cultural 

flow.  By means of varied literature response modes (e.g., graffiti boards, discussions, 

drama, oral storytelling, body biographies), students were able to create new forms of 

meaning to be defined and redefined.  Both studies inform my investigation as they 

demonstrate the potential of multimodality to support Latino students’ interpretive 

work with literature.  Unlike these studies however, my research does not investigate 

multimodality as a scaffold for literature response, but as a tool for students to 

compose original texts.   

Multimodality as an affordance for Latino children’s literacy development is 

also noted among primary grade, bilingual learners.  Soltero-González (2009) 

examined the literacy practices of an emerging bilingual child in a preschool 

classroom comprised mostly of recent Mexican immigrant students.  Findings suggest 

that despite school sanctioned English literacy practices, students created spaces to 

freely explore and combine multiple sign systems (e.g., oral and written in Spanish 

and English, drawing and signing).  Soltero-Gonzalez noted how each sign system 

provided students different possibilities to represent the meaning that they wanted to 

communicate.  In the data presented, one four year-old student created a visual text 

and a bilingual oral text of his home that reflected his meaning making experiences 

inside and outside of school.  He drew from his repertoire of modalities (writing in 

English, oral language in Spanglish, illustration, gesture) not always recognized 

together in official curriculum as meaning making resources.   
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In addition to supporting the meaning making processes of Latino students, 

there appears to be potential in students’ uses of multimodality to access and support 

their cultural resources and bicultural identities.  In a three-year participatory action 

research study, Sánchez (2009) guided three immigrant high school girls to create 

picturebooks.  The 17 year-old participants drew on transnational funds of knowledge 

and social relations to develop a picturebook about their return to Mexico.  What 

resulted were multimodal texts of a recurring narrative, that of returning to Mexico, in 

the lives of transnational Mexican families.  In their picturebooks, the young women 

constructed detailed meta-narratives of their transnational lives, thereby producing a 

counter-story to the deficit portrayals of Mexican immigrant families. In addition to 

linking to students’ cultural resources as the participants in Sanchez’ study 

demonstrated, Wohlwend (2006) observed young bilingual children design multimodal 

texts to project identities.  She examined the writing, language interactions, and play 

of Hanan, a six year-old-first grader of Arabic heritage.   Wohlwend explained how 

access to varied modalities allowed Hanan to project an ethnic identity that resisted 

interpellation as an American during post-9/11 patriotism in her school and peer 

culture. Richardson-Bruna (2007) similarly described how Latino adolescents tagging 

graffiti-like inscriptions of their own name—or that of their country or region of origin 

in public spaces, was an identity performance.  Adolescent students drew attention to 

any kind of Mexican or Spanish-language reference on their clothes or accessories, 

and spontaneously shouted out, gritaron their place of origin.   

For both Hanan and the students in Richardson-Burna’s study, multimodal 

composition, like picturebook making, functioned as affinity group (Gee, 2001) 

strategies, to demonstrate allegiance to a shared community.  For all of the diverse 

learners presented here, multimodal compositions signaled allegiance to a particular 
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heritage and served to project identities.  In her discussion of biliteracy, 

transnationalism, multimodality, and identity, Hornberger (2007) suggests multimodal 

literacies and literacy practices for Latino youth are profoundly rooted in processes of 

(re)construction and maintenance of particular selves. 

The contributions of the research reviewed influenced my inquiry into 

multimodal composition, specifically picturebook making, as a potential area of 

research and curricular design for students of Latino heritage.   The findings suggest 

that when presented with opportunities to construct meanings, multimodal designs 

among culturally and linguistically diverse youth illustrate the broader repertoires of 

meanings and means of expression they posses (Gallas, 1994; Ranker, 2009a; 2009b; 

Rowe et al., 2003).  This does not imply we simply teach bilingual students to be good 

composers of art or performers of drama.  Rather, as Gee (1996) argued, the ability to 

see patterns and apply them flexibly to new contexts of meaning is essential to the 

development of proficiency in any discourse. And, as Street (2006) noted, exploring 

the multimodal practices among Latino students has great potential to better 

understand the rich and complicated histories they bring to school literacies.  Street 

explains: 

In considering the kind of literacies that might be appropriate for new times, 

we may have to take into account not only the modality, in Kress’s terms, in this case 

the relationship between visual and written modes, but also the deep social and 

cultural meanings associated with such production. (p. 39) 

Although there is much promise for exploring multimodality in studies of 

students of Latino heritage, more research is needed on the provenance of the deeper 

social and cultural multimodal meanings that Latino sign makers import as they 

design.  Specifically, systematic studies of the curricular designs and instructional 
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approaches supporting Latino students’ multimodal compositions are needed to 

examine the ways students’ appropriate the resources used to craft.  Moreover, case 

studies of diverse students of Latino heritage must be conducted to better understand 

the variety of multimodal resources they arrange when composing and manifesting 

identities in multimodal texts.    

Multilingualism 

Multilingual mediation envisions multiple languages, literacies, and 

discourses as semiotic resources. Some argue (Gort, 2013; Palmer & Martinez, 2013) 

that education has struggled to embrace multilingualism because of a tacit 

monolingual policy and linguistic homogeneity that has undergirded much of literacy 

scholarship and teaching.   Fránquiz and de la Luz Reyes (1998) demonstrated how 

first grade children in a predominantly Latino classroom participate more fully in 

literacy and science learning when teachers welcome students’ English and Spanish 

linguistic resources.   The students relied on Spanglish, fluid movement across English 

and Spanish, as a resource, rather than as interference when participating in 

collaborative classroom discussions.  For the young bilingual learners studied, 

knowing and speaking Spanish and Spanglish served to clarify content, to elaborate 

hypotheses, and allowed them to participate more fully in classroom learning.  

Fránquiz and de la Luz Reyes suggest that when teachers are guided by socio-cultural 

understandings of the ways children use language(s), teachers call upon all linguistic 

and cultural resources for classroom learning, including “a range of language registers 

and codes (e.g., from standard to more colloquial forms of speech and from 

monolingual to more mixed language uses)”(p. 213).  Martínez (2011) also explored 

how students’ multilingualism, specifically their everyday uses of Spanglish in the 
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classroom, served as a semiotic tool for a variety of purposes. In his qualitative study, 

students displayed an impressive adeptness at: (a) shifting voices for different 

audiences; and (b) communicating subtle shades of meaning through codeswitching.  

Like Fránquiz and de la Luz Reyes, Martínez suggests that Spanglish is a dynamic and 

creative language practice with untapped potential as a tool for literacy teaching and 

learning. Similarly, Gutierrez and her colleagues (1999) illustrated how multilingual 

language practices, like mixed language use, served as resources for building 

collaboration and promoting literacy learning.  In the playful environment of 

computer-mediated learning, participants drew from their own, as well as each other’s 

linguistic and socio-cultural resources, to collaborate in problem-solving activities.  

Each switch from Spanish to English and vice versa was a conscious and strategic 

choice to accomplish several goals: (a) to complete the required literacy task (that of 

reporting on the day’s activities);  (b) to use this literacy text as a vehicle for self-

expression; and (c) to build a sustained relationship with other students. These diverse 

and hybrid repertoires and practices became the tools for mediating literacy learning.  

Across these cases, multilingualism, particularly hybrid language use, become the 

mediational contexts and tools necessary for future social and cognitive development.  

Leveraging multilingualism as a resource for literacy learning could have a 

transformative impact on the academic literacy development among Latino children by 

helping them to recognize, draw on, and extend the skills already embedded in their 

everyday use of language.  Questions still remain however as to the ways students of 

diverse Latino heritage appropriate their multilingualism to compose written texts. 

Systematic investigations into elementary students’ English and Spanish or hybrid 

language compositions are needed to inform theoretical and instructional models that 
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support multilingualism as a resource for writing among students who claim Spanish 

as a heritage resource.  

Recently, Milson-Whyte (2011) examined hybrid language use in writing and 

proposed code-meshing as an effective strategy for blending languages in written 

prose. Code meshing—blending dialects and languages with standard English—is 

posed as the better pedagogical alternative to code switching: shifting between dialects 

or languages in different setting in teaching literacy to diverse learners (Young & 

Martinez, 2011). Milson-Whyte’s content analysis of poetry by Gina Valdés titled 

English Con Salsa, pointed to written blended speech and hybrid metaphors as 

legitimate and creative ways to resist notions of only one formal way of writing.  

Milson-Whyte suggests that language and literacy learning may best be achieved if 

pedagogical strategies incorporate aspects of learners’ lived realities and languages; 

she argues that code-meshing is worth considering within composition studies to 

achieve this goal for all learners.  From this perspective, code-meshing does not have 

roots in traditional English-only ideologies that require multilingual and multi-

dialectical students to choose one code over another while privileging languages and 

dialects associated with dominant races and further alienating the codes of traditionally 

oppressed peoples.  Instead, code-meshing promotes linguistic democracy, as students 

are not called to choose but are instead allowed to blend languages and identities 

(Canagarajah, 2006; Milson-Whyte, 2011; Young & Martinez, 2011). 

The literature on multilingualism and literacy learning illustrate the positive 

benefits and critical advances for diverse students when their linguistic resources are 

welcomed as semiotic resources for learning.  Given these findings, systematic 

research is required to learn more about the kinds of linguistic resources students of 

Latino heritage import when composing and to better understand the kinds of 
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curriculum and instruction that supports students’ multilingualism as an asset.  As 

Fraiberg (2010) explains: 

Now that conditions are changing, it is possible to challenge the hegemony of 

that view, English only, and to offer another one better able to account for the 

ways speakers are drawing on their resources at a time when boundaries are 

often deliberately played with. (p. 104)  

Together, the literature implies a necessary theoretical shift from linguistics, 

which often exclusively focuses on how learners acquire forms of language, like 

phonology, morphology, and syntax (Ellis, 2001), with social semiotics, which studies 

signs and their meanings in their different realizations.  

COMPOSITION 2.0: PICTUREBOOK MAKING AS MULTILINGUAL AND MULTIMODAL 
COMPOSITION 

A multilingual and multimodal orientation to meaning making among children 

guides my research and serves to frame the semiotic meanings of the texts designed by 

children who bring two languages, a heritage culture, and diverse group 

memberships—resources not often fully drawn into schooling experiences.  This 

investigation, therefore, also draws from emerging interdisciplinary literature in 

Composition 2.0 studies, a movement intent on opening the field of composition to 

multilingual-multimodal perspectives to better reflect the varieties of Englishes and 

modalities embodied and practiced in today’s globalized and networked world 

(Canagarajah, 2006; Fraiberg, 2011; Matsuda, Canagarajah, Harklau, Hyland, & 

Warschauer, 2003; Milson-Whyte, 2011; Razfar & Yan, 2010; Siegal, 2006; Young & 

Martinez, 2011).  This research investigated “code mashing” (Fraiberg, 2010, p. 102), 

or the complex blending of multimodal and multilingual texts and literacy practices, 
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among young Latino composers as they inspected, discovered, responded to, 

explained, hypothesized, designed, and made picturebooks.  

The Potential of the Picturebook 

I rely on the compound word, “picturebook,” as does Kiefer (1994), to 

acknowledge the synergy between print and art.  The essence of the picturebook is 

found in the way the text and the illustrations relate to each other; this relationship 

between the two kinds of text—the verbal and the visual—is complex and nuanced:  

“The text-picture relationship is not so much a matter of a balance of power as it is the 

way in which the text and pictures transact with each other, and transform each other” 

(Sipe, 1998, p. 98).  As Nodelman (1988) puts it, in a picturebook, "The words change 

the pictures and the pictures change the words."  

As unique text form, the picturebook’s material features have a lexicon.  In this 

dissertation, I will rely on this picturebook vocabulary when describing a picturebook.  

The double-page illustration in a picturebook is often called a spread.  When the 

illustration requires both left and right hand pages of the spread (verso and recto), 

crossing the book’s gulley, book experts refer to the opening as a double-page spread, 

meaning the two-pages facing one another are intended to be read as an event or scene 

(Sipe, 2006).   

As both a uniquely visual and literary art form, the picturebook has been 

recognized as a valuable tool to support lifelong literacy learning.  Many have 

contended that reading picturebooks nurtures a love of literature and reading among 

students (Colomer et al, 2010; NCTE Resolution on the Essential Roles and Value of 

Literature in the Curriculum, 2006; Sipe & Brightman, 2006).  Research suggests 

potential in the picturebook to support early language and reading development (e.g., 
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Sulzby, 1985) and to support comprehension (Norman, 2010; Roser et al, 2011; Sipe, 

2000); however, less is known about the potential to influence the composing 

processes of children.  To add, I identified no systematic investigations that examined 

students engaged in the work of composing picturebooks. 

Research has shown that engagement with visual symbols, including those in 

picturebooks, is essential and integral to all children’s early written products. The 

research also suggests that exploring the aesthetic aspects of picturebooks may 

improve children’s understandings of both visual and written texts (Sipe & McGuire, 

2006; Wolfenbarger & Sipe, 2007).  Other researchers have claimed that illustrations 

in books can stimulate bilingual children’s oral language (Battle, 1993; Bauer, 2004; 

Kiefer, 1995; Mártinez-Roldan & Newcomer, 2011), and that talking about design 

features of picturebooks can deepen and extend readers’ literary understanding and 

interpretive sophistication (Sipe & McGuire, 2006).  It seems reasonable to inquire, 

then, as to whether opportunities to make picturebooks after experiencing and 

inspecting this format, holds potential benefits for students’ composing processes and 

resources.   

The Potential of Picturebook Making 

Ray (2010) asked “What if children were introduced to key qualities of good 

writing in the context of illustrations?” This question led to the research behind In 

Pictures and In Words. Based on documentation of classroom experiences with young 

children, Ray describes how the interpretive work students do while reading picture 

books can help them see the connection between what words and illustrations do to 

offer meaning in picturebooks.  She shares classroom-based research foundation as a 
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rationale for this approach to writing instruction and suggests 50 ways illustration 

study might help students internalize key aspects of craft. 

Specifically, Ray suggests teachers guide students to note literary craft such as 

tone and mood through illustrations within picturebooks.  Students’ picturebooks 

samples suggest that the different ways in which young children experience written 

language and visual art have important implications for the ways in which researchers 

and educators try to relate words and pictures and for the study of writing 

development.  Although Ray’s insightful student samples demonstrate that students 

can learn features of fine writing through illustration, more systematic examinations 

into teachers’ instruction and students’ composing processes and picturebook products 

are needed, particularly among more diverse, multilingual participants.     

The Potential of Latino Specific Children’s Picturebooks 

A small number of children’s tradebooks, including picturebooks, now address 

the affiliations children of Latino heritage can have as they grow up in the United 

States.  According to the Cooperative Children’s Book Center, of the estimated 5000 

multicultural children’s books (books written about and by people of color) published 

in 2012, only 59 were written by authors of Latino heritage, with 54 of those books 

being about Latino characters.   Well-crafted Latino children’s picturebooks can 

inspire children's interests in Spanish language and encourage Latino youth to claim 

their heritage (Barrera & Quiroa, 2003; López-Flores, 2006). By choosing to integrate 

hybrid language use as a literary device and by crafting images that reflect a Latino 

experience, the authors and illustrators of many Latino children’s picturebooks are 

collectively giving a profound message to all children: that the inclusion of written 

Spanish and images of Latinos in picturebooks can be the creative expression of those 

who have the power of two languages and many worlds.  Therefore, these 
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picturebooks, which artfully integrate representations of Latino experiences across 

both the written and visual texts, held great promise as models for future picturebook 

makers of Latino heritage (Christianson, 2002; Nilson, 2005). 

Latino children’s picturebooks not only offer written and illustrated narratives, 

but a range of themes and cultural models that bring relevance to Latino children.  

Research suggests that, in the classroom, Latino-specific literature in conjunction with 

well thought teacher facilitation can support understanding of complex sociopolitical 

themes, including immigration, citizenship, and justice (DeNicolo & Fránquiz, 2006; 

Fránquiz & Mártinez-Roldán, 2010; López-Robertson, 2010; Medina, 2004).   In their 

content analysis of Spanish language features in children’s literature, Chappel and 

Faltis (2007) proposed that the life worlds constructed in the stories, characters, and 

events of Latino-specific literature convey messages and cultural models that can both 

re-inscribe hegemonic notions of English only contexts or deconstruct these notions 

through fair representations of language and culture.  Although these studies support 

building cultural awareness through quality Latino children’s literature, more studies 

are needed that focus on the literary and artistic contributions of Latino children’s 

picturebooks, as well as how this literature can support students’ composition learning 

and memberships to multiple communities of practice. Both Nilson (2005) and 

Christianson (2002) argue that considering these texts from a linguistic perspective, 

for example, is a relatively new way to look at multicultural literature, and holds great 

potential as models of writing for Latino youth.  Few investigations have 

systematically examined how classrooms have approached this literature with an 

agenda of growing writing.  The implications of Latino children’s literature as model 

texts for writing development could potentially help to  position students’ diverse 

languages and lives as composition resources in the writing classroom  
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The Potential of Model Texts 

The practice of integrating exemplary models of writing has become a well-

accepted feature of elementary writing instruction (Farmer & Arrington, 1993; 

Murphy, 2001).  Offering students models of writing as an instructional approach has 

historically been described as imitation (Farmer & Arrington, 1993; Smagorinsky, 

1992), apprenticeship and prose modeling (Charney & Carlson, 1995; Stolarek, 1994), 

and more recently, as mentorship (Anderson & Dorfman, 2007; Bomer, 1995 & 2011; 

Calkins, 2010; Fletcher, 2011).  In the process of relying on mentor texts, writers are 

encouraged to read a text with the purpose of informing their own writing.  Often 

teachers can supplement the craft lesson drawn from mentoring texts by introducing 

touchstone texts3 to demonstrate the kind of writing being demonstrated.  Nodelman 

(1985) suggests that the work of relying on mentor texts is, ‘to have always in one's 

mind lines and expressions from the great masters” (as cited in Arnold, 1964, p. 241-

241). The custom of reading as writers and writing as readers situates reading and 

writing as meaning-making processes, involving planning, generating, and revising 

meanings (Graves & Hansen, 1983; Tierney & Pearson, 1984; Wolf, 2004).  Smith 

(1983) argues that one cannot be a writer without reading as one. Reading like a writer 

enables the reader to build an implicit knowledge of those texts.   However, more 

systematic investigations into what craft and knowledge of texts students import into 

their compositions are needed.   Moreover, research that envisions mentor texts more 

broadly and as inclusive of the socio-cultural texts students bring to the classroom 

would contribute to a pedagogy of writing that is responsive to students’ cultural, 

linguistic, and social repertoires. 

                                                
3 A touchstone text is a piece of writing selected by the teacher to serve as an outstanding example for 
modeling teaching points such as style, form, conventions, text structure, word choice, craft, and genre. 
During a unit of study, a teacher will select between one to three texts to serve as the “touchstone.” 
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Some studies have found that mentor, or model, texts positively influence 

writing (Corden, 2007; Eckhoff, 1984), and researchers have focused on how these 

texts can apprentice craft learning.  Building on the idea of learning from authors’ craft 

(Fletcher, 2011), Corden (2007) examined how explicit instruction of literary devices 

using mentor texts influenced the quality of children’s writing.  Corden was interested 

in the ways students might move beyond copying from a mentor text to “developing a 

conscious awareness of what structural or stylistic choices they were making and why” 

(p. 270). When teachers scaffold students through modeling, or by drawing attention to 

specific literary devices within the mentor texts, Corden found that students could 

engage with texts critically as well as develop an awareness of textual structure and 

literary devices that were later reflected in their writing. He also found that children 

learned new language to use in discussing the texts they were reading—what Bomer 

(1995) calls the meta-language around a text.  When Garrigues (2004) examined the 

impact of model texts on student writing, she found students presented with models 

better understood how reading and writing were related and how to “apprentice 

themselves to an author” (p. 65). Several studies (Chapman, 1994; Kamberelis, 1999; 

Kamberelis & Bovino, 1999; Martinez et al, 2008; Shine & Roser, 1999) also 

demonstrate how young learners exposed to specific bodies of literature develop 

sensitivities to, and build an implicit knowledge of, those texts, including genre or 

rhetorical knowledge.   

Nonetheless, questions still remain as to how mentor texts can also support 

young writers of Latino heritage.  More recently, researchers have begun to examine 

the potential of model texts for multilingual adults learning to read and write in 

English (Abbuhl, 2011; Genril, 2011; Tardy, 2006), and have found that the writers in 

these studies look specifically to published models when composing in English, 
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borrowing discourses and textual fragments from these texts to begin writing. Their 

research locate mentor texts as sources for voices, crafting, and features, and suggest 

that model texts can have a positive impact on multilingual students’ writing.   

Although many of the reviewed studies speak to the influence of model texts 

on writing, there is rarely a display of evidence to back up the claims made in the 

research reports. Only Ivanič (1998) and Prior (1998) provide fine-grained analyses of 

adult writers’ appropriations of features of model texts (including classroom 

discourses) to trace the provenance of the appropriated influences. Using participants’ 

writing samples, retrospective interviews, and classroom observation, these two 

researchers were able to identify and trace the origins of craft participants appropriated 

into their writing.  If drawing upon other texts is an important strategy for writing 

development, then analysis of the model texts, the writing samples, retrospective 

interviews and classroom observations are an important means for understanding how 

writers are informed by the work of other writers.  The analysis by Ivanič (1998) and 

Prior (1998) reminds that when tracing students’ composing processes beside mentor 

texts, the focus of analysis must continue to be on both writers’ processes and the 

model texts. 

DESign Based Research: Planning a Picturebook Curriculum  

This work was situated within the work of teacher inquiry (Cochran-Smith & 

Lytle, 2001; Darling-Hammond & Richardson, 2009) and oriented toward sharing 

Latino/a heritage resources in the classroom.  The teacher of the participating 

classroom and I, and two other teachers of predominantly Latino students met monthly 

to design curriculum and talk over quality Latino children’s literature. The group 

began in response to teachers’ expressed interest in developing culturally responsive 
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units of study for language arts.  Our planning meetings were structured as part of the 

Designed Based Research design of this study.   

As Reinking & Bradley (2004) note, unlike experimental or naturalistic studies 

of instructional interventions, design based research “accommodates both the variation 

inherent in classroom and the need to adapt curriculum in response to relevant 

variation” (p. 153).  I selected the methodology of design-based research (DBR) to 

better understand the impact a fluidly designed curriculum—one that focuses on 

maximizing students’ heritage assets and developing their multilingual and multimodal 

composing resources—could have for both research and the classroom (Brown, 1992).  

DBR is a methodology for examining the effects of a curriculum designed to be 

responsive to a particular group of students in a particular context.  In DBR, the 

nuances of instruction and its modifications emanate from and highlight the diversity 

of students.   

In keeping with the DBR tenets derived by Anderson and Shattuck (2012), this 

research was situated in an educational context, focused on the design and analysis of 

a curriculum.   The curriculum was enacted mixed iterations and adaptations, and 

involved a collaborative partnership between a researcher and a practitioner.  Neuman 

(1999), Ivey and Broaddus (2007), and Jiménez (1997), have all relied on a DBR 

framework to install curriculum focused on facilitating and promoting literacy learning 

among diverse youth.  Jiménez (1997) in particular, relied on culturally relevant 

materials as part of the enacted curriculum—a feature this proposed DBR study will 

also employ.  

Bradley & Reinking (2008) believe that a natural and important part of 

conducting DBR is professional development.  They found that teachers become more 

reflective about their practice and more involved in professional development 
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activities in the contexts of DBR.    While the details of the teacher learning 

community provide for future examinations, it is important to also note that for this 

study, the professional learning experience was a part of the DBR methodology.  The 

experiences and learning of the professional learning group shaped curriculum 

development, instructional planning, and informed the literature selected.  In the 

following chapter, I address how DBR frames this study and other methodological 

aspects of this research.   
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Chapter 3: Methodological Framework and Research Design 

For this investigation, I paired design-based research with case study to explore 

students’ composition resources and their identity performances within their 

picturebook productions.  My methodological approach was guided by a socio-

constructivist orientation to research, a perspective that views knowledge as socially 

constructed as opposed to created.  As a result, I constructed a methodological frame 

and research design that placed greater emphasis on the social activity of a 

community’s reality.   In addition, I looked to methodologies that supported my 

endeavor to conduct research that contributed to writing curriculum and instructional 

models that are responsive to Latino students’ socio-cultural assets.   

Below I develop a rationale for the features of my methodological framework 

and research design.  The chapter has three sections:  First, I present the research 

design.  Second, I present the research site and its selection and follow with the 

pedagogical goals of the picturebook curriculum, how the curriculum was refined over 

the course of the study, and overview the classroom picturebook study.  Finally, I 

outline the phases of data collection and analysis.  I conclude with a brief discussion 

regarding methodological concerns and limitations. 

CONDUCTING DESIGN-BASED RESEARCH AND CASE STUDY 

Design-Based Research 

This qualitative investigation is an interpretive and instrumental case study, 

framed within a design-based research (DBR) approach. DBR is an emerging 

methodology well suited to this study as it was conceptualized as a method to address 

practical challenges of a system, develop workable alternatives to obstacles in its 

implementation, and accomplish established goals (Bradley & Reinking, 2008).  In 
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literacy DBR, researchers collaborate with teachers to determine pedagogical goals, to 

design curriculum to meet the desired goals, and to modify the curriculum and 

instruction in response to classroom data that have been closely examined (Anderson 

& Shattuck, 2012; Bradley & Reinking, 2008; Brown, 1992).  The daily modifications 

made to the curriculum are characterized by Bradley and Reinking (2008) as “short-

term micro-cycles in the context of longer-term macro-cycles,” and explained as 

systematic adjustments made to accommodate conclusions drawn from the data (p. 

50).   

The participating teacher and I relied on my data collection and ongoing 

analysis to guide our curricular refinements. The systematic accounts of the daily 

micro-cycles and long-term macro-cycles can contribute to thick explanatory 

descriptions of the curriculum in addition to providing pedagogical outcomes that can 

inform theory. DBR is a research method oriented towards making for a better world 

and generating theory as its primary aim (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012; Bradley & 

Reinking, 2008; Brown, 1992).   Thus, DBR is more compatible with my research 

questions regarding students’ composition resources and identities and my goal of 

contributing to more culturally responsive writing curriculum and instruction.  

The need for descriptive accounts alone makes it logical to conduct DBR with 

qualitative research methods.  DBR may employ a variety of qualitative 

methodologies, such as ethnographic and case study methods, keeping to the 

methodological guidelines and rigorous standards associated with those 

methodologies.  My research questions inquire into the mentor texts, multimodal and 

multilingual composition resources, socio-cultural practices, and identities students 

orchestrate when making picturebooks. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, I will 

employ methods associated with both DBR and case study for data collection to 
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provide thick description of student’s composing in the presence of models, 

invitations, materials, activity, and teacher’s thoughtful mediations.   

Instrumental, Single Case Embedded Design 
 An instrumental case study framework focused my data collection and analysis 

not on the students themselves, but on participating students’ experiences with the 

picturebook study (Stake, 2005; 2006).  Stake (2006) describes the “bounded case” (p. 

3) as having an inside and an outside, with salient and influential variables within, 

beyond, and in-between the boundaries of the case. Thus, boundedness and the 

corresponding activity patterns became the defining concepts for specifying the larger 

case, or the main unit, to be examined (Stake, 2005).  With this understanding of case 

study in mind, through observation, I captured all participating students’ experiences 

with picturebook making, including their interactions with one another and their 

teacher, as they engaged in the work of responding to, learning the features of, and 

writing picturebooks in the presence of mentor texts reflecting their lives and 

languages.  In keeping with the framework, I also constructed interpretations of 

students’ activities within the bounded case of the classroom picturebook study. 

 Given the instrumental case study design, I would like to briefly point to the 

focal students not as cases unto themselves, but sample focal students whose 

orchestration of composition resources offers insights into the phenomena related to 

picturebook making.  The ways focal students remixed composition resources in their 

final picturebook productions are thus the cases presented in this investigation.  For 
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this research, then, the focal students themselves are secondary to the goal of 

understanding the ways students import and appropriate diverse resources to compose.   

 The case study aspect of my research design can also be characterized as a 

single case embedded design (Yin, 2009), as I also examined two focal students’ 

picturebooks as subunits of analysis. Like other literacy researchers (e.g., Jenkins & 

Earle, 2006; Rogers, 2002; Wolf & Heath, 1992) I identified two focal students 

through purposeful sampling (Patton, 1990).  Patton recommended the selection of 

“information-rich cases” (p. 169), cases in which the researcher can learn a great deal 

and thoughtfully address research questions.   

 I initially selected six focal students through maximum variation sampling and 

as representative of the diversity in the participating classroom (those criteria are 

discussed later in the chapter) with the intention of reducing the number of focal 

students to three.  Due to repeated absences, family moves, and extended transnational 

visits to Mexico, only three of the original six students remained as focal students by 

the end of the study.  Of the three focal students, variation among school achievement 

and literacy affinities was significant.  However, variation among two of the students’ 

length of time in the US was limited, as was the variation of their proficiency in 

Spanish and English.  Through purposeful sampling then, I identified two focal 

students from the remaining three students for more intensive analysis of how students 

orchestrated composition resources in the context of picturebook making.   

 My ongoing analysis of students’ picturebooks, interviews, and my fieldnotes 

helped me to conclude that two cases sufficiently showcased typical phenomena in the 
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larger bounded case (Barone, 2011; Yin, 1994, 2009). Also, generalizability of the 

data was appropriate given that my analysis of the focal students’ picturebooks (two 

subunits) and the classroom picturebook making activity (one unit) focused on the 

same topic–appropriated composition resources. 

 I also selected two embedded cases not for cross-case analysis, as such a 

method would not allow me the in-depth description of the ways cultural, linguistic, 

social, and school related resources are arranged by students in their picturebooks.  

Instead, I examined two informative cases to showcase and theorize the ways students’ 

literary, artistic, cultural and linguistic resources render picturebooks. 

 By focusing on both the larger classroom and two embedded cases, I was able 

to study students’ composition resources appropriated widely across the data and 

deeply within individual cases.  In the section that follows, I explain the pedagogical 

goal of the curriculum and a description of the picturebook study Mrs. Gomez enacted. 

RESEARCH SETTING & PARTICIPANTS  

The City 

Paloma Elementary (a pseudonym), the setting for this investigation, is located 

in a predominantly Latino neighborhood in the southeast side of an urban city in 

Central Texas with a population of over 750,000.  A major highway, running north and 

south through the city, serves as a symbolic racial and economic border, and marks a 

line of color and economic resources.  Residents often speak of the “Eastside” and 

“Westside” of the city as having distinct class and ethnic differences.  The city, as 

Cuban (2010) reports, continues to emerge from a history of segregating Latino and 
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black communities from white neighborhoods.  This neighborhood segregation has 

historically dominated social, economic, political, and institutional life within the city 

(Cuban, 2010), mirroring national patterns during the last century.  

The City’s Latino population 

Despite the strong division between white and non-white groups within the 

city, the Latino population has been growing for decades at rates faster than white 

populations (Castillo & Osborn, 2011; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010). The city’s Latino 

population of 277, 000 accounts for more than half of the metropolitan area's total 

Latino population.  According to Castillo (2011), a city newspaper reporter who 

exclusively researches and writes about Latino issues, happenings, and culture in the 

city, contends that Latinos are no longer considered a special-interest community, but 

rather a significant part of the city’s composition. Castillo also notes that a majority of 

the city’s Latinos were born in Texas; others relocated from other states or Mexico or 

beyond.  Although the comparison of census data reveals a growing Latino middle 

class, figures reveal more Latinos and African Americans living in poverty in the 

Eastside than in other areas (Castillo & Osborn, 2011).  Latino children comprise 

nearly 60% of students in the city schools (Castillo, 2011).   

The District 

 The local school district has experienced a series of major federal and state 

policies that have had enormous influence on daily life in schools and on city/district 

policies (Cuban, 2010).  Although the Larry Cuban, professor emeritus of education at 

Stanford, observed overall improvements in the district over the last two decades—

better test scores, more high school graduates, and more qualified teachers, the 

improvements are described as unevenly distributed, and the least improvements were 
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observed where they were needed most: among the predominantly poor, black, and 

Latino schools. 

The Neighborhood and School 

The southeast neighborhood serving Paloma Elementary is a representative 

example of an Eastside neighborhood that continues to become increasingly more 

Latino, more immigrant, and larger in number.    This area is considered the second 

fastest growing community in the city and claims the largest number of Latinos within 

the local county zip code.  Of the Latino population, 65% are native born and 35% are 

foreign born.  A majority of residents of this southeast neighborhood identify Spanish 

as their primary language and almost half claim to speak little or no English.  As 

demonstrated by Table 1 and 2, the student body attending Paloma Elmentary was 

reflective of the neighborhood demographics 
 
 
Ethnic Group 

 
Number 

 
Percentage 

 
Latino 

 
544 

 
74 

 
African American 

 
79 

 
10 

 
Non-Hispanic 
White 

 
79 

 
10 

 
Asian/Pacific 
Islander 

 
26 

 
4 

 
Total 

 
731 

 
100 

Table 1: Demographics for Paloma Elementary, 2011-2012. 
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Category 

 
Number 

 
Percentage 

 
Identified as 
“Limited English 
Proficiency” 

 
227 

 
31 

 
Identified as 
bilingual 

 
190 

 
26 

 
Economic 
disadvantage 

 
556 

 
76 

Table 2: School-based Student Categories, 2011-2012. 

The Teacher 

Mrs. Gomez (a pseudonym) is a Latino, bilingual third grade teacher at Paloma 

Elementary and a graduate of the school district she now serves. She began her 

teaching career nine years ago at the same elementary school she attended as a child.  

She is of Mexican heritage, with family residing in both Mexico and in Texas.  She 

describes herself as English dominant with developing Spanish language skills, and 

has stated she is committed to the Eastside community in which she teaches.  Mrs. 

Gomez graduated from a local university, and has been at Paloma Elementary for the 

last three year.  She is currently working towards a master’s degree in 

bilingual/bicultural education.  She has a history of pursuing professional development 

and graduate classes, having completed a National Writing Project Institute.    

I met Mrs. Gomez while a participant in another research project in which she 

and I were both members of a social justice teacher inquiry group.  During the course 

of these collaborations, she expressed interest in designing and conducting a study of 

Latino children’s picturebooks so as to provide her young writers with time to read 
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and write daily in the presence of a wide range of materials that vary in reading level, 

genre, topic, and cultural representations.  Since the school year began, Mrs. Gomez 

shared Latino-oriented literature with her students to acknowledge her students’ 

heritage resources, while supporting their literacy development.   

I not only selected Mrs. Gomez’ classroom as the primary site for this study 

because of our history as research collaborators and friends, but also because her ways 

of structuring and conducting instruction met the criteria I used for selecting a setting 

for my research.  The criteria was as follows: 

1. Classroom participates in literature-based instruction; 

2. Classroom engages daily in talk and writing about and around shared 

texts and experiences; 

3.   Classroom provides regular opportunities to access and employ 

cultural and linguistic (both oral and written) resources for learning; 

and, 

4.   Classroom comprises predominantly students with Latino heritage and 

students have Spanish as a language resource.  

Based on previous observations and experiences, Mrs. Gomez designated 

English as a Second Language (ESL) classroom met these criteria.   

The Participating Students  

Every third grade student in Mrs. Gomez class was invited to participate in the 

classroom procedures and activities of the picturebook study.  In addition, after the 

initial phase of data collection, Mrs. Gomez and I selected six focal students based on 

the criteria of maximum variation (Lincoln & Guba, 1984).   Focal student selection 

cases were selected to ensure the students vary on such dimensions as gender, variety 
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of Spanish and English spoken, length of time in the United States, novice and/or 

reluctant readers/writer status as determined by teacher, avid readers and accomplished 

writer status, as determined by the teacher, and academic achievement as measured 

through both teacher and district assessments (See Table 3).   

 
 
Sampling Criteria 

 
Dimensions 
 

 
Gender 

 
Boy; girl 
 

 
Oral Language proficiency 

 
Spanish, English, Spanglish 
(Emergent to Fluent Continuum) 
 

 
Length of time in U.S 

 
U.S. Born through Newcomer 
 

 
Literacy Affinities 

 
Reading; Writing 
(Reluctant to Avid) 
 

 
School Achievement 

 
Reading; Writing 
Demonstrations of strengths 

Table 3: Focal Student Selection. 

Maximum variation sampling can yield detailed descriptions of each case, in 

addition to identifying shared patterns that cut across cases.  As co-designers of the 

unit of study, the teacher and I considered in advance—based on Mrs. Gomez 

knowledge of the students—how the students would be involved and engaged with the 

curricular activities that comprised the unit of study, and worked to refine instruction 
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throughout the course of the study.  We drew on the experiences students already had 

as picturebook makers; moreover, we considered their positions as indigenous cultural 

insiders and outsiders (Banks et al, 2001) of diverse Latino/a communities when 

selecting focal students so as to account for the complex and hybrid memberships that 

exist in the larger Latino population.  By accounting for students’ memberships and 

evolving literary understandings, both the teacher and I remained attentive to the 

resources the students brought to the learning, while scaffolding the literary, cultural, 

multimodal, and multilingual learning that occurs. 

Mrs. Gomez class was a designated ESL classroom with eight girls and 15 

boys—a total of twenty-three children.  The Latino students in her class have families 

from the U.S., Mexico, Nicaragua, and Ecuador.  Five of her students have been 

identified as fully bilingual/biliterate in Spanish and English.  Fifteen of the students 

have Spanish as a heritage language in their home, although they have never 

participated in a bilingual education program.  Eighteen of her 23 students received 

free or reduced lunch.  Of the students in her classroom, 19 were Latino, two students 

were black; one student was white, and one student was of Lebanese heritage.  Mrs. 

Gomez classroom was reflective of the general student population at Paloma 

Elementary.  Within the foreign-born Latino families attending Paloma Elementary, 

eight out of ten were not citizens, although many of the children were transnational 

citizens, frequently traveling between their heritage country and the U.S.  Many of 

Mrs. Gomez students, therefore, brought with them Latino heritage resources and had 

more schooling experiences in English than Spanish.  As a result, they were placed in 

Mrs. Gomez ESL classroom rather than a traditional bilingual classroom that conducts 

instruction in both English and Spanish.  Most of her students could be described as 

reading “on level” in English, although a handful of students receive special 
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interventions such as speech, special education, and additional reading support in 

English. 
  

Number 
 

 
Percentage 

 
Ethnic Affiliation 
 

 
Latino 
 
Black 
 
Non-Hispanic White 
 
Lebanese Heritage 

 
19 
 
2 
 
1 
 
1 
 

 
83 
 
9 
 
4 
 
4 

 
Gender 
 

 
Male 
 
Female 
 

 
15 
 
8 

 
65 
 
35 

 
Language and Literacy Status 
 
 
Fully Bilingual/Biliterate in Spanish 
and English 

 
5 

 
22 

 
Heritage Language Status 
 
 
Spanish as Heritage Language 
 

 
19 

 
83 

Table 4: Mrs. Gomez’ Classroom Profile. 
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT  

As described in Chapter 2, Mrs. Gomez and I are a part of a teacher-learning 

group that grew from conversations among colleagues.  By talking together during a 

Heart of Texas Writing Project workshop, a group of us discovered we were 

committed to appreciating and integrating Latino heritage resources in schools through 

well designed, culturally responsive, theoretically grounded curriculum.  The learning 

provided from existing literature on units of study (e.g., Bomer, 1995; Martinez et al., 

2008; Nia, 1999), learning with Latino youth (e.g., Fránquiz & Reyes, 1998), 

multilingual and multimodal composition (e.g., Fu, 2009; Ray, 2010), and our own 

experiences as literacy teachers of Latino youth, led us to a general framework for the 

co-designed curriculum.    

Pedagogical Goal and Significance of the Curriculum  

The pedagogical goal informing the curriculum was to design and enact a unit 

of study for a predominantly Latino classroom to maximize their Latino heritage assets 

as multilingual and multimodal composing resources.  Thus, the designed curriculum 

was guided by an interest in supporting students’ composition resources, both those 

appropriated from the picturebooks and from their socio-cultural practices.  In addition 

to meeting the pedagogical goal, the curricular decisions were guided by Mrs. Gomez’ 

expressed desire to nurture students’ identities as bilingual authors.  She believed that 

neither the district nor the school mandated curriculum she was asked to implement 

allowed her to call upon students’ heritage resources for literacy learning. Identities as 

bilingual authors, as used in this study, refer to the awareness of one’s linguistic and 

cultural repertoires to design.   

In keeping with the pedagogical and personal goals identified by Mrs. Gomez, 

the unit was grounded in multilingual, and multimodal learning and was oriented 
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toward students’ lives as readers and writers of Latino heritage.  Once a month over 

the course of a year, Mrs. Gomez and I collaborated to develop a five-week curricular 

framework that situated students to be deeply involved in the study of Latino-specific 

picturebooks with the purpose of accessing their own heritage resources to read and 

write picturebooks.  By doing so, students were positioned to import the many voices 

and other semiotic and material resources they could claim as Latinos children in the 

United States. 

Educational Context and Curriculum Overview   

The curriculum to be implemented during her regularly scheduled Language 

Arts instruction was informed by two specific practices in literacy instruction: (a) 

workshop instruction; and (b) units of study in the classroom.  Mrs. Gomez literacy 

instruction could be described as a literature-based workshop in which literature 

served as invitations for response, platforms for instruction, and as models for reading 

and writing.  The curriculum was structured within a workshop format (Atwell, 1988; 

Graves, 1994) and was guided by the features within units of study (Bomer, 1995; 

Martinez et al, 2008; Nia, 2002).  Like previous genre studies planned for diverse third 

grade classrooms (Martinez et al., 2008; Roser & Zapata, 2011), the picturebook study 

was designed to engage students in deep study of a literary genre and format—in this 

case, Latino children’s picturebooks.  The instruction was a focused 5-week study 

centered on students’ responses and uses of the picturebook features and the ways 

voices of Latino/a authors and illustrators shape these texts.   

A Classroom Picturebook Study 

Immersion.  Within the unit of study to be installed, the first week of 

implementation was spent providing for the discovery of picturebook traits, such as 
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character driven plots, dedication pages, illustration style, and Spanish language use in 

the text, allowing children opportunities to become familiar with a collection of Latino 

children’s picturebooks through immersion experiences—such as whole class read-

alouds, response opportunities (both in oral and written forms), and hands-on 

experiences.  To establish a level of discussion and response, the teacher modeled her 

own observations, questions, and connections to the literature through think-aloud 

approaches.  The teacher also posed open-ended questions to support the noticing of 

features common to Latino children’s picturebook.   

This portion of the unit was facilitated primarily through book flood 

experiences.  Drawing on the collection of Latino children’s picturebooks, children 

had 20 minutes each day to independently select a picturebook of their choice to read 

on their own or to share with a friend.  Mrs. Gomez conducted reading conferences at 

this time to respond to students’ interpretive work and to support their personal 

connections to the narratives, characters, and images.  In keeping with the workshop 

format, students also shared their discoveries with their classmates during a circle 

share time.  This structure allowed for students to attach to favorite authors and 

illustrators, learn features across texts, begin their stack of mentor texts, and to enjoy 

the literature as art to be appreciated.    

Inspection and Import: The following two weeks were spent closely inspecting 

and directly importing features of a picturebook format, the art of picturebook design, 

and the ways the picturebook makers draw across heritage resources to compose and 

illustrate.  During this time, Mrs. Gomez facilitated read-alouds from pre-selected 

picturebooks (Maloch, 2008; Maloch & Beutel, 2010; Sipe & Brightman, 2006). These 

touchstone texts were shared through planned craft lessons focused on picturebook 

design (e.g., use of color and movement of text) and Spanish language (e.g., how 
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code-meshing functions in a picturebook) composition.  The specific sequence and 

details of instruction aimed to guide and develop the students’ learning of the 

picturebook as a form of literature, including its literary elements, such as character 

development, its design and semiotic features, such as the peritextual elements (or 

paratext).   

To elevate the level of discussion about multimodal and multilingual 

composing as it related to the literature, the teacher focused conversations through 

continued think aloud practices.  Open-ended questions were also developed to invite 

classroom discussion about the features of the picturebooks and to encourage students 

to see into and propose semiotic meanings related to their own picturebook making 

resources. These conversations were documented on public language charts that 

evolved through the course of the study (Roser, Hoffman, & Farrest, 1990).  The 

public language charts were available to students as records of learning to reference 

during the final weeks of this planned unit.  When shared, these public charts became 

tools students relied on as they sought criteria to craft their own picturebooks.   

In this phase of the unit, Mrs. Gomez also asked students to collects bits of 

language and illustrated craft they admired.  She asked students to “lift” lines of 

written text and illustrated designs from the picturebooks into their sketchbooks and 

writers’ notebooks so as to support their growing collections of appropriated 

composition resources. Lift a line is a strategy that shows students how to choose an 

interesting word, phrase, or sentence and use it to begin a new entry. This strategy 

scaffolds students towards becoming closer inspectors of picturebooks and supported 

the generation of new ideas for writing and for illustration.  Mrs. Gomez adapted this 

strategy to also support students as they collected designs and illustrative craft into 

their sketchbooks. 
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Picturebook Production.  The last two weeks of the curriculum, students called 

upon their picturebook learning to plan, compose, and publish their own picturebooks.  

Instruction in this stage of the unit focused, for example, on unfolding the arc of a 

character and planning for the design of a picturebook through storyboard techniques, 

a strategy used to plan the layout and sequence of events within a picturebook.  

Following these daily, fifteen minute, focused mini-lessons, students had an extended 

periods of time to work on the design, revision, editing, and creation and binding of 

their tome.    

During this stage of the curriculum, students were also in conversation with 

fellow picturebook makers in the classroom through conferring opportunities with the 

teacher and small groups of peers.   The experience culminated in a community 

learning celebration of their work intended to make real the audiences students had in 

mind.  At times, the structure and pace of this planned unit was modified or adjusted 

based on students’ inquiries, observations of students’ learning and engagement, and 

time constraints.  All of these curricular modifications were documented in memos 

that were incorporated as a part of the field notes.   

Refining the Curriculum  

Mrs. Gomez implemented the unit and necessary modifications based on our 

collaborative planning and analysis of the data I collected each day.  We recognized 

from the beginning of our collaboration that the instruction would likely take on 

different characteristics from its original form.  But through systematic reviews of the 

data I collected, those modifications that did occur were grounded in students’ 

learning.     
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To keep the pedagogical goals in the forefront through the course of the unit, 

Mrs. Gomez and I systemically debriefed the day’s instruction and learning based on 

the artifacts collected, her observations of classroom discussions, and my field notes.  

These debrief meetings were important for maintaining awareness of students’ 

responses and the teacher’s instruction across sessions.  They also helped document 

the daily cycles and shifts in students’ learning and teacher’s instruction.  These 

discussions were recorded on audio and documented in my field notes.  A typical 

planning session began with a review of students’ responses to picturebooks that 

surprised us or puzzled us.   We then each highlighted informative data samples we 

deemed representative of the day’s learning, typically writing or illustration.  Based on 

the representative data sample we focused on, Mrs. Gomez and I refined the 

curriculum plans and/or the pedagogy as needed. 

Modifications to the curriculum varied from purposefully including two 

languages as Mrs. Gomez invited talk of literary and/or cultural learning; substitution 

of a touchstone text; or the addition of a focus lesson designed to develop a crafting 

technique.  Most of the refining occurred in the area of questioning as we intended to 

scaffold students toward becoming independent picturebook readers and writers.  

Modifications were considered after daily instruction and during any informal 

debriefing that occurred across the day.  These iterative refinements were documented 

in daily memos and added to the day’s field notes.   

Materials   

I proposed and Mrs. Gomez selected from literature that reflected the cultural 

and linguistic experiences in the classroom.  Therefore, the majority of the literature 

shared in this unit could be described as Chicano literature (Rudin, 1996) in that the 
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texts were were reflective of a Southwest Mexican-American community.  Literature 

choices demonstrated the qualities of the Pura Belpré Award, Américas Award, and 

the Tomás Rivera Award. The shared criteria across these awards included:  (a) 

distinctive literary quality; (b) cultural contextualization and authenticity; and (c) 

exceptional integration of text, illustration, and design.  

Sharing Latino-oriented picturebooks that offered realistic plots tended to elicit 

more responses from young bilingual children when compared with other genres, such 

as patterned texts or familiar traditional tales (Bauer, 2000).  Therefore, the body of 

literature framing this study had realistic plots.  The following titles (see Table 5) 

grounded students’ explorations of this format and served as guides to students’ 

experiences and understandings as picturebook makers.   

 
 
Title/Author/Illustrator 

 
Award 

 
Brief Description and Cultural 
Contextualization  

 
What can you do with a 
Paleta?/ ¿Qué Puedes 
Hacer Con Una 
Paleta? 
 
Carmen Tafolla 
(Author) 
Magaly Morales (Illus.) 
 

 

 
Winner of the 2010 
Tomás Rivera 
Mexican American 
Children’s Book 
Award and the 2010 
Américas Award 
Winner. 
 
Winner of the 
thirteenth annual 
Charlotte Zolotow 
Award for 
outstanding writing 
in a picture book. 
 

 
Tafolla's English text sprinkles easily 
recognizable Spanish words 
throughout, creating a parallel to the 
Anglo neighborhood ice-cream truck 
in a Latino setting. Morales's 
ethnically detailed acrylic paintings in 
earthen tones against primary colors 
help to identify the key Spanish words 
and augment the circular story pattern, 
in which the introductory verses repeat 
in the final pages.  
 
This book was selected for its counter-
narrative of Latino populated 
neighborhoods.  In this book, a barrio 
is presented as a warm and playful 
network of caring neighbors and 
family. 
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Grandma’s Records 
 
Eric Velasquez (Author 
and Illustrator) 
 

 
 

 
Winner of the 2011 
Pura Belpré 
Illustrator Award 

 
Every summer, Eric goes to live with 
his grandmother in El Barrio (Spanish 
Harlem) while his parents work. 
Through the long, hot days, Grandma 
fills her apartment with blaring horns 
and conga drums of bomba y 
merengue—the music she grew up 
with in Puerto Rico— sharing her 
memories and passions with Eric. 
 
This book was selected for its 
representation of an underrepresented 
population of Latinos in children’s 
literature.  Velasquez’s Afro-Latino 
heritage is carefully represented across 
both the illustrations and the language 
variety integrated into the text. 

 
The Upside Down Boy/ 
El Niño de Cabeza 
 
Juan Felipe Herrera 
(Author) 
Elizabeth Gómez 
(Illus.) 
 

 

 
Juan Felipe Herrera 
is a past Américas 
Award 
Winner and  
Pura Belpré Honors 
Author. 

 
The Upside Down Boy is Juan Felipe 
Herrera's memoir of the year his 
migrant family settled down so that he 
could go to school for the first time. 
Juanito is bewildered by the new 
school and misses the warmth of 
country life. Everything he does feels 
upside down. But his sensitive teacher 
and loving family help him find his 
voice through poetry, art, and music. 
 
This book was selected for its poetic 
use of code-meshing throughout the 
book.  In this text, the hybrid language 
use results in powerful metaphors and 
imagery without compromising the 
authenticity of the languages 
represented. 

 
Marisol McDonald 
Doesn’t Match/ Marisol 
McDonald No Combina 
 
Monica Brown 

 
This book is a 2012 
Pura Belpré 
Illustrator Honor 
Book. 
 

 
A mestiza Peruvian American of 
European, Jewish, and Amerindian 
heritage, renowned author Monica 
Brown wrote this lively story to bring 
her own experience of being 
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(Author) 
Sara Palacios (Illus.) 
 

 
 

Monica Brown is a 
recipient of the 
Américas Award for 
Children's Literature 
and a Pura Belpré 
Honor book awardee  

mismatched to life. Her buoyant prose 
is perfectly matched by Sara Palacios’ 
engaging acrylic illustrations. 
 
This book was selected for its 
representation of the community of 
Latinos “living between worlds”.  
Latinos of mixed heritage are another 
underrepresented group of Latinos in 
children’s literature.  

Table 5: Touchstone Texts For Latino Picturebook Study/ Reviews from Booklist 
Magazine (An ALA publication). 

During picturebook production, in addition to the writer’s notebook, each 

student was given a sketch notebook and drawing pencils to plan their storyboards, or 

picturebook plans.  A variety of picturebook making materials, such as colored and 

plain paper, markers, crayons, colored pencils, pastels, watercolors, and web-based 

images were also available as media for the designing and publication of students’ 

books.  Those materials are inventoried on Table 6.   

 

Media  
 
 

 
watercolor, multicultural map pencils, map pencils, oil 
pastels, crayon, marker, tempra paint, scrapbooking paper, 
digital images, string, pens, sticky notes 
 

Tools 
 

scissors, digital software, printer, Blank Books, varied 
brushes, fingers, sticker paper 

Adhesives tape, glue stick, Elmer’s glue, staplers 

Table 6: Picturebook Making Materials. 
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DATA COLLECTION  

I spent time in the classroom positioning myself as a participant observer in a 

learning community.  I believed my own history as a friend of the teacher and as a 

guest reader in the classroom helped the teacher and students grow accustomed to my 

presence, but knew that this relationship could also work against my observer role in 

some ways as the students’ and the teacher’s desire to please me could interfere with 

collecting naturalistic data.  I thus entered the site as an interested observer of 

students’ activities, the least obtrusive role in the classroom, which is the key to being 

an effective participant observer (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).  By purposefully 

minimizing my presence in the classroom and limiting my involvement in students’ 

personal negotiations, students rarely approached me as an authority figure.  Instead, 

students came to view my role as a conversant or respondent, ready to receive their 

compositions and interested in their thinking. 

Phases of Data Collection  

Data collection was guided by research questions designed to understand how 

Latino youth made sense of the following: a) the nature of picturebooks, how they 

worked, and how authors and illustrators appropriated their lives and language in their 

creations;  (b) the ways students integrated the noticed features, heritage knowledge, 

and explored multimodal/multilingual composing resources into their own picturebook 

productions; and (c) the ways in which picturebook-making manifeseted students’ 

identities.  

The study was conducted in three main and at times overlapping phases– entry, 

focused data gathering, and closing.  In Phase One, I focused on establishing my 

presence, collecting baseline data (e.g., annotated picturebook interviews) and taking 

field notes; in Phase Two I focused on making video and audio recordings of 
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classroom learning around the enacted picturebook curriculum, conducting stimulated 

recall interviews with participants, and collecting student writing samples and other 

documents. In Phase Three, I finalized collection of data, conducted final annotated 

picturebook interviews, and carried out retrospective interviews with focal students 

(see Table 7).  

 
Data Cycles Focusing on Participants Data Sources 
 
April 2012 
 
Phase 1: 
Entering the 
field & 
conducting 
annotated 
picturebook 
interviews  
 
Hours of Data 
Collection: 30 

 
Making general classroom 
observations 
 
Selecting focal students 
 
Conducting annotated 
picturebook spread 
interviews with all 
students participants 
 

 
Teacher 
 
All student 
participants 
with permission 
to participate 
(n= 20)  
 
6 focal students 

 
Field notes 
 
Video and audio-
recordings of 
general classroom 
observations 
 
Transcripts of 
annotated 
picturebook 
interviews with all 
student participants 
before unit begins 

 
April 2012-
May 2012 
 
Phase 2:  
Data collection 
during enacted 
curriculum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Observing and recording 
whole class reading, 
writing, and discussions 
of Latino children’s 
picturebooks  
 
Observing and recording 
individuals during 
activities with the planned 
curriculum 
 
Interviewing students 
about their picturebook 
making processes through 
stimulated recall methods  
 

 
Teacher 
 
All student 
participants 
with permission 
to participate 
(n= 20)  
 
4 focal students 

 
Field notes 
 
Video and audio-
recordings of 
students and 
teacher engaged 
with the curriculum 
 
Stimulated recall 
interviews with 
participating 
students as they 
planned and 
published 
picturebooks 
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Hours of Data 
Collection:  45 
 

Refining of curriculum 
and implementation of 
planned lessons 

Student artifacts 
(e.g., storyboards, 
drafts, sketches, 
picturebooks 
mockups) 
 
Teacher artifacts 
(e.g., plans, 
curricular 
modifications, 
storyboards, drafts, 
sketches, 
picturebooks 
mockups)  

 
Late May 2012 
 
Phase 3: 
Conducting 
final annotated 
picturebook 
interviews & 
focal student 
retrospective 
interviews 
 
Hours of Data 
Collection: 30 
 
 
Total hours of 
Data 
Collection: 95 
hours 

 
Making general classroom 
observations 
 
Conducting annotated 
picturebook interviews 
with all student 
participants  
 
Conducting focal student 
retrospective interviews 
 

 
Teacher 
 
 
All student 
participants 
with permission 
to participate 
(n= 20)  
 
3 focal students  

 
Field notes 
 
Video and audio-
recordings of 
general classroom 
observations 
 
Annotated 
picturebook 
spreads 
 
Transcripts of 
students post unit 
annotated 
interviews 
 
Focal students’ 
responses to 
retrospective 
interview 

Table 7: Data Collection Phases. 

Phase 1: Entering the Field and Collecting Baseline Data 

During this first phase of data collection, for approximately one week, 

averaging four to five days a week (approximately 5 hours per day), I observed the 
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reading and writing workshops of the classroom, in addition to other parts of the day, 

so as to familiarize myself with the way the classroom functioned as a cohesive group.  

I conducted general observations of the classroom as I was interested in how Mrs. 

Gomez’ class learned together during their literacy workshop and other parts of the 

day.  During these observations, I considered questions such as: What are the 

discourse norms? How are discussions structured? What are the roles students are 

offered? What roles does the teacher play?  This work of understanding the group 

relied on ethnographic methods to generate thick description of the classroom, school, 

and community.   Classroom community work, whole group discussions, small group 

and independent work, reading/writing conferences, and teacher/researcher debriefing 

and curriculum planning constituted the content of my observations.  

This initial phase of data collection addressed the first question guiding this 

research: What understandings from published picturebooks and resources from their 

heritage do Latino third graders import as part of their picturebook compositions and 

designs?  This question is oriented toward gathering all participating students’ 

picturebook understandings and composition resources prior to engaging in the 

picturebook study.  Because I wanted to understand how the students navigated the 

picturebook form and the composition resources that were appropriated, the interviews 

aligned with well-researched and semi-structured protocols that helped to focus 

participants’ talk both on their picturebook understandings and socio-cultural histories 

(focus of this study) in addition to the act of picturebook making (the observed 

activity) (Lincoln & Guba, 1984; Schiffrin, 1994).   
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Baseline Interview: Annotated Picturebook Task 

I leaned on the work of Farrell, Arizipe, and McAdam (2010) to design an 

annotated picturebook task interview for this first phase of data collection.  Bednall, 

Cranston, and Bearne (2008), I too was interested in students’ oral interpretations of 

picturebooks and their forms, and adapted Walsh’s (2002) notion that the oral 

responses obtained would provide insights into the children’s “inner conversations” 

(Walsh, 2002, p. 7), individual’s meaning making that occurs silently and unseen.  The 

data collected from these ‘inner conversations’ are similar to the data collected 

through a think aloud protocol, which captures “a sequence of thought that reflects 

what occurs cognitively during completion of a given activity” (Young, 2005, p. 20). 

My adaptation of the annotated picturebook task was oriented towards 

students’ oral understandings of culturally specific picturebooks, as well as any 

heritage-oriented insights that emerged when analyzing the picturebook. My single 

case study design required that I invite each participant to talk over the characteristics 

and the meanings they constructed in the presence of a picturebook opening that was 

selected as a rich example of a Latino children’s picturebook.  The picturebook 

openings for this task were selected from a pool of quality Latino children’s 

picturebooks as determined by the criteria generated by award winning literature 

written by and/or about Latinos.   

Selecting the Picturebook Spreads For Baseline Interview 

As part of the annotated picturebook interview, each of Mrs. Gomez students 

were separately presented with three pre-selected double-page spreads from three 

different quality pieces of Latino children’s literature (see Table 5).  Each of these 

spreads was selected for the strong relationship between the visual and the written text, 
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for unique Spanish language use, and because each conveyed representations of 

diverse Latino experiences, as explained in Table 8.   

 
 
Sample Spread 

 
Selection Rationale 

 
What Can You Do With a Rebozo?  (2008)  
Written by Carmen Tafolla 
Illustrated by Amy Cordova 

 

 
This spread was selected for its celebration 
of the traditional and the power of 
imagination and play among Latinos. 
 
In the spread, readers observe a young 
Mexican American girl discovering the use 
of her Mom’s red rebozo, a Mexican shawl, 
for dancing.  Noteworthy is the traditional 
dress worn over her jeans and sneakers and 
selective use of Spanish within the English 
text. 
 
 
This book is recognized as an ALA 
Notable Book, a Purá Belpré Honor Book 
for Illustration, and on the Texas Library 
Association’s Texas 2X2 Reading List. 
 

 
Fire! ¡Fuego!  Brave Bombero! (2012) 
Written by Susan Elya Middleton 
Illustrated by Dan Santat 
 

 

 
This spread was selected for the way it 
salutes a team of Latino firefighters.  This 
heroic image of Latinos is not one 
frequently found in realistic fiction. 
 
The illustrator used colored pencil and 
incorporated digital elements, as well as the 
use of fire and water. One page appears 
singed from flames and stained with water 
after the bomberos break out their hose.   
 
Middleton incorporates Spanish vocabulary 
words into English verse.  
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Diego Rivera: His World and Ours (2011) 
Written and Illustrated by Duncan Tonatiuh 
 

 

 
This spread was selected from a book 
presenting the accomplishments of 
Mexican painter, activist, and muralist, 
Diego Rivera.  
 
This spread of lucha libre was selected for 
its visual appeal, balancing traditional 
styles with modern twists.  Through digital 
collage, the stylized illustrations integrate 
elements of Mayan artwork and 
interpretations of Diego’s original artwork 
within contemporary Mexican life. 
 
This book is the winner of the American 
Library Association's 2012 Pura Belpré 
illustrator award and the 2011 Tomás   
Rivera Book Award. 
 

Table 8: Spreads for Annotated Picturebook Spread Interviews. 

Farrell, Arizipe, and McAdams (2010) acknowledged a limitation to this 

approach, noting that responding to an isolated spread could make for an unnatural 

transaction between the reader and the text (both the visual and the written).  From a 

methodological perspective, however, they also noted that the annotated task did 

provide the desired visual meaning making data they sought for their study.  For this 

research, interpreting isolated spreads from three different picturebooks aimed to 

gather baseline data related to how students made sense of three different illustrating 

styles (e.g., use of mixed media or acrylic), three different functions for Spanish in 

English text (e.g., to teach Spanish to a non native Spanish speaking audience or to 

achieve some kind of authenticity to the moment) and three different representations 

of a Latino experience (e.g., Afro-Latino or Latino-American or Mexican).  Moreover, 
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I intentionally selected spreads that I believed could stand on their own as scenes to be 

talked over and inspected.  

Annotated Picturebook Interview Protocol 

All children were interviewed individually.  I began each interview by 

introducing the task as a way to prepare for the upcoming unit of study.  I explained, 

“In these next few weeks, you will be learning so much about becoming a picturebook 

writer.  I brought some picturebooks for you to talk about with me because I’d like 

very much to learn from what you know about bilingual picturebooks, how to make 

them, and who you are.”  Each of the 20 children sat beside me in separate turns as I 

directed attention to the three unfamiliar books, one at a time. For each book, What 

Can You Do With a Rebozo? (Tafolla, 2008), Fire! ¡Fuego!  Brave Bombero! 

(Middleton, 2012), and Diego Rivera: His World and Ours (Tonatiuh, 2011), I shared 

the title, the names of the author and illustrators, and then provided a brief description 

of the narrative so as to provide some context of the book for the interview.   

I then invited each child to select one of the books to view more closely so that 

I could observe the way each navigated the picturebook.  I watched carefully for the 

ways she viewed the picturebook, and noted where she lingered to read the written text 

or a picture, such as the book jacket description or the endpapers.  By doing so, I 

attempted to note any nascent picturebook understandings about the form or heritage 

oriented connections by attending to any verbal or gestural responses.  For instance, 

some children pointed to the luchadores in Tonatiuh’s spread and then shared their 

own experiences with Mexican wrestling.   

After the books’ introduction and the students’ book exploration, I then opened 

a picturebook to a pre-selected spread to demonstrate noticing and talking over a text 
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through thinking aloud.  That is, I made public my responses, my questions, and 

observations of, for example, the languages present in the spread or the placement of 

the text.  By doing so, I aimed to demonstrate a think aloud for students to lean on as 

they orally constructed their own responses and noticings to the literature.   I found 

that many of the students were comfortable with the think aloud procedure as Mrs. 

Gomez relied on this technique to support reading comprehension in the classroom. 

 Following my think aloud demonstration, I presented the student with three 

pre-selected spreads (different than the one I relied on for the demonstration) from the 

unfamiliar texts I had initially shared.  I then asked that she select one spread at a time 

to interpret aloud. As a part of the 20-minute interview, I invited each student to talk 

through her questions, noticings, or connections, opinions and feelings about anything 

in the spread (Chambers, 1993).   I used a collection of prepared questions to elicit talk 

from the children.  Questions included: “What do you see?”  “What catches your eye 

first?”  “What else?”  “How does the illustration make you feel?”  “What in the picture 

might be helping you feel that way?” “Why do you think the illustrator chose some of 

the materials and colors he/she did?” “What are you wondering about this spread?”  

These questions, adapted from Eeds and Peterson’s (1991) vision of approaching 

books as art museum curators—were designed particularly for noting, wondering, and 

conjecturing about literature. To account for cultural and language connections in both 

the visual and the text, I will ask questions such as: “Does this remind you of anyone 

(or anything) you know?”  “Has something similar happened to you?”  “Where might 

an illustration like this happen?”  “What makes you think so?” “What languages might 

you have to know to write and read a book like this?”  Together, these questions 

encouraged the student to extend her initial responses and observations of the spread 
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she selected, and delve into her literary, artistic, and socio-cultural conceptualizations 

of the picturebook.   

I switched between English and Spanish to conduct these interviews as needed 

and welcomed responses in Spanish as it occurred.  Each interview lasted 

approximately twenty minutes and was indexed as baseline interview data. These 

interviews were conducted both before the picturebook study was enacted (i.e., Phase 

1) and after (i.e., Phase 2) with the same picturebooks. 

Following each interview, I wrote “elaboration-summary” notes (Goldstein, 

2007, pp. 7-8) to add details that helped me to interpret the interview data.  By 

drawing on a collection-elaboration-reflection model, I also recorded details that 

occurred prior to the recorder being turned on, and after it was turned off.  Video-

recordings of these interviews were used to later corroborate any noting of non-verbal 

behaviors that appeared in these summaries.  All interviews were reported in an 

analytic memo shared with the teacher during a debriefing so as to inform instruction, 

in keeping with a DBR design.  One significant insight that emerged from the baseline 

interview and informed instruction for instance, was students’ attention to the story 

grammar presented in each spread.  Many students relied on story grammar features 

such as characters, problems and solutions to guide their talk.  This observation guided 

Mrs. Gomez and I to decide that her own modeling and think aloud demonstration 

were necessary to scaffold students towards growing the ways they talk about 

picturebooks and connect to their heritage resources. 

Phase 2:  Data Collection During Picturebook Study  

For approximately five weeks, averaging 4-5 days a week, I collected data 

during classroom observations focused on students’ talk and participation in literature 
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discussions— their choices of language; their attention to text, symbols, and signs 

when reading and making picturebooks; their observations of author and illustrator 

craft; their supported and logical inferences; their connections with home and family 

experiences and languages; their specific borrowings from touchstone and mentor 

texts, including their socio-cultural texts from home; as well as other literacy-related 

activity the students demonstrated during the unit of study.  I also focused on the 

students’ talk and literature response productions that were constructed in groups, in 

partnerships, and individually. 

This second phase of data collection addressed each of the questions guiding 

this investigation: (1) What understandings from published picturebooks and 

resources from their heritage do Latino third graders import as part of their 

picturebook compositions and designs?  (2) In what ways do the children appropriate 

the imported features of quality picturebooks and their lives into their own 

picturebook productions—such as heritage understandings, literary or artistic styles? 

(3) How do students’ identities seem to be manifested through the activity of 

picturebook making? These questions supported my goal of gathering all participating 

students’ picturebook understandings and composition resources while engaged in the 

picturebook study and how students orchestrated those resources to convey their 

identities.   

To observe, take field notes, and film during this phase, I positioned myself at 

the perimeter of the classroom as children participated in whole class read-alouds of 

the selected touchstone texts, as they conferred with one another and their teacher over 

their picturebook drafts and plans, as they made their picturebooks with different 

materials, as they independently read from the picturebooks in the book flood, and as 

they shared their writing status during author’s chair.  I also collected data as Mrs. 
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Gomez shared focus lessons and the composition resources she appropriated within 

her own original picturebook.  In addition to gathering observational data, at times, I 

also used stimulated recall methods to gather students’ insights about the composition 

resources they were orchestrating in their sketchbooks and picturebook designs. 

Stimulated Recall Interviews 

Using stimulated recall methods (Gass & Mackey, 2000), I approached 

students to ask that they recall their picturebook making orally as they worked 

independently.  Stimulated recall methods sought to uncover cognitive processes that 

were not evident through observation alone, and allowed me to inquire into students’ 

composing and production resources.  To begin the interview, I sat next to a child 

during her independent picturebook reading or picturebook production.  I typically 

began the interview by saying “Tell me about what you were just working on.”  At 

times, questions became more specific based on my observation.  For instance, if a 

student was working on a storyboard or consulting a mentor text, I also posed 

questions such as: “It looks as though you’re planning your storyboard.  Can you tell 

me how you’re deciding what goes on each page?” or  “I notice that you are looking at 

this picturebook. What are you hoping to find?”  “How is this picturebook you have 

opened on your desk helping you to make your book?”  “You are writing some words 

in Spanish on your paper. For whom are you writing for?” “How did you decide that 

word would be in Spanish and the other in English?”  “Where are you getting your 

ideas?”  “I see you have drawn a picture of a ____ in the center of your picture.  Tell 

me about that.”  The quantity and nature of the questions I posed depended on the 

brevity of the students’ response and how engrossed the student was in her work. 
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These interactions were brief in duration (5-10 minutes), and occurred 

intermittently so as not to disrupt the flow of classroom activity.  Moreover, as in 

Phase One, I recorded these interviews through analytic memos that were inventoried 

as part of my field notes and later shared with the teacher during our debriefings to 

inform instruction.  One finding that I noted from the stimulated recall interviews was 

students’ interest in writing in Spanish.  As a result, Mrs. Gomez continued to 

integrate Spanish in her oral and written productions, so as to value her own heritage 

language and to validate Spanish as composition resource in the classroom. 

Phase 3: Conducting Final Annotated Picturebook Spread and Retrospective 
Analysis Interviews  

At the end of the unit, I conducted a final annotated picturebook interview with 

each student to provide another focused body of data.  To conduct these interviews, I 

followed the procedures described in Phase 1. In these final interviews, students were 

once again asked to annotate three picturebook spreads in order to gauge any 

differences or similarities that occurred from their initial interview.  Different spreads 

from the same books were shared during the end-of-unit interview to elicit fresh 

interpretations of the diverse picturebook designs and texts. By selecting different 

spreads from the same books for the final annotated task interviews, I could better 

determine how students’ picturebook understandings may or may not have unfolded 

during the course of the unit.  

Retrospective Analysis Interviews 

Two selected focal students participated in a retrospective analysis interview of 

their own published picturebook.  These interviews were framed by the research 

questions, particularly the final question regarding how picturebook making in the 
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presence of Latino children’s picturebooks supported (or not) students’ identity 

productions.  The retrospective interview protocol design drew from Martínez’s (2010) 

participant retrospection interviews.  These interviews provided Martínez with insights 

into the language ideologies guiding students’ linguistic and cultural presence in the 

classroom.  For this study, the retrospective interview attempted to elicit students’ 

cultural, linguistic, literary, and artistic conceptualizations of their published 

picturebooks so as to examine the ways each drew on their cultural and linguistic 

resources to compose a picturebook. 

To conduct each retrospective interview, I asked each student on separate 

occasions to select 2-3 openings from their respective picturebooks that they deemed 

as special, their favorite, or interesting.  I then invited each student to speak into her 

text making process by asking questions such as: “Tell me about how you made this.”  

“Tell me about this picture here.  What did you want your reader to think and/or to 

feel?”  “What kind of message were you trying to give your reader?”  “Was there 

another author or illustrator that inspired you?”  How are you like (or not) any of the 

characters in your book?”  “Has something like what happened in your picturebook 

ever happened to you?  Tell me about it?”  To follow, I inquired more deeply into any 

aspects of her picturebook that I deemed important based on my previous observations 

and ongoing analysis of the focal student.  For instance, for one focal student, 

representing cats in her picturebook was important.  By asking her to tell me more 

about the cats in her book, I uncovered that her preference for cats as linked to her 

family’s practice of caring for stray animals. 

Each retrospective interview averaged about 30 minutes and occurred during 

lunch so as not disrupt the learning of the day.  I digitally recorded focal students’ 

responses by video, which allowed me to later corroborate my written recordings of 
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the interview with what I observed on the recording.  Moreover I switched across 

English and Spanish languages to conduct these interviews as needed and welcomed 

Spanish for students’ responses. 

Data Sources Rationales and Summary of Data Sources   

Fieldnotes  

The main source of data were my fieldnotes—the written account of what “the 

researcher hears, sees, experiences, and thinks in the course of collecting and 

reflecting on the data” (Bogdan & Bicklen, 1995, p. 107). I took fieldnotes and 

expanded them within 12 hours of their collection.  The underlying focus of my 

fieldnotes narrowed over time based on what Wolfinger (2002) calls the “salience 

hierarchy” (p. 89).  I began with general observations of the ways the children 

accessed and responded to the literature during whole class data collection (see Table 

6).    

My notes then transitioned to a focus on the content of their talk.  I focused, for 

instance, on any talk related to students’ personal connections to the literature or 

students’ hypotheses concerning picturebook features. As expanded reconstructions of 

the events and conversations that occurred in the classroom, these fieldnotes reflected 

my personal biases and perspectives.  To make transparent my own subjectivity, I 

included personal, methodological, and theoretical notes, as described by Corsaro 

(1981; 1985). Personal notes represented my responses and self-reflections that 

occurred in the moment, which later helped to identify my biases. Methodological 

notes reflected in-the-moment methodological actions, ideas, and wonderings. 

Theoretical notes were records of hypotheses and other insights that allowed me to 

later pinpoint their origins.  
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Audio and Video Recording  

To gather a more complete record of what was seen and heard, I recorded all 

interviews and observations by means of digital audio/video devices.  This not only 

allowed me to check my own field notes against the recording, but also allowed me to 

observe more carefully that which I may not have noticed initially.  Because my 

primary inquiry was of students’ composition resources during instructional 

conversations and independent work, I positioned myself along the perimeter of the 

room during the literacy workshop to minimize my presence with the camera and to 

maximize data collection during whole group observations.  During focal students’ 

individual and small group work within the workshop, I positioned both the camera 

and me closer as needed, but in such a way as to reduce obtrusiveness.  With the 

presence of digital devices to record events, participants at time became more self-

conscious of their words and actions than they would under “normal” conditions. It 

was possible that such self-consciousness may have caused the participants to modify 

their behaviors for the camera.  The effect of my presence on participants’ behaviors 

was what Labov (1972) describes as the observer’s paradox. To address this, I relied 

on semi-structured stimulated recall interviews to invite participants to articulate what 

they were thinking, doing, saying, acting, drawing and writing during my observation. 

Artifact Collection  

I was most interested in the artifacts that emerged just prior to, during, and 

after the observation of the reading, writing and talk that occurred each day, as they 

related to the curriculum enacted.  These physical data from the classroom were 

collected by means of scanning, photography, or photocopying.  The collection of 

artifacts (see Table 9) included records of the teacher’s and students’ learning, such as 
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classroom learning, pertinent charts, and other concrete documents such as lesson 

plans, teacher’s notes, and students’ writing and drawings composed during the study.   

 
 
Whole 
Class Data 
 

 
Field notes of whole class literature discussions 
 
Close observations of students’ oral and written contributions 
during these discussions 
 
Baseline and end-of-unit interviews for every student  
 
Transcripts of video/audio taped whole group literature discussions 
 
Facsimiles of classroom artifacts such as journals, charts, and drafts 
 
 

 
Focal 
Student 
Data 
 

 
Fieldnotes of stimulated recall interviews, whole class observations, 
and teacher and peer conferences   
 
Three annotated picturebook spread interviews   
 
A retrospective interview over published picturebooks 
 
Transcripts of videotapes and/or audio tape of all interviews and 
transcripts of interviews 
 
Multimodal transcripts of all students’ picturebook interviews 
 
Written products, such as response journals and writers’ notebooks 
 
Photo and video of students engaged in the picturebook making 
process (conferring, sharing, working independently)  
 

 
Teacher 
Data 
 

 
Three to five semi-structured teacher interviews 
 
Video and or/audiotape of teacher’s participation in development of 
curriculum 
 
Teacher and researcher notes on reflections of unit and students’ 
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learning  
 
Teacher lesson plans and anecdotal notes 
 
Memos of daily debriefings and informal talk and planning 
discussions  

 

Table 9: Summary of Data Sources. 

DATA ANALYSIS   
Analysis of the data sources focused on the multimodal, and multilingual 

composition resources that were appropriated during the unit of study.  Analysis was 

recursive and involved two related strands, each requiring a separate pass through the 

data.  In order to explore the compositions resources arranged by the students during 

the picturebook publication process, I looked to my first two research questions to 

frame my analysis: (1).  What understandings from published and resources from their 

heritage do Latino third graders import as part of their picturebook compositions and 

designs?  (2).  In what ways do the children appropriate the imported features of 

quality picturebooks and their lives into their own picturebook productions—such as 

heritage understandings, literary or artistic styles?  By exploring these questions, I 

was able to code and characterize the kinds of composing resources that the students 

orchestrated.   

My second strand of analysis was guided by each of my research questions, 

including the final question:  (3).  How do students’ identities seem to be manifested 

through the activity of picturebook-making?   To address this final question, I utilized 

a hybrid grammar of visual design method to conduct a fine-grained analysis of focal 
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students’ retrospective interviews and picturebooks.  I located this part of the analysis 

in the context of the work on sedimented identities in text so as to interpret the 

identities represented in students’ picturebooks.  This lens allowed me to better 

understand how their composition resources functioned and intersected to shape their 

picturebooks and perform identities.  Also, for this strand of analysis, the conceptual 

and theoretical foundations I selected allowed me to foreground the nuances of 

students’ work with multimodal and multilingual composition resources, any cultural 

and linguistic connections, the literary and artistic provenance of the resources, and 

students’ craft in remixing, or hybridizing, multiple composition resources.  

Strand One Analysis: Examining Composition Resources Within the Larger 
Classroom Case  

I view learning as a culturally sensitive and interactive process in which 

students play a vital part.  Analytic attention, therefore, was focused on both the 

individual student and to on the activity itself, which included the students, the 

teacher, the various texts (written and illustrated), and the dialogue that occurred as a 

part of the meaning making with the picturebooks.  Analyses of these data was 

inductive, using the constant-comparative (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) and discourse 

analysis methods (Mercer, 1995), and occurred throughout data collection so as to 

better understand students’ knowledge of the picturebook format and how their 

composition resources related to the reading and writing of these texts. 

During the my observations of the young picturebook makers, I noted each of 

the students in Mrs. Gomez’ class, even those who did not identify as avid writers, 
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repeatedly engage in the work of reading, appropriating, and hybridizing across 

composition resources appropriated from experiences with the Latino children’s 

picturebooks flooding the room.  Specifically, of the 23 students in the classroom, all 

23 appropriated a vast array of lines and designs from the literature into their 

sketchbooks and into their picturebook making processes.   Each day, I have record of 

students responding to author and illustrator’s uses of composition resources as well as 

that of their teacher’s and their peers.  During this unit of study then, composition 

resources functioned as essential mediational means to realize the shared activity of 

“becoming” a picturebook maker.   

As a part of my ongoing analysis then, I focused on craft import appropriated 

by students during the study as an initial pattern of analysis.  Among the craft elements 

identified were a vast array of resources including color, movement, crafting with 

English and Spanish, and other isolatable craft resources.  A constant comparative and 

discourse analytic method facilitated the inventory and coding of these craft resources 

as multilingual and multimodal composition resources.  Through analysis of whole 

group read-alouds, stimulated recall interviews, and picturebook artifacts I isolated 

composition resources, then inventoried and coded them according to the kind of 

picturebook craft for which they served: literary craft, artistic craft, form and 

materiality.  I triangulated across data sources, primarily through video, field notes, 

transcripts, and artifacts to identify the composing resources and their provenance.   
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Constant-Comparative Analysis 
The initial data analysis began with a review of field notes with an eye towards 

the content of students’ developing socio-cultural awareness, picturebook 

understandings and craft elements.  Data was coded line by line, moving back and 

forth between the field note data and the videotaped archives of these observations.  I 

worked to connect among the patterns and hypothesize broader themes through a 

recursive process of looking across and between patterns, themes and raw data (also 

triangulating data between the fieldnotes, video, artifacts, and transcripts). Through 

this analysis, and more focused analysis of students’ picturebook artifacts and 

interpretive work, the initial categories were refined as necessary to fit the data.  What 

resulted were preliminary themes related to the literature, students’ heritage resources, 

and student’s social memberships.      

 Through a constant comparison approach across and within these categories, 

the picturebooks shared, and students’ interviews and artifacts, I was able to identify 

possible origins of many of the composition resources appropriated by the students.  

This comparison also led me to see the distinct ways in which students appropriated 

the composition resources from the literature and other text sources.  For example, 

during this phase of analysis, materiality and the picturebook form proved salient as it 

afforded particular ways of crafting not available in other text productions.  I also 

found students’ uses of the dedication page insightful as I noted that many students 

utilized this feature to claim their heritage language as a composition resource.   In 

addition, I noted how access to mixed art media (materials beyond paper and pencil) 
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pivoted students to access other specific socio-cultural texts and practices (origami, 

play with toys, music, church, fan fiction) that I had not anticipated.  These 

preliminary findings guided more systematic analysis of students’ talk about the 

touchstone picturebooks and uses of composition resources.   

Discourse Analysis 
Whereas I used constant-comparative analysis to look across all data sources, I 

employed a more focused discourse analyses to exclusively examine transcripts and 

video of discussions involving the picturebooks shared by Mrs. Gomez and the 

artifacts created by the students. This layer of discourse analysis was inspired by the 

way Maloch (2008) analyzes classroom talk.  Building on the discourse analysis work 

of Mercer (1995; 2000), Maloch’s analysis is socio-cultural in nature and served this 

stage of analysis to examine the ways in which shared knowledge about picturebooks 

was constructed; this method of analysis also supported my analysis of the ways 

students verbally explained their appropriation of composition resources in their 

respective picturebooks.   Table 10 provides a sample inventory of my coding and 

representative data samples. 

Compositio
n Resources 

Category & 
Description 

Index Representative data 

 
Linguistic 
Choices: use 
of language 
variety and 
form 
  

 
Code-
Meshing 

 
Dual-
language 
text 
 

 
Translation 

 
Regionalism 

 
May 1/5- Language use 
to evoke setting: “The 
author is trying to show 
you that they are in two 
different places.  The 
author puts English first 
and then Spanish.  
Because one lives in 
Mexico and the other 
here” 

 
Literary 
Craft 
 
ways with 
words 
explored to 
convey 
meaning  

Musicality of Aliteration Rhyme Rhythm May 15/9 “Mrs. Gomez, I 
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text: play 
with 
language 
 

heard a line that rhymes, 
“I pinched my ear, could 
I hear?... maybe he’s 
telling us something 

Symbolic 
Expressions 
and 
Messages 

Socio-political 
messages 

Cultural 
Models 

Dichos May 15/11, “Maybe he 
says my tongues is rock 
because he doesn’t speak 
English 

 

Audience: 
Reader 
Awareness 
and 
Consideratio
n 

Dominant 
language 

Bilingual Reader 
interest 
and 
preference 

Reader 
age 
and 
gender 

May 3/6: author creates 
a dual language text for 
intended audience: Dual 
language text to make 
kids want to read it, if 
somebody is reading this 
and they know both, they 
can read this. 

Use of color 
in purposeful 
ways 

Layering or 
Blending 

Palette Absenc
e of 
color 

Tone May 4/1: color palate to 
evoke country: “Green, 
white and red are the 
main colors of Mexico!” 

Movement:  
Variations of 
lines and 
angles to 
represent 
action 

Representing movement in line or gesture Interview: His tie, it 
makes it look like it’s 
moving, the lines make it 
look like it’s moving 

Icons/Motifs: 
Repeated or 
dominant 
figures 

La Virgen, flags, dolls, 
toys, tortillas, fiestas, 
piñatas, luchadores, 
sarapes 

Musicality: 
mariachis, 
gritos, 
accordians, 
dances 

May 4/3 icon to represent 
religion: “That the 
grandma is reading and 
is protected by the virgin 
de Guadalupe.” 

Perspective: 
Approximati
ons of 
distance 
represented 
on flat 
surface 

Zoomed in 
Zoomed out 

Bird’s eye May 11/12 “She zoomed 
in so it can look like the 
other players are far 
away, she wanted to 
zoom it in to show how 
the kids are having more 
fun than she is…” 

 
 
Artistic 
Craft 
 
ways with 
art explored 
to convey 
meaning 

Physical 
Features: 
References 
to phenotype 
& 
appearance 

Skin color, facial expressions, body positions, 
dress, hair, eyes, tools 

May 11/10: Natalia tried 
to find the dedication 
page in the back of the 
book. 

 
Peritextual Features: i.e., dedication, book 
jacket, about the author 

 
May 11/10: Natalia tried 
to find the dedication 
page in the back of the 
book. 

 
Format and 
Materiality: 
 
Form, 
features, and 
media 
explored  

 
Picturebook 
Anatomy: 
Elements of 
Picturebook 
design Design Features and Layout: i.e., spreads, 

openings, fonts, color of texts, page breaks 
May 3/9: Text color in 
bilingual texts: “It has 
English in blue and 
Spanish in camo green” 
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 Tools and 
Materials: 
affordances 
and 
limitations of 
media/tools 
used in the 
picturebook 
making 
process  

Media 
watercolor, 
multicultural map 
pencils, map 
pencil, oil pastels, 
crayon, marker, 
tempra paint, 
scrapbook paper, 
digital images, 
string, pens, sticky 
notes 

Tools 
scissors, 
digital 
software, 
printer 
Blank 
Books, 
varied 
brushes, 
fingers, 
sticker 
paper  

Adhesives 
tape, glue 
stick, 
Elmer’s 
glue, 
staplers 

May 5/3: Affordances of 
texture: “I like pastels 
because they make it 
look smooooooth,” 

Table 10:  Sample Inventory of Composition Resources. 

Theoretical sampling guided the selection of data for analysis.  As categories of 

composition resources became more refined, representative samples of each category 

were transcribed and analyzed to help further develop and define those categories.  

Thus, sampling for analysis was purposive, rather than representative.  As Maloch, 

(2002) explains, “Purposive sampling allowed me to maximize the range of specific 

information that could be obtained from and about this context and enhanced the 

credibility of the study.” (p. 100).  The resulting inventory of composition resources is 

presented in a table in Chapter 4.   

 Strand Two Analysis: Examining Focal Students’ Picturebooks  
 This second strand of analysis relied on the mode of the data (visual, textual, 

and oral texts) and aimed to deeply understand the models and composition resources 

shaping students’ picturebook designs and how students’ arranged them. Because this 

second strand of analysis relied on focal students’ interviews and their final 

picturebook publications, it was important to preserve the dynamics of students’ oral, 

visual, and textual compositions to better understand the cultural connections, the 
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literary insights, and other semiotic and material composition resources shaping 

students’ picturebook products. Therefore, I created a multimodal matrix, as Rebecca 

Rogers did in her work with Beach, et al (2009) to conduct critical analysis of global 

children’s literature.   

 In her critical content analysis of The Day of Ahmed’s Secret (Heide & 

Gilliande, 1995), Rogers constructed a multimodal transcript to facilitate a critical 

“grammar of design” analysis (p. 137) that was informed by van Leeuwen (2005), 

Kress (2003), Halliday (1985), and Norris (2005), to emphasize how the design of the 

picturebook was orchestrated through the patterning of modes, the written and the 

visual.  I chose Rogers’ method of constructing a multimodal transcript for analysis of 

students’ picturebooks and interviews as her transcript uniquely represented multiple 

modalities and was a method that accounted for the synergy of the written and the 

visual across the entirety of a book, not just on an isolated spread.   

Constructing the Multimodal Matrix 
I constructed a multimodal matrix to make sense of the nature and staging of 

the composition resources in their picturebooks.  This approach also allowed me to 

better envision their picturebooks as cultural and literary artifacts to be examined, just 

as I would analyze an interview or a classroom discussion.  I believe this cross-

sectional view of students’ picturebooks allowed me deeper insights into the 

composition resources, and possible ideological beliefs, socio-cultural practices and 

discourses that shaped their designs.  The two focal students’ multimodal transcripts 

were organized first by the picturebook openings the children produced.  The 
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descriptive analysis I generated for each opening provided a baseline account of the 

picturebook, including a word count on each page, a thick description of the images, 

and a lexical count of key words and phrases (e.g., in English, in Spanish, or in 

meshed codes, using repeated words, etc).  A visual inventory of the primary subject 

was also noted in this column.  Transcripts from the retrospective interviews were then 

added to the multimodal matrix, so as to juxtapose the picturebook openings with 

students’ oral and gestural interpretations of their work.   

Analyzing the Multimodal Matrix 
Upon constructing the multimodal matrix from each focal students’ 

picturebook and interviews, I then examined each picturebook opening by drawing on 

the categories identified in the first strand of analysis: literary, artistic, material, and 

picturebook form.  For the literary analysis, I examined the writing for evidence of 

story grammar, literary devices, character development, craft, and messages. I 

specifically attended to any evidence of literary bilingualism, code meshing, dual 

language writing, cultural modeling or socio-political messages, as each is a literary 

feature often integrated in Latino children’s picturebooks. Given the brevity of written 

text in picturebooks, I eventually moved between the visual and literary analysis in 

order to analyze the craft of the written and illustrated narratives. By doing so, I was 

able to note composition resources, like a secondary narrative in the illustration, not 

evident in a visual discourse or literary analysis alone.   

Visual Discourse Analysis 
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As part of my analysis of the art, the materials, and the forms composing the 

picturebook, I employed a method of analysis that drew upon principles of Albers’ 

(2007) visual discourse analysis and Rogers’ (2009) critical visual and textual analysis 

approach. To begin this stage of analysis, I examined each picturebook opening for its 

genre specifically as Rogers (2009) does, for materiality and color as Kress and van 

Leeuwen (2001) do, and for basic areas and orientation of the spreads, directionality of 

objects on the spreads, and size and volume of objects on the spreads, as Albers (2007) 

does.  Each of these researchers drew from Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2001) grammar 

of visual design analysis.  In the paragraph that follows, I will elaborate on each of 

these features of analysis. 

As Rogers (2009) explains, “Genre refers to ‘ways of interacting’ or the way in 

which the genre of the book is constituted.  That is, what textual and visual elements 

constitute this particular genre?” (p. 138). What this lens afforded was a systematic 

look at what existed not only on one page, but across the pages and peritext of the 

picturebooks.  Genre also considers the cohesiveness of provenance—the way, for 

example, appropriated cultural settings and icons were staged on a spread and across 

the book.  Materiality refers to the tangible features of a text, the ways something 

looks, sounds, and feels, that convey meaning (Kress, 2010; Rowsell & Pahl, 2010).  

A closer look at the tools the students employed—analysis of the art media and the 

picturebook form and size selected, for example– provided for the ways in which 

materiality could be interpreted or understood by students as meaning-bearing signs.  

Color was another semiotic resource to be examined in this stage of analysis (Kress 
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and van Leeuwen, 2002; 2006). The palette, its purity and saturation, the dominance of 

one color over another, and the way colors were juxtaposed all served as signifiers for 

the picturebook maker and ere worth deeper examination.   

For this analysis, I also conducted an analysis of the basic areas focal points 

and orientation of the design, directionality of objects on the pages, and size and 

volume of objects on the pages. As Albers (2007) explains,  

This concept, center of attention, implies the importance of a particular object 

or objects within the composition, and the visual text maker’s intention for the 

viewer to notice this area of the text immediately. Objects, or elements, within 

an orientation and in a quadrant serve different functions and have different 

significance (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006). (p. 90)   

These aspects of my analysis were particularly relevant given my research questions 

regarding students’ appropriation of composition resources from the touchstone and 

mentor texts.  One student for example, chose to break the frame in his picturebook 

and illustrated beyond the imaginary quadrants on the page. 

Sedimented Identities in Texts 
To follow my systematic analysis of the multimodal matrix, I drew on the 

literature that locates the work of text creation in identity theory to better understand 

the kinds of identities the work of picturebook making sediments.  The work of Pahl & 

Rowsell (2007) pulls together and broadens many of the theories on identity and 

habitus to propose sedimented identities in text; that simply put, identity work can be 

represented within text and that the text itself then becomes a sedimented artifact (p. 
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388). The crafter’s habitus (p. 394)- ways of doing, being and acting–is also layered 

into the text.  Pahl and Rowsell explain that the physical aspects of texts play a role in 

identity work. Drawing from New Literacy Studies and literature on multimodality, 

the researchers describe texts, like picturebooks, as having material dimension and as 

having various modes.  Sedimentation is layering these materials dimenstions together 

with a flexibility to once again transform the text, the context, and the text creator. As 

Rowsell and Pahl (2007) explain,  

“Therefore, “identities sedimenting into texts” describe the way in which the 

process can be slow, and become more rock-like and multifarious, as different 

grains of sand become assembled into a rock.  The term indicates that 

sedimentation is a process, and it can be observed taking place within a variety 

of modes and across sites and domains.” (p. 392) 

By helping me understand text making as a process of piecing together facets of one’s 

identity through the materials and meanings, I was able to examine students’ 

picturebooks as sedimented texts reflective of their socio-cultural and school identities.   

 Also, by understanding text making as a cyclical phenomenon linked to the 

producer and the context in which the text was made, I examined students’ 

picturebooks as a sedimented text that could be reintroduced and inform the 

picturebook making practices already occurring in the classroom.  The reciprocal 

dynamic of this process further develops the power of the text, in this case students’ 

picturebooks, in identity work and the role of the picturebook maker as agentive.  For 

example, as some students made picturebooks and appropriated Spanish as a 
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composition resource, they sedimented identities as bilingual picturebook makers. 

Their newly sedimented identity shifted their habitus away from English only 

ideologies towards more democratic stances on linguistic diversity.  

By conducting an “opening-by-opening” analysis of focal students’ 

picturebooks, I was able to examine how students’ composition resources intersect, 

interact, and transformed one another to sediment hybrid identities in the classroom.  

As I engaged in this phase of the analysis, I asked how students’ composition 

resources were patterned together to make meaning and juxtaposed my interpretation 

to the intended meaning conveyed by the picturebook maker.  By doing so, I 

encountered new insights about the histories and socio-cultural funds attached to 

students’ composition resources.  Among the new insights were students’ decisions 

concerning language use, the provenance of certain colors selected, audience 

considerations, mentor text influences, and materials selection.  These are patterns in 

the data that could have been missed had I only examined the picturebook or examined 

the retrospective analysis interview without the picturebook.   

In sum, the construction of this multimodal matrix and the use of a sedimented 

identity lens for this second strand of analysis enabled an examination of the 

underlying cultural discourses, identities, and composition resources that informed 

their designs. 
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Methodological Concerns and Limitations 

Limitations 
I recognize that the qualitative researcher is also an instrument of the very 

research he or she is conducting (Labov, 1972).  My positionality as a sixteen-year 

veteran of teaching, a speaker of three languages, a Latina American of Peruvian 

heritage, my enduring interest in bilingual/bicultural/biliteracy education, a student of 

language and literacy research, and my growing awareness of contemporary children's 

literature inform my impressions, inclinations, and decisions, each of which can 

influence my research.  The trustworthiness measures I enacted (peer and expert 

debriefing, triangulation, and audit trail) have positioned me to question the degree to 

which my own positionality biases my research. 

I observed a broad range of composition resources employed by the students 

during the 5 weeks I was fortunate enough to spend in Mrs. Gomez’ classroom.  Each 

day, I observed students import composition resources from their experiences with 

touchstone texts shared by the teacher or mentor texts that they self selected.  Most 

days, I was inundated by the number of intertextual references made to texts read 

during the unit of study and literature discussions shared earlier in the year and to 

other sociocultural texts in their lives.  On these days, it was almost impossible to 

document the number of composition resources appropriated with just fieldnotes, one 

video recorder and an audio recorder.  This is of course one limitation to the study as I 

imagine that I was not able to document more than a small percentage of the 

composition resources that were actually appropriated while I was there.  But the 
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composition resources I was able to record do reveal quite a bit as to how students 

appropriated these resources when mentored by high quality models with an array of 

multilingual and multimodal composition resources.   

Trustworthiness 
By addressing trustworthiness in qualitative research, conclusions can be 

drawn and generalized.  Establishing trustworthiness occurred through triangulation of 

multiple data sources, prolonged and persistent observation, peer debriefing, negative 

case analysis, member checks along the way and at the end of the engagement with 

participants, thick description, the audit trail, and documentation of reflexivity 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 328).  An adequate degree of persistent observation was 

achieved through my extended observations across five weeks.   

Triangulation helped to reduce the likelihood of misinterpretation.  In this 

process, I used multiple forms of diverse types of evidence and perspectives to check 

the validity and reliability of the outcomes.  Data source triangulation (e.g. interviews, 

video and audio recordings, field notes, documents, and transcripts) ensured that 

multiple points of view were represented in my data set, building in the increased 

likelihood that disconfirming evidence could be collected and that negative case 

analysis could be conducted as needed. I engaged in member checking with the teacher 

during our debrief meetings to be sure that I had not misrepresented their actions or 

intentions. The stimulated recall interviews with all students and the retrospective 

interviews with the focal students permited them to clarify their own actions and 

intentions.  Further, to include various perspectives, I sought the advice of colleagues; 
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for this, I rely on my committee, as experts, as well as upon graduate students 

(Hubbard & Power, 1999).  In keeping with DBR, I have kept an audit trail in such a 

way that documents my decision-making, memoranda, methodological, and theoretical 

notes, that either Mrs. Gomez or I registered, and provided a retrospective trail of 

evidence of how we reached our amended plans.   
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Chapter 4:  Making Picturebooks– Appropriating Multimodal and 
Multilingual Composition Resources 

In this chapter, I present my analysis of the composition resources appropriated 

by the students participating in the study.  To this end, I focus on the teacher’s 

mediating instruction, the kinds of composition resources students made use of, and 

the ways the children appropriated composition resources from the picturebooks.  

To begin, I clarify terms and features of this first strand of analysis. In keeping 

with the DBR design of the research, I then follow with a brief overview of one aspect 

of the curricular refinements made during the study– teacher verbal mediations with 

the touchstone picturebooks.  To conclude, I present my findings and discussion 

regarding students’ appropriation of multimodal and multilingual composition 

resources.   

TO CLARIFY TERMS AND ANALYSIS 

Important Terms 

This chapter addresses my first two research questions: (1) What 

understandings from published picturebooks and resources from their heritage do 

Latino third graders import as part of their picturebook compositions and designs; (2) 

In what ways do the children appropriate the imported features of quality picturebooks 

and their lives into their own picturebook productions—such as heritage 

understandings, literary or artistic styles?  So as to encompass the understanding and 

resources students appropriated from picturebook experiences, I examined the broad 

range of multimodal and multilingual, semiotic and material resources students 

orchestrated as picturebooks makers and used the term composition resources. I 

looked to the work of Jason Ranker (2008; 2009a; 2009b; 2012) to consider the kinds 
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of resources students used for communicative or representational purposes in their 

picturebooks, understanding that those forms would depend upon their purposes.  

Recently, Ranker (2012) put forth visual composing resources as “a subset of visual 

semiotic resources that pertain to a particular domain of situated process: composing 

texts in literacy classrooms” (p. 463).  For this research, I rely on his understanding of 

composing resources more broadly so as to include not only visual, but also other 

semiotic and material resources students appropriated to craft their picturebooks.   

In keeping with the socio-cultural theoretical foundations of this research, I 

draw on Wertch’s (1995) understanding of appropriation, which draws upon 

Vygotskian (1978; 1987) socio-cultural theories of mediated action.  Wertch’s notion 

of appropriation allowed me to foreground the unique ways the children adopted 

semiotic and material resources (ideas, folk art style, ways with words, and other 

cultural tools) in the socially situated work of making picturebooks.  Wertch puts forth 

appropriation as an agentive act of incorporating available cultural tools and 

integrating them as mediational means for accomplishing the socially shared goal of 

the context.  Building upon Bakhtin (1981), Wertch employs the words “appropriate 

and appropriation” with the understanding that the process is one of taking something 

that belong to others and making it one’s own” (p. 53).   The work of “making it one’s 

own”, the ways the children purposefully adapted the composition resources, remained 

a focus of my analysis. 

I also paired Wertch’s understanding of appropriation with Kress’ work on 

provenance for this analysis.  Together, provenance and appropriation allowed me to 

examine the origins of the multilingual and multimodal composition resources 

students remixed together and helped to guide my analysis to better understand how 

students appropriated the semiotic and material resources from the mentor texts into 
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their composition repertoires as they crafted picturebooks.  As the students 

appropriated composition resources from mentor texts, they hybridized them with 

other composition import from other texts in their lives.  The theoretical concept of 

hybridity thus became more central to my theoretical framework, particularly for my 

analysis presented in Chapter 5.    

To better understand hybridity, my analytic lens broadened to include the work 

of Knobel and Lankshear (2008) to think of the art and craft of endless hybridization 

of composition resources as “remix”.  From their work, “remix means to take cultural 

artifacts and combine and manipulate them into new kinds of creative blends” (p. 22).  

As a significant literacy practice, remix provides an analytically and educationally 

generative lens on culture and cultural production as well as on literacy and literacy 

education, particularly as it relates to composition and design studies.  Though Knobel 

and Lankshear note a more specific sense of remix as a digital practice, they do also 

argue that remix did not simply emerge with digitization. Instead, they put forth remix 

as a part of any society’s cultural development and text production.  To clarify, they 

explain,  “School practices of creative writing that students read texts by multiple 

authors, take bits from each of them, and put them together in a single text constitute a 

process of taking and remixing “ as a creating something new” (p. 23).  Thus, I argue 

that with each appropriation of multiple composition resources, students were 

hybridizing, or remixing, these elements to generate new texts.  

Clarifying Analysis 

Students’ appropriation of composition resources was observed daily and 

reached saturation after the first week. Thus, it became clear that composition 

resources were noteworthy for students’ picturebook making and became the focus of 
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my analysis. The first strand of analysis of the data suggests that students appropriated 

literary, illustration, material, and form related composition resources from their 

experiences with Latino children’s picturebook models. By focusing on students’ work 

with composition resources, I not only coded the direct appropriation of composition 

resources from the literature, but also, what Ranker (2009) calls ‘diffuse and indirect’ 

appropriation of the composing resources. Ranker describes direct import as those 

resources students integrated in the moments directly following a teacher workshop 

mini-lesson. I similarly note students’ direct appropriation of composition resources as 

those instances in which student explicitly approximate a composition resource 

directly from a mentor picturebook.  In cases of a diffuse or indirect import, Ranker 

notes how students integrate the import using a broader theme or idea from the lesson, 

or how they transformed the teacher-shared purpose of the composition resource.  I 

expand upon his findings by identifying instances of students adapting the original 

function of the composition resources appropriated from a mentor picturebook. 

Based on Ranker’s findings, I consider students’ direct and diffuse 

appropriation of composition resources from the literature to be both a cumulative act 

of growing a collection of composition resources, and a single act of meaning making 

that takes up or adapts the observed function of the composition resource.  Therefore, I 

coded the composition resource appropriated each day that I observed as isolated craft 

elements and later collapsed and indexed them into categories.    

The absence of students’ explicit awareness of their uses of composition 

resources does not make their direct or diffuse appropriation of composition resources 

somehow less consequential.  Rather my analysis emphasizes students as picturebook 

makers composing in deliberate ways, whether or not they could verbalize their 

decisio-making while composing. Because my analysis also draws on a theory of 
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social semiotic communication, several fundamental assumptions allow me to envision 

students in this way.  Understanding that signs are almost always newly made in social 

interaction, that signs are generated out of the interests of the sign maker, and that 

signs become part of the semiotic resources of the culture (Kress, 2004), allows me to 

view students as intentioned and motivated agents authoring their worlds through 

picturebook making whether they orally articulated these understandings or not.   

In my analysis I considered the interests and agency of the picturebook makers 

as they related to the semiotic and material resources available, the demands of the 

format, and attention to their heritage and broader socio-cultural resources.  Therefore, 

although my goal in this study was to identify and examine the composition resources 

appropriated by the students, it is worth being transparent from the outset that my 

analysis of students’ uses of composition resources were not always necessarily 

contingent upon students’ stated intentions.   I do, however, when possible, present 

students’ verbal insights from interviews so as to complexify understandings of the 

ways they orchestrated the composition resources, allowing for a more robust analysis.   

CLASSROOM CONTEXT: CURRICULAR REFINEMENTS 

Observations of Curriculum and Instruction 

Although Mrs. Gomez expressed some familiarity with the idea of mediated 

action, her curricular contributions did suggest an understanding of appropriation.  Her 

talk, as we collaborated on the unit, revealed a value for the role literature could play 

in mentoring her young composers–an important notion that fits well within an 

understanding of appropriation and mediational means.  Drawing from these 

understandings and the initial curriculum objectives and instruction we co-designed 

(See Chapter 3), Mrs. Gomez supported the ways students appropriated composition 
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resources from the picturebooks in a myriad of ways.  Among the scaffolds she 

provided were the verbal mediations she expressed as she conducted the classroom 

picturebook study.  The data demonstrates that Mrs. Gomez orally mediated students’ 

picturebook learning in two particular ways– verbally positioning students and inviting 

students to try on strategies for appropriating composition resources.   

First, Mrs. Gomez positioned her students as picturebook makers and 

encouraged each to approach the literature as keen observers and apprentices to the 

mentors and masters they would be reading from and learning.  To achieve this, Mrs. 

Gomez frequently acknowledge students as picturebook makers, often prefacing her 

remarks with stems such as, “Picturebook makers, how do you think the illustrator 

made that?” “You are an apprentice picturebook maker like Diego Rivera, what will 

you try on in your sketchbook?” or addressing individual students as picturebook 

makers during a conference.  Data shows that Mrs. Gomez also asked her students to 

“use picturebook maker eyes” when reading the literature.  This invitation in particular 

encouraged students to envision themselves as picturebook makers engaged in the 

activity of inspecting picturebooks and to notice the surface features of the literature. 

Second, Mrs. Gomez invited students daily to lift a line and a design from the 

picturebooks.  This was a strategy (see Chapter 3) that served students’ direct 

appropriation of composition resources.  As students lifted written text or 

arrangements of color and lines they favored, admired, or pondered into the 

sketchbooks, their collections of composition resources were directly appropriated into 

one personal record for practice and later use.  After conducting mini-lessons to model 

lifting lines and designs, Mrs. Gomez encouraged students to take up this strategy 

during whole class read-aloud of the touchstone texts by receiving their lines and 

designs both orally during discussion and in written form on the language chart.  Mrs. 
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Gomez also invited students to lift lines and designs as they selected their mentor 

texts.  She often recognized these composition resources students directly appropriated 

into their sketchbooks by asking students to share lines and design from their 

sketchbooks with their peers.    

Observations of Students 

As students took on their roles as apprentice picturebook makers, each directly 

appropriated composition resources into their sketchbooks.  As Mrs. Gomez and I 

revisited the data of the first days of the unit, we observed that that with the invitation 

to “use your picturebook maker eyes” students indeed read, noticed, and gathered 

composition resources.  Although students were appropriating valuable features from 

the picturebooks, Mrs. Gomez and I noted that many of these features were surface 

level features, such as images and words.  Moreover, we noted that students were 

beginning to identify composition resources in isolation, rather than in the synergistic 

relationship of the written and pictoral narrative, and its picturebook form. 

Based on these observations, we decided students were ready to dig deeper into 

the work of being a picturebook maker and we made curricular refinements to Mrs. 

Gomez’ verbal mediations.  Both Mrs. Gomez and I reflected over the kinds of talk 

and questions that would support students not only as consumers of the text and image, 

but also as composers of text and image.  Specifically, keeping in mind our 

pedagogical goal of supporting students’ compositions learning and heritage resources, 

we refined questions to invite students to also consider the function of the composition 

resources observed in the Latino Children’s picturebooks and how they served the 

culturally specific aspects of the picturebook.   
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Curricular Refinements 

As explained, the refining of Mrs. Gomez’ verbal mediations was a micro-

cycle modification that was considered after students had an opportunity to openly 

respond to and attach to the literature and was based on observations of the first 4 days 

of instruction.  Beginning on Day 4, Mrs. Gomez guided students to reflect over the 

ways the composition resources supported the picturebook being read through very 

specific questions and discussion offerings as she read aloud from touchstone texts and 

as she conferred with individual students.   

For example, as students directly appropriated composition resources, Mrs. 

Gomez would follow up with questions that positioned students to consider its 

function.  Sample questions include, “Why do you think the illustrator chose that 

color?” “How does writing with English and Spanish make a difference in this book?”  

“What does that make you think in your head or feel in your heart as you read that?”  

Mrs. Gomez also prefaced each read aloud with a look into the author and illustrator’s 

background.  More than a biography of their lives, the activist nature of many of the 

authors and illustrator’s shared became the center of Mrs. Gomez’ offerings.  For 

instance, when introducing Juan Felipe Herrera, she began, “Let me share what I 

learned about Juan Felipe Herrera and why he makes books.  He is bilingual, and he 

makes books and writes poetry using both of his languages because he wants to show 

how beautiful it is to be bilingual, even when there are states that do not allow his 

books in school.” These insights often supported the ways students interpreted the 

ways different composition resources were remixed within the books.   

Mrs. Gomez also modified the ways she addressed students.  No longer just 

apprentice picturebooks makers, Mrs. Gomez addressed her students as a community 

of composers engaged in the work of preparing and making.  She approached students 
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by asking about their plans for their picturebooks, and frequently asked students how 

they would diffusely appropriate a favored composition resource into their 

picturebook.  For instance, as a student admired the bold colors in a picturebook, Mrs. 

Gomez asked how using bold colors might or might not work within his picturebook.  

An eventual shift from apprentice to fellow picturebook makers among many of the 

students evolved over time and as Mrs. Gomez positioned students to converse as one 

picturebook maker to another.  As she often expressed to her students how much she 

was learning from their thinking and learning as picturebooks makers, one student 

exclaimed, “Hey, that makes us your mentors, Mrs. Gomez!”  

In the two sections that follow, I present the composition resources students 

appropriated both before (direct appropriation) and after (diffuse appropriation) the 

curricular refinements discussed were made.   

DIRECT APPROPRIATION: GATHERING COMPOSITION RESOURCES  

Illustrated Craft: Colores de Artésania 

In art, the value of a color as well as the ways in which colors are combined 

(color schemes) can effect mood and evoke meaning.  How illustrators choose to 

convey meaning through color is among the many choices available as composers of 

picturebooks.  The illustrator can find a range of choices for expressing meaning with 

color through stylistic choices, particular those associated with a particular era or 

identified with a region or ethnic group, like folk art styles. Artesanía is one kind of 

folk art that appropriates skills passed down from previous generation and raw 

materials in their local region.  It is a blend of indigenous and European techniques 

and designs. Most of the artesanía produced specifically in Mexico employs colors 

that are as bright and as bold as the natural shades used by indigenous Americans, 
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creating a distinctive style.  When asked to describe her artistic style, many Latino 

children’s picturebook illustratiors cite artesanía as having influenced their style.   

Yuyi Morales explains,  

My work is highly influenced by the Mexican art and the aesthetics that were 

around me as I was growing up. Now, I am a big lover of artesanías, and I 

have even embarked on a quest to learn to make as many of them as I can, yet, 

I don't think I would describe my work as folk art. To come up with a style to 

describe one's work is difficult! But I will tell you what has influenced me 

greatly in my childhood: Jorge Gonzales Camarena and his murals, La familia 

Burron historietas, Lagrimas y Risas graphic novels, artesanía toys, my 

relatives's stories, and Gabriel Garcia Marquez writings (personal 

communication, 6/2013). 

Her sister, Magaly Morales Garcia, also a published picturebook maker, similarly cited 

artesanía and other artifact informing her illustration style. 

I've lived all my life here in Mexico, so definitely I'm influenced by those 

things that give color and flavor to my culture. I love Mexican artesanía and 

all the typical Mexican things like traditional houses, clothes, textiles, art, 

customs, as well as the idiosyncrasy, the humor and the creativity of the 

Mexican people among other things (personal communication, 6/2013). 

Artesanía composes one part of the cultural provenance guiding many Latino 

children’s picturebooks makers.  I observed multiple examples of students’ directly 

appropriating cultural meanings attached to color within the picturebook illustrations.  

In one stimulated recall interview as students participated in the book flood, Anita 
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shared her insights regarding what she identifies as “Mexican” colors.4  On this 

occasion, she was lifting designs to record into her sketchbook from the picturebook 

titled My Very Own Room/Mi Propio Cuartito (2008) written by Amada Irma Perez 

and illustrated by Maya Christina Gonzalez.  Given that she read an excerpt of the text 

to me in Spanish and that she had begun a sketch of the characters into her notebook, I 

engaged Anita in the following conversation: 

Me: Is there anything in the illustration that let’s you know they 

speak Spanish? 

Anita: Yes, because this (see Figure 1), it looks like Mexican people 

and that’s why the letters are in Spanish. 

 

Figure 1: Anita points to part of text that look “Spanish”. 

Me: What makes you think, “Oh, these people are from Mexico”? 

Anita: By the looks. 

Me:  What do you mean? 

Anita: The eyes the hair, the clothes, and by the house and the town. 

Me: Show me a picture that let’s you know, “Oh, this is a Mexican 

family.” 

                                                
4 Though it is noteworthy that Anita attributes cultural meanings to color, this is one of many instances 
in which more critical conversations regarding selective essentialization of ethnicity, race, and culture 
could be more fully explored. 
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Anita: I think it’s right here.  Um, well right here, right here, they are 

ripped, like the color is getting off.  It’s getting old.  So they’re 

trying to save money to buy more food and to get more color. 

 

Figure 2: Anita points out where the “color is getting off”. 

Me: You think the difference in color… that makes you think this 

must be a Mexican family.  Does that remind you of anyone you 

know? 

Anita: My grandma? 

Me: Your grandma? 

Anita: Yeah, she likes light colors and a little bit of dark colors.  In 

Mexico there are a lot of light colors and a little bit of dark 

colors. 

Me: Is there anything in the picture that reminds you of that? 

Anita: Right here, it’s getting darker, that’s bright more.  And right 

here, it’s getting dark. 

A theory of visual criticism of picurebooks must explain, “how the art conveys 

meaning rather than just categorizing the pictures according to periods of art history or 

identifying their relationship to text” (Kiefer, 1995, p. 117).  Specifically, colors 

convey mood and emotion, and its value (saturation of hue) creates contrast, which can 
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communicate highly dramatic or soothing effects.  Visually, Anita imports the “looks” 

of the characters and the town with the varying values of the hues and appropriated an 

interpretation of a Mexican family who, like her grandmother, would like to “get more 

color” in their world. 

As a reader of Latino picturebooks, Anita rightly noted that color is one of the 

most expressive elements of illustration.  For Anita, the boldness of the colors and 

variation in value used by Maya Christina Gonzalez, the illustrator, directly 

appropriates what understandings she has of Mexican folk inspired art.  Like many of 

the students in the classroom, Anita may not be aware of the rich tradition of design 

behind the illustrations she interprets, but she does attach a culturally specific meaning 

to the colors and lays the groundwork for future conversations regarding the ways the 

use of color can convey cultural meanings. 

Students were drawn daily to the saturated hues and artésania-influenced 

palette, orchestrated by illustrators of the Latino children’s picturebooks.  On one 

occasion, during a Q&A with transnational Latina picturebook maker Yuyi Morales 

over SKYPE, Brenda asked specifically about her work with bold colors.   

Brenda: Um, how do you blend5 in the colors?   

Yuyi: How do I blend in colors?  That's a really great one, um, 

because I, I don't mix colors.  That doesn't mean you cannot do 

it, you can do it.  Anyone should do it the way it works better 

for you.  The way it works for me is I never take two colors and 

                                                
5 Prior to the SKYPE interview, students had already begun to work with diverse art materials and noted 
how blending colors produced unique effects and colors.  Students also referenced their learning from 
Art class, describing their manipulation of colored pastels and watercolor as blending.  Students were 
also invited to generate a list of their questions for Yuyi individually and in whole group with Mrs. 
Gomez.  Together, these mediations supported the kinds of questions students posed during the 
interview. 
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mix them and then I paint.  I don't do it like that.  What I do is 

take two colors and then I paint one color first and then on top 

of that I paint the other color.  And I do it in a way that is very, 

very light.  So I don't put a lot of paint.  So that then, one on top 

of the other, the colors kind of mix on the paper (See Figure 8).   

 

Figure 3: Yuyi explains how she layers her colors on paper. 

The delicate and strategic layering of brightly saturated paint Yuyi speaks of is 

a signature look to her illustrations.  This style of layering bright hues so colors seep 

from behind achieves a translucent look to illustrations.  In this conversation, Yuyi 

mentors Brenda and her fellow picturebooks makers to work with bold colors in a way 

that works best for them and offers the sage advice of “not putting a lot of paint, so 

that one on top of the other, the colors kind of mix on the paper”, in the very same way 

she did in the picturebooks they are learning from.   

A number of students, like Yessenia, directly appropriated Yuyi’s artésania 

style and illustration technique as composition resources.  The day after their interview 

with Yuyi, I observed the following conversation between two students. Read 

carefully for the way Yessenia imports and appropriates Yuyi’s layering technique as a 

composition resource for her own picturebook.  As Natalia illustrated her picturebook, 
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Yessenia came by to share her work with colors.  She points to the mass of blue in the 

middle of the page, and said to Natalia,  

Yessenia: Look Natalia, here.   

Natalia: Oooo, is that a pool?   

Yessenia: No, it's a puddle. First what I did was I put some dark blue and 

then purple.  And then I put a little bit of light blue on top of the 

purple. And it turned out like that.        

Natalia: And a firefly! 

Yessenia: I blended together and it looks like this one.   

Natalia: Yeah, that's cool, and it's smooth.  (touching the pool of color-

See Figure 12). 

Yessenia: But I didn't actually mix the colors together.  I overlapped them, 

like Yuyi did (See Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Yessenia layered colors, “like Yuyi did.” 

In this conference between picturebooks makers, Yessenia externalizes the 

material import, in this case the layering of bold color explicitly modeled by Yuyi, to 

laminate both a particular texture and inviting scene.   As she overlapped a careful 
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selection of colors, “like Yuyi did”, Yessenia also achieves a similar artésania look to 

her illustration. 

For many of the students, the sketchbook served as a place to try on, directly 

appropriate, an artésania style and gather a body of colors evoking Latino specific 

communities.  As one part of their book flood experiences with the picturebooks, 

students approached the picturebook stacks with their sketchbooks, pencils, and 

crayons.  After identifying a personal mentor picturebook, students then selected a 

visual display of color they admired within one of the openings.  Many students then 

propped the books up or laid the book beside their sketchbook to begin to approximate 

the artésania colors, designs, and techniques reflected in their mentor picturebooks 

(see Figure 5).     

 

Figure 5: Students directly importing designs from mentor picturebooks. 

Students’ sketchbooks then served as valuable sources for illustrated 

composition resources to support their picturebook making.  Most students initially 

selected artésania colors they admired or were their favorites.  With the support of 

Mrs. Gomez’ refined verbal teaching mediations with the touchstone texts, students 

sketchbooks also reflected the meanings each attached to the colors.  She encouraged 
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students to note the title, author, illustrator of their mentor so as to cite its provenance 

and also invited students to record why they selected the design. 

A closer look at the sample sketchbook pages in Figure 14 reflects this 

transition from admiration to considerations of meaning.  While each of the samples 

attribute credit to a mentor text and are recorded as a favorite or well liked, the final 

sample of the luchador reflected Daniel’s interpretation of dark colors as evil.  By 

elaborating on his interpretation of the bold and dark colors in this way, Daniel 

demonstrates an understanding that colors can reflect other semiotic meanings (e.g., 

that a dark and bold value to the colors reflect the evilness of a luchador). 

 

Figure 6: Approximating mentor text illustrations within sketchbooks. 

Illustrated Craft: Representing Movement Visually 

Color is not only a composition resource that conveys mood and can add 

interest but it is also semiotic material that can help the reader understand there is 

movement in a still image.  Arizipe and Styles (2003) noted in their study of children 

interpreting visual texts that students understand color in a picturebook as another 

expression of movement, for example that colors get lighter in a four picture sequence 

can represent movement. Molly Bang (2000) also explains that movement of an 

illustration within a picturebook is determined as much by the spaces between the 

shapes as by the colors of the shapes themselves.  In her book Picture This! (2000), 
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she demonstrates how diagonal lines can elicit a feeling of movement and tension in 

an illustration.  Where smooth, flat horizontal shapes achieve a sense of stability and 

calm, vertical shapes convey more action and excitement and curved shapes embrace 

us and protect us.  Specifically she notes diagonal shapes are dynamic because they 

imply motion or tension as they direct they eye in a particular way across a page or 

break the frame (Scott, 2010) within the opening of a picturebook. 

One approach to achieve movement in a still image is showing physical 

movement. This is a feeling of action and can be conveyed in a number of ways. The 

most direct way to show physical movement is to draw or paint lines coming from the 

object that is moving. This device is dependent upon the illustrators’ decision to style 

those lines in a particular way.   

Students in Mrs. Gomez’ class noted physical movement within the visual 

images of many of the touchstone texts shared.  For example, physical movement was 

noted by Jesus, in one book talk conversation.  When reading from Marisol McDonald 

Doesn’t Match, Jesus quickly pointed to the swirls next to the soccer ball within Sara 

Palacios’ illustration.  He asked, 

Jesus: Mrs. Gomez, what are these?  When she kicks the soccer ball, 

what are these? (See Figure 15)  

Teacher: These are the lines to show that the soccer ball is moving. 

Eduardo:   To show movement! 

Teacher:  Yes!  Showing movement! 
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Figure 7: Jesus asks about lines of movement. 

Using line to show movement 

Many of the students in the classroom, appropriated the craft of 

communicating movement in this manner, particularly those lines that were artfully 

designed.  Typical of artesanía, exaggerated and patterned lines of movement can 

emphasize the playful emotion and dynamic energy of Mexican Folk art.  Moreover, 

for many Mexican illustrators like Magaly Morales, they can be delightful details that 

add to the overall aesthetic of their illustration.   

When invited to lift designs from a whole class read aloud of What Can You 

Do With a Paleta?/¿Qué Puedes Hacer Con Una Paleta? (2009), many students 

appropriated Morales’ use of dotted swirls as direct import to represent movement.   

She used a similar swirl pattern that gradated in size to represent movement of smells 

filling the air and the wind blowing across the barrio over a distance.  Many students 

appropriated these representations of movement on to whole class language charts and 

into their sketchbooks as composition resources they admired (See Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Students directly appropriate designs that represent movement. 

Using “freeze-frame” to show movement 

Another way to communicate movement in illustration is to juxtapose the 

subject(s) in a manner that cannot be replicated by a static pose.  In other words, to 

have the subject portrayed in somewhat of a “freeze frame”.  This type of movement 

may take the form of the subject being in the air, or at an angle.  Setting up the 

composition so that the subject creates a diagonal line through the picture plane can 

create a sense of movement as well. In this case, we know that the characters cannot 

hold their poses for very long.  We know that they are in a state of motion, which 

creates the illusion of physical movement in the artwork.   This technique can be 

observed in Eduardo’s sketchbook.  Drawn with considerable sensitivity and mentored 

by Magaly Morales’ illustrations, Eduardo mixed people, objects, and the wind across 

the page in ways that emphasize the movement and playfulness of an action scene (See 

Figure 9).  
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Figure 9: Eduardo directly appropriates swirls to represent movement. 

Upon completing his entry, I asked Eduardo about this design.  He explained, 

Eduardo: I drew the picture whenever the man had trouble taking the cart 

while the other kids were playing with the ice cream and it was 

dripping and it was windy. 

Me: I heard you say this day was windy?  Did you show that in the 

picture? 

Eduardo: Yes. 

Me: How? 

Eduardo: By the swirls… 

Me: Tell me about that… 

Eduardo: And how he is moving because it (the wind) is moving.  He’s 

moving in the air because the wind moved him and maybe the 

wind blew him so hard it put him in the air. 

Like Morales, Eduardo’s composition of the paletero, the ice cream man, 

flying in the air at an angle and the use of swirls playfully animate the windy day with 

visual delight.    

Daniel was more selective in the use of patterned lines to represent movement 

and instead chose to represent movement metaphorically, as inspired by the illustrator 
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of I Kick the Ball/Pateo El Balón (2012) by Gwendalyn Zepeda, illustrated by Pablo 

Torrecilla.  In this picturebook, Young Tonito dreams constantly about playing soccer. 

He imagines himself hitting the ball with his knee, his foot, and his head.  In his mind's 

eye, Tonito can run as fast as a racecar.  Torrecilla represents this literary metaphor in 

his illustration extending the movement and speed metaphor that permeates the book.   

It is this symbolism, both literary and artistic, that captures Daniel’s attention.  It 

becomes a design that he chooses to import and appropriate into his sketchbook.   

Not only was Daniel able to represent movement by including the swirls next 

to Tonito’s legs and the metaphorical racecar in the upper quadrants of the page, he 

also took care to angle the character’s arms and legs as if photographed in motion just 

as Torrecilla did, the moment frozen and held still. Designed with cinematic quality, 

Daniel directly appropriates the technique of using swirls and angling lines as a 

composition resource to successfully represent movement and speed (See Figure 18). 

 

 

Figure 10: Daniel directly appropriates designs to represent movement. 

The appropriation of illustration-related composition resources from the 

picturebooks with the support of Mrs. Gomez’s thoughtful mediations was evident in 
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the data.  Students’ interpretive work, interviews, and sketchbook artifacts suggest that 

students appropriated illustration-related composition resources such as artésania-

influenced colors and visual representations of movement.   The significance of 

students’ appropriation of these resources, and the semiotic meanings attached to those 

resources suggest two distinct affordances of Latino children’s picturebook as mentor 

texts.  First, students, with the support of Mrs. Gomez’ instructional mediation, can 

come to understand that visual composition resources carry significance in a picture 

narrative.  Though those meanings were not always linked to personal cultural 

experiences, some students did attach cultural meanings to visual designs.   Like the 

participants in Cowan’s (2008) study, some of the children appropriated particular 

visual designs that evoked culturally specific provenance.  Anita and Yessenia, for 

instance, directly appropriated bold colors and illustration techniques that echo the 

artésania origins of their picturebook mentors.  Similarly, Eduardo directly 

appropriated patterned swirl designs and freeze-frame techniques to represent 

movement in the same artésania patterns as Morales. 

Second, not only did students’ direct appropriation of illustration resources 

evoke an artésania provenance as their mentor picturebooks had, but it also presented 

an opportunity to link to comparable literary devices in written text.  For instance, 

Yessenia’s appropriation of color to craft a peaceful setting and Daniel’s appropriation 

of metaphor to convey movement were opportunities to later link to liteary devices in 

writing.  This is an implication I explore later in Chapter 6.   

Literary Craft: Growing Literary Bilingualism  

Anita:  The author’s words…. The words are romantic.  They are in 

Spanish and in English…. They made me happy. 
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Natalia:  From this book, I get the idea to put something in Spanish and a 

glossary at the end. 

Trinidad: (Authors use Spanish) to make kids want to read it, if somebody 

is reading this and they know both, they can read this.  

As students read from, planned, and produced picturebooks, many appropriated 

Spanish as a composition resource.  As illustrated in the samples of students’ 

responses shared above, students appropriated Spanish while considering the function 

of its dual language or meshed language form. 

To scaffold students’ import and negotiation of linguistic elements in the 

picturebooks, Mrs. Gomez posed wonderings during the touchstone text read-alouds 

primarily to invite student to notice craft elements within the written text.  By 

specifically asking, “What did you notice about the author’s words?” many students 

lifted authors’ use of Spanish as a tool for writing.  This invitation directed many to 

notice the overall linguistic diversity within the written text (See Figure 11). 

  

Figure 11: A student notes the linguistic diversity within picturebooks.  

Students appropriated the multilingual aspects of the literature within their 

sketchbooks and onto classroom charts during touchstone texts read alouds conducted 

by Mrs. Gomez.  After Mrs. Gomez read aloud, ¿Qué Puedes hacer Con Una Paleta?/ 

What can you Do With a Paleta? (2010) by Carmen Tafolla and illustrated by Magaly 
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Morales, for instance, students lifted lines from the text they admired and wanted to 

learn from for their own writing.  As observed in Figure 20, some students lifted lines 

that artfully meshed Spanish with the English based text.  In this picturebook about a 

Latino neighborhood, the word barrio was repeated several times, published in italics 

and at times in a larger font.  Moreover, to capture the cultural aspects of the 

neighborhood, Tafolla exclusively employs the word barrio across both the English 

and Spanish based texts, emphasizing the importance of community as a theme in this 

work.  One student recorded the line, “This is MY barrio!” from Tafolla’s picturebook 

and added the phrase to the public language chart as a contribution of writing she 

admired and was interested in trying on in her own composition (See Figure 12).   
 

 

Figure 12: Directly appropriating Spanish onto a language chart. 

Many students similarly gathered written text into their sketchbooks, “lifting 

lines” and titles of mentor picturebooks they noted as models of the kind of writing 

with Spanish they aimed to appropriate into their own writing.  Many students initially 

noted how they admired the writing that included Spanish text, explaining how they 

“like the words the author used” or “like how the author put English and Spanish” 

With the support of Mrs. Gomez’ questioning, other students began to consider its 

function and how the integration of Spanish served the narrative.  In Figure 13 for 
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instance, Trinidad notices how Montes meshes English and Spanish in verse within 

Los Gatos Black on Halloween (2006) to show how los monstruos are gathering for 

the ball. 

 

 

Figure 13: Directly appropriating Spanish as a composition resource. 

Later in the unit, during picturebook production, another student similarly 

appropriated lines meshing Spanish and English into the written text.  As Mrs. Gomez 

modeled the process of making tomes, sharing drafts of Los Gatos Black on 
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Halloween (2006) written by Marisa Montes and illustrated by Yuyi Morales, one 

student could not help but to focus on Montes’ use of Spanish in the text.  

Mrs. Gomez: I’m going to zoom out so that you can see the whole picture.  

This is Los Gatos Black on Halloween.  This is the Dummy 

copy, the mock copy of a page.  Look at what she’s done.  She’s 

put the words here first, “Brujas rides their broomsticks high, 

the witches on escobas fly.  Above the earth, before the moon, 

they swoop and swish and swoosh and swoon.” 

Fernando:   Mrs. Gomez, I notice that… look, go back to the first page.  

Because I heard in the first beginning of the letters it said in 

Spanish and then it said in English.   They make it like English 

and Spanish and make the use of both. (From 5/21 transcripts) 

Though Mrs. Gomez’ was focused on the process of layout and design as it 

related to text placement on a two page spread, Fernando could not help but to redirect 

the conversation to the resource of “making use of both” languages in written text. 

By directly identifying and appropriating lines that integrated Spanish into the 

writing, students demonstrated a value for the art of composing across two languages.  

This appreciation of what Rudin (1996) calls “literary bilingualism”, challenges a 

hegemonic view of English-only in written text and suggests that students welcome 

into their composition toolkit, “the possibility of presenting two cultures in dialogic 

animation, one that foreground the contribution of Latino culture to the hybridity and 

diversity of U.S. culture.” (Milsen-White, 2012, p.149).   

As part of their appropriation of Spanish as a composition resource from the 

picturebooks, students also critiqued the function of English translations within dual 

language texts. For example, during a read aloud of The Upside Down Boy/El Niño de 
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Cabeza, (2000) written by Juan Felipe Herrera and illustrated by Elizabeth Gomez, 

some students expressed a critique of the English translation provided in this dual 

language text, commenting on its possible redundancy.  This autobiographical 

picturebook portrays Herrera’s immigration story as he transitioned into an English 

only setting.  In one excerpt, Mrs. Gomez read aloud a description of Herrera’s teacher 

telling Juanito that his singing voice was beautiful. 

Mrs. Gomez: (reading aloud) “What is beautiful?” I ask Amanda after school. 

Brenda:   Mrs. Gomez, does Amanda know Spanish? 

Mrs. Gomez:  Amanda does know Spanish.  Remember in the beginning it 

said she answered him Spanish? 

Brenda:  Oh. 

Mrs. Gomez:  So she must be bilingual too.  Except she knows English and 

Spanish, and he’s still learning English.  Right? 

Antonio:  I thought he only knew Spanish. 

Mrs. Gomez: He’s learning, he knows a few words of English.   

Antonio:  Wait, I thought he only knew English. 

Mrs. Gomez: No, remember in the beginning it said, “I don’t know English.” 

Antonio:  Oh yeah. 

Natalia:  But he’s speaking English. 

Mrs. Gomez:  No, he said, “I don’t know English.”?  (flips back to the 

beginning of the book). 

Natalia:  Oh. (class buzzes in disagreement) 

Mrs. Gomez:  I know, it’s confusing because I’m telling you the story in 

English.  But if I was reading you the story in Spanish 

everything would be in Spanish. 
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Tony:  It would make more sense, it would make more sense in 

Spanish (expressed in a exasperated tone).  (Transcripts 5/15) 

As students engaged in the interpretive work of this touchstone picturebook, 

they problematized the way Spanish was appropriated in the text by pointing to 

confusions regarding Juanito’s and Amanda’s language dominance.  Mrs. Gomez 

helped students to deconstruct the reading by referring to previous character 

descriptions in the book to establish the characters’ languages.  Tony concluded that 

“it would make more sense in Spanish”, suggesting that the English translation was 

not necessary.   

Botelho and Rudman (2009) would characterize Tony’s challenge to the 

English translations as one of critical literary study towards sociopolitical change.  In 

this instance, Tony brought a critical lens to the study of dual language picturebooks. 

He challenged the ideological dimensions of translations as a composition resource 

within Latino children’s literature by pointing the redundancy of the English text for 

Spanish-speaking readers like he.  In doing so, Tony did not directly import the 

Spanish and English format of the text, but begins to adapt the import to meet his own 

expectations.  

Though crafting dual language texts resulted as the preferred form of 

appropriating Spanish as a composition resource among the students who did 

appropriate Spanish into their picturebooks, the teacher mediated experiences of 

critically reading bilingual texts presented a platform for more critical craft learning 

with Spanish.  That is, with guidance by Mrs. Gomez, students were positioned to 

consider how literary bilingualism functions to serve the writing, and how writing in 

English and Spanish is not a decorative literary device or ethnic additive for its own 

sake, but a deliberate and purposeful literary device that can serve the narrative.  These 
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kinds of intellectual considerations serve to support students’ future conversation as 

writers leaning on mentor texts for literary craft.     Appropriating Spanish as a literary 

tool also served students for whom Spanish was a heritage language.  For students like 

Fernando who identify as predominantly English speaking Latinos, the explorations of 

literary bilingualism served to develop linguistic awareness in writing.   

Literary Craft: Cultural Models and Messages  

Efrain:  I thought we had all of our rights?  Teacher, that’s really 

unfair. 

Diego:  Maybe he’s telling us something really, really happy in life. 

Eduardo: It’s not fair that they’re telling her she can’t mix.  She likes to 

    change things. 

In addition to importing and appropriating Spanish as a composition resource, 

some students, as illustrated in the introductory quotes, also took up cultural models 

and sociopolitical messages (Chappell and Faltis, 2007) as literary craft resources for 

picturebook making.   

Cultural models and messages are common features within many Latino 

children’s picturebooks.  Understanding literature as political art, Medina and Enciso 

(2002) conducted a content analysis of such messages within Latino children’s 

literature and identified four central sociopolitical themes within the literary and 

artistic expressions of Latino oriented picturebooks: border crossing; coming home; 

healing, community, and spirituality; and shaping language and being shaped by 

language.    They explained, 

 Today’s children’s literature, written and illustrated by Latino/as is, in many 

respects, a continuation of the activism and vision of artists who forged and 
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claimed a politicized Latino/a identity more than three decades ago.  We 

believe that the links between Latino/a forms of cultural expression and 

political activism are crucial to the interpretation of contemporary Latino/a 

children’s literature (p. 35).   

Chappell and Faltis (2007) in a more recent content analysis of Latino 

children’s literature put forth similar findings and suggest that although some life 

worlds constructed in the stories, characters and events within Latino oriented 

literature convey messages that can benevolently reinscribe ideological notions of 

English-only, they can also sometimes deconstruct these notions through moments of 

cultural and linguistic pluralism.   Together, these two content analyses illustrate 

cultural models (Gee, 1996) and sociopolitical messages as both content to respond to 

and as composition resources to consider when making picturebooks. 

Some students directly appropriated these models and messages as part of their 

interpretive work of the literature, particularly within whole group discussions with 

their peers and their teacher.  As Mrs. Gomez shared Marisol McDonald Doesn’t 

Match/Marisol McDonald No Combina (2011) by Monica Brown and illustrated by 

Sara Palacios, for instance, students challenged the normative cultural model imposed 

on Marisol by her peers.  In this picturebook, readers follow Marisol as she negotiates 

her blended linguistic and ethnic family and practices.  As Marisol begins to question 

her preferences for her blended heritage practices and preferences in the book, 

Eduardo, a student in Mrs. Gomez’ class, expressed sympathy for Marisol’s self-

doubt.  Later during discussion, Mrs. Gomez builds upon his response. 

Mrs. Gomez: Eduardo, can I ask you something real quick?  You seem very 

insightful about…very concerned for Marisol.  What can you 
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tell about the kind of character Marisol is right now, just based 

on what we know now? 

Eduardo: She likes to change things and mix things up.   

Mrs. Gomez:  She likes to shake things up?  Who else?  

Devonte:  She’s a changer.   

Elan:   People say she doesn’t match.  She doesn’t care because she 

loves how she looks. 

Mrs. Gomez: Oh I like that. 

Brenda: Everyone there, they make Marisol, they say that she likes to do 

this and that, because she doesn’t match.  But she IS the way 

she is, the way she wants to be, and not their way. (Transcript, 

5/11)    

In this conversation, Eduardo and his classmates directly appropriate and 

identify a normative storyline imposed on Marisol by her peers about how to be and 

think in the world.  Like Chappell and Faltis (2007), I draw on Gee (1996) to 

characterize this normative storyline as a ‘cultural model’.  As Gee explained, 

“Cultural models are the images or storylines or descriptions of simplified worlds in 

which prototypical events unfold. They are our ‘first thoughts’ or taken-for-granted 

assumptions about what is ‘typical’ or ‘normal.’’ (p. 59).   In their response to 

Marisol’s predicament, students resisted the imposed message that Marisol is 

somehow not “right” and put forth an alternative cultural model to the monolingual, 

cultural and identity affinities her peers favored.   By explaining that she “loves the 

way she looks” and that, “she IS the way she is, not their way”, students are embracing 

Marisol’s biracial phenotype, knowing, language, and actions represented throughout 

the book and resist the cultural model of assimilation she faces throughout plot 
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development.  The message within this text to readers is that appropriating hybrid 

linguistic and cultural practices are an asset.  This was a model students embraced in 

their touchstone text discussions and within their picturebooks.  

The cultural model and message of assimilation students appropriated in their 

interpretation of Marisol McDonald was also appropriated to their reading of another 

touchstone text discussion.  When reading The Upside Down Boy/El Niño de Cabeza, 

(2000) written by Juan Felipe Herrera and illustrated by Elizabeth Gomez.   

Mrs. Gomez: (reading from book).  My feet float from the clouds when all I 

really want to do is touch the earth.  I am the upside  down boy. 

Eduardo: Oh. 

Mrs. Gomez: Is he really upside down? 

Students: No. 

Mrs. Gomez: What does Juan Felipe mean?  That’s a metaphor. 

Daniel: He showing that he’s zooming in and making a back flip 

(pointing to the illustration). 

Mrs. Gomez: But is he really flipping upside down in real life?   

Natalia: He’s doing the opposite or something or everyone else, he 

stands up the others sit down and then when it was recess, he 

was eating and then when they were eating he was playing. 

Efrain:  What he means by upside is because like he doesn’t know that 

much of what the kids do.  Whenever it’s recess, he  does the 

opposite. 

Trinidad:  It’s kinda like this book (pointing to Marisol McDonald). 

Mrs. Gomez:  Marisol…In what way? 
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Trinidad:  That he doesn’t match in some ways to what everyone else is 

doing.   

Trinidad appropriated the normative storyline within Marisol McDonald to 

support his interpretive work of Juanito’s storyworld.  To understand “That he doesn’t 

match in some ways to what everyone else is doing”, Trinidad made an intertextual 

connection between Juanito and Marisol as two crafted characters facing the 

challenges of peer, linguistic, and social relationships in school.  By appropriating this 

cultural model, Trinidad lays the groundwork for future explorations of character 

development in writing by means of the cultural models shaping the story world. 

Together, students’ interpretive work, plans, and picturebook artifacts suggest 

that the young picturebook makers did indeed appropriate literary resources from their 

experiences with the picturebooks.   The data also suggests students’ appropriation of 

Spanish and cultural models and messages are connected.  The literary composition 

resources appropriated by the students are linked by a resistance to related cultural 

models such as the superiority of what some regard as pure Spanish, the importance of 

speaking and writing in standard English, as well as a cultural model of assimilation 

and compliance- models that were explored in their picturebook discussions around 

characters, like Marisol McDonald and Juanito.  Students interpreted the alternative 

life worlds for their characters’ constructed within the picturebooks by means of 

community participation, language and identity affiliations, as well as engagement 

with other issues important to the characters’ lives, including peer relationships and 

social identities. Students’ interpretations of characters’ representations, interactions, 

and conversations with other characters communicated that complying with 

hegemonic cultural models does not have to be a given state of being.   
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While their appropriation of these compositions resources often smoothed 

away complex problems in exchange for simple, emotional narrative plots, I argue that 

these students are active readers and writers of Latino children’s literature, many of 

them resisting models and messages that may inform inaccurate, misleading, or 

incomplete portraits of the their lives.  Their appropriation of these literary 

composition resources could serve as platforms for future critical conversation and 

craft learning.   

DIFFUSE APPROPRIATION: ADAPTING COMPOSITION RESOURCES IN PICTUREBOOKS 

Invited to use their “picturebook maker eyes” daily by Mrs. Gomez, students 

inspected the physical format of the picturebooks as part of their interactions with their 

mentor texts.  Naidoo and Lopez-Robertson (2007) suggest that the physical format 

and features of a Latino children’s picturebook (font, background color, text 

placement) should be accessible and not disrupt the reading experience, particularly as 

they relate to native language elements.  To add, an under examined feature of the 

physical format of the picturebook is its peritext. 

As a ‘space between’, the peritext is uniquely a place to draw attention to the 

materiality of the book and to provide a playful arena for the production of 

textual meaning (Higonnet, 1990), as well as presenting a rich orienting 

experience to the reader.  Endpapers in particular, mark a movement from the 

public space of the cover to the private world of the book, much as stage 

curtain rising and falling mark the entrance into and exit from a drama (Do 

Rozario, 2012, p. 64).   

Sipe and McGuire (2006) observed children’s interpretive work of 

picturebooks was mediated by their interpretations of their endpapers.  Picturebook 
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endpapers, also known as endpages, served as composition resources for readers’ 

literary and aesthetic interpretation.  Endpapers are the pages glued inside the front 

and back covers of a book, and are thus the initial encounters inside of the book that 

can be seen and interpreted and the last to be seen upon closing the book. In their 

study of young children interpreting picturebook endpapers, Sipe and McGuire noted 

that the endpapers assumed a special semiotic significance, as part of the integrated 

design of the entire book (p. 62).  Typically the endpapers serve to help the reader 

predict what will happen, introduce major characters or events, or gesture toward the 

major theme of the story.  As a pedagogical implication of their study, Sipe and 

McGuire suggest that teachers talk with children about the design and aesthetic unity 

of picturebooks and to specifically make a habit of examining both the front and back 

endpapers before the story is read, in order to assist children in making predictions and 

to speculate about the meaning of the endpapers. 

The Picturebook Form: Adapting Endpapers 

Diffuse appropriation of endpapers as a composition resource was observed in 

every student’s picturebook.  Students adapted the function of the endpapers into their 

picturebooks to meet the demands of the narratives and storyworlds they had crafted.  

Some had created identical front and back endpapers, just as Palacios had in Marisol 

McDonald (See Figure 14).  In this ways, students used the front endpapers to invite 

readers to speculate about the book and what would happen in the pages between.  The 

way students manipulated the white on these endpapers was a common finding in my 

analysis.  Students appropriated onto their endpapers color and value as semiotic 

material to convey meaning about their characters, their setting, and themes of their 
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books.  By strategically limiting or layering upon the negative white space, students 

were able to emphasize the content and direct readers’ eyes (see Figure 14). 
 

 

 

Figure 14: Diffusely appropriating endpapers 

Monica approached her front and back endpapers differently than other 

students.  She chose to compose the front and back endpapers with distinct 

illustrations to frame her narrative and to represent change that occurred over the 

course of the plot.  Within her picturebook, Monica orchestrates a dramatic, novella-

like tale of a young girl, Ashley, determined to uncover the mystery behind her 

father’s death.  Her front end papers begin with a panoramic scene of a forest and 

serves as the opening setting of her picturebook (see Figure 15).  She makes use of 

conventions of directionality, with the row of trees that move the reader’s eyes across 

the horizon, inviting the viewer to turn the page. 
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Figure 15: Monica’s front endpapers. 

Ashley’s tale dramatically concludes with the discovery of her father’s grave 

deep in the forest.  To emphasize the finality of her discovery, Monica selected, cut, 

and pasted in images representing a tombstone, a coffin, and a skeleton.  The unique 

affordance of using cut paper as part of her end pages was that she was able to include 

a pop up feature to her coffin, daring the reader to open the lid to the coffin. 

 

Figure 16: Monica’s back endpapers. 
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During an interview, as I helped her collect images for her back endpaper6, 

Monica shared her decision making for this back endpaper. 

Me: So what do you need today? 

Monica:  I need a skeleton body. 

Me: Why do you need a skeleton body? 

Monica: Because Ashley’s father is dying and it’s been a lot of years, 

and sometimes the skin runs out and leaves just the bones. 

After searching through images of skeletons, Monica made a decision. 

Me: So which one did you choose and tell me why! 

Monica: I like this skeleton because the bones look kind of old.  

Me: What do you want your reader to think when they see the 

skeleton?   

Monica: I kinda think that if I put the skeleton, I should put a little brown 

like it’s covered like with dirt.  I want the reader to feel that 

someone died in the story and that it’s kinda sad. 

Because a picturebook’s endpapers can only be fully understood after the book 

is read in its entirety, many designers employ a book’s endpapers to represent and 

encompass the scope of a narrative’s plot.  To help complete this communicative 

work, Monica’s endpapers reflected an invaluable element to her story grammar– 

setting, specifically place and time.  The front endpaper alludes to the location of her 

father’s grave and the back end paper conveys the passage of a significant amount of 

                                                
6 In keeping with the position I had established in the classroom, as someone interested in receiving 
students’ compositions, I supported students technically as they navigated the internet in search of 
images for their picturebooks (see chapter 2).  I typically began by asking what images they required.  I 
then modeled how to search for those images through a school sponsored digital search engine.  
Students then looked and chose the images.  I then followed up with a question as to why they chose 
that image and not others. 
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time.  As Monica explains, “it’s been a lot of years” and thus illustrated only the 

remains of Ashley’s father to represent those years.    Moreover, she desired to 

visually encapusulate the emotion of the conclusion for the reader, “that it’s kinda 

sad”. 

The Picturebook Form: Adapting Bilingual Dedications 

The dedication is another physical feature of a picturebook that can convey 

meaning.  Stephen Greenblatt, author of The Swerve: How the World Became Modern 

(2012) noted the following about dedications within books and its influence on the 

format for book’s beginnings: 

Authors made nothing from the sale of their books.  Their profits derived from 

the wealthy patron to whom the work was dedicated.  The arrangement, which 

helps to account for the fulsome flattery of dedicatory epistles, seems odd to 

us, but it had an impressive stability, remaining in place until the invention of 

copyright in the 18th century (Chapter 4). 

Within all of the touchstone texts shared during the unit, the dedications took 

on the form Greenblatt describes.  Moreover, the authors and illustrators of the Latino 

children’s picturebooks composed dedications in both English and Spanish, at times 

meshing the two languages.  Like the endpapers, Mrs. Gomez routinely invited 

children to respond to the bilingual dedications and conjecture the ways the author and 

illustrator kept those loved ones in mind as they composed.  In her case study of a 

bilingual child responding to literature, Eurydice Bauer (2000) noted that some of the 

child’s responses were closely tied to the dedication page as she made linear 

connections between the children in the dedication and herself.  The child’s attention 

to the dedication page was an extension of the routine established by her mother who 
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pointed out that the book was dedicated to the author’s grandchildren.  Mrs. Gomez 

similarly established this routine as she read from the touchstone texts. 

 Significant in my analysis was students’ diffuse appropriation of the dedication 

pages to address the bilingual audiences in their lives.  For example, Monica did just 

this.  The theatrical nature of Monica’s picturebook garnered significant attention from 

her teachers.  When asked by a visiting teacher if this was inspired by a Spanish 

telenovela7 on Univision,  Monica smiled and nodded yes.  Monica thus drew on 

composition resources from both the literature in the classroom and from a novela, a 

sociocultural text from home, to craft her picturebook.  She dedicated her book to her 

mother, her novela viewing partner (See Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17: Monica’s bilingual dedication. 

Like the child in Bauer’s study, Monica interpreted the dedication as a site to 

elicit very personal responses from her readers.  Monica not only appropriated the 

dedication page as a composition resource for her picturebook, but she also 

appropriated the use of Spanish to create a translation so that it could be accessed for 

her intended bilingual audiences. 

Monica was a child of a Mexican immigrant and claimed to speak little 

Spanish.  When asked about her fluency in Spanish, she explained that her mother was 
                                                
7 Recently, Medina and Costa (2013) identified telenovelas as melodramatic television shows highly 
popular among Latin American viewers around the world and discussed the productive and responsive 
pedagogical role these media texts could play in the classroom.  
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teaching her and that she understood some Spanish.  As she worked on publishing her 

picturebook, I observed the following exchange between Natalia and Monica 

regarding their dedication pages.  It began as Monica held her dedication in front of 

Natalia’s face (See Figure 18).   

 

Figure 18: Natalia and Monica share dedications. 

Monica: Mine’s weird. 

Natalia: No it’s not.  Look at mine. There! 

Monica: I want to do mine in Spanish!! 

Natalia: Too bad.   

Monica: I’ll tell the teacher and she’ll help me.   

Natalia teasingly told Monica, “Too bad.” knowing that Monica’s oral and 

written Spanish was emergent.  The friendly teasing however did not stop Monica 

from seeking other scaffolds to import and appropriate a bilingual dedication.  In this 

case, that resource was her teacher.  Monica’s best friend, Veronica, also chose to 

compose a bilingual dedication and with support from Mrs. Gomez, she was able to 

compose a dedication for her bilingual family. 
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Figure 19: Diffusely appropriating bilingual dedications. 

Fully bilingual students like Leonardo and Natalia similarly chose bilingual 

dedications within their picturebooks (See Figure 19).  A bilingual dedication was 

clearly valued among fully bilingual and emerging bilingual students, like Monica and 

Veronica, alike.  Bilingual dedications afforded social capital within a classroom of 

diverse picturebook makers and provided another composition resource to further 

convey culturally specific semiotic material.  I think it is important to note that the 

dedication served as a logical link for students to claim multilingual resources.  No 

matter the status of the heritage language fluency, the nature of the small burst of text 

with a specific bilingual audience in mind urged students like Monica, Leonardo, and 

Natalia to claim identities as bilingual speakers and to appropriate their heritage 
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language resources on the page in written form.  Bartlett (2007) noted that the 

participants in her study relied on cultural resources and artifacts like bibles and 

posters to “seem and feel literate”.  I argue that Monica and Jesus similarly directly 

appropriated bilingual dedications in their picturebooks to seem and feel biliterate. 

Picturebook Materiality 

Picturebooks afford a tremendous opportunity to explore the boundaries and 

possibilities of books as material objects (Sipe & McGuire; Do Rozario, 2012; Ramos 

& Ramos, 2011). The picturebook form is structured in part by its physicality. 

Picturebook makers maximize the utility of page spreads, covers, and dust jackets to 

narrate, and often import and appropriate a variety of dynamic composition resources 

including pop-up features, mixed media collage, and inserts. The picturebook form,  

“relies on a synergy of text, visuals, and texture. A cohort of picturebook 

creators exploits this synergy further, incorporating the materiality of the book 

into the narrative, in turn transforming the book with meta-textual sleight of 

hand. In effect, the material book becomes the stuff of narrative.  (Do Rozario, 

2012, p. 151).   

Like Do Rozario (2012) and Sipe (2008), I argue that there is a materiality 

about the picturebook form that we must take into consideration, and that the design 

and the art of the picturebook is what can help us understand the picturebook as a 

material object.  In Mrs. Gomez’ class, students took up the invitation to explore the 

material affordances of the picturebook making tools and in doing so, each 

materialized socio-cultural resources from their lives. 

As part of the picturebooks-making curriculum, Mrs. Gomez made available 

blank, bound books for the children to use.  Though other options were available 
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(loose watercolor paper, loose blank paper), the pre-bound, hard cover books were 

shaped and sized in a way that would fit the larger and detailed illustrations of little 

hands and the smooth feel of the paper allowed the children to creature their own 

textures on the paper with the art media available.  There were also limitation to this 

decision; among them only certain kinds of art media could be used on the slick hard 

cover.  The books came with a pre-determined number of pages, and the water based 

media at times seeped through the pages, though watermarks and other “beautiful, 

oops” (Salzburg, 2010) were eventually received as aesthetic possibilities and not as 

failures by the children.  As part of the picturebook production phase of the unit, the 

children had free access to a wide array of art media (watercolor, tempra, 

scrapbooking paper), tools (scissors, computer, brushes), and adhesives (tape, glue, 

staplers).  The way the children orchestrated these mediational tools to compose and 

convey socio-cultural meanings is the focus of this portion of my analysis.   

Representing Material Worlds 

Do Rozario (2012) characterized the picturebook as a text that reproduces lived 

experiences in an act of mimesis, the representation of the real world in art or 

literature.  The young picturebooks makers I observed did just this.  Eduardo for 

instance painted the door to a house in his picturebook the color red, “just like my 

front door”, he told Trinidad as he illustrated his book (see Figure 19).  
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Figure 19: Eduardo’s Red Door. 

Picturebooks have the material reality of stories (Bomer, 2010) and real lives in 

them. We can see pictures of front doors just like our own, see faces that are round and 

brown like our sisters, and see words that “look” the way our families speak.  To 

represent a dynamic, animated multilingual world with each publication, picturebooks 

makers of Latino children’s literature present from the onset a Latino specific 

experience through colors, hue, language, cultural motifs and patterns–each time a 

new and thoughtful mix of composition resources employed in an act of mimesis.  

This in itself is a significant use of the physical format and materiality of the 

picturebook: making what is newly remixed deliberately appear “Latino” with the 

intention to animate the text and suggest an established cultural past, which in turn 

produces story.    “Art invariably reflects the socio-cultural and political contexts in 

which it is made and picturebooks always express these contexts, however 

surreptisously or unconsciously” (Sipe, 2008).  In other words, the materiality of 

picturebooks has an ideological, political, cultural, and social dimension that is worth 

more closely examining.  My analysis of the material worlds students appropriated is 
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informed by this vision of picturebooks as representative of the socio-cultural contexts 

in which they were made and inspired by.  

To best represent her material worlds in her picturebook as Tonatiuh had in his 

book Diego Rivera: His World and Ours (2010), Isa looked to a variety of art media.  

Isa’s picturebook is about a young girl, much like herself.  She described the narrative, 

as follows: 

Isa: A girl who has a loose tooth and she tries to pull it out, and that 

her mom tells her to stop, pull it out.  The solution is that she 

waits and then one day she looks in the mirror and pulls it out 

slowly and it comes out.   

Me:  inaudible… how? 

Isa: Maybe in the beginning it starts with a vacation, they got there, 

just come back from Panama and she then has a loose tooth. 

Isa knew early on she would be somehow representing her Panamanian 

heritage in her picturebook.  During a book discussion with Mrs. Gomez and the class 

about Duncan Tonatiuh as a mentor, Isa and Christian shared what they had learned 

about representing heritage from Tonatiuh’s work.   

Christian: <I learned> it doesn’t matter if it’s real, you can mix things 

from different places in the world. 

Mrs. Gomez:  You have learned so much today… 

Isa:  I learned that you can put two worlds in one.  This world and 

my mom’s world. 

Mrs. Gomez: What’s your mom’s world? 

Isa: Panama. 
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Mrs. Gomez:  Oh did you guys here her?  She’s going to put her world and her 

mom’s world and blend them in her book. 

From Tonatiuh’s work, Isa diffusely appropriated the composition resource of 

representing material worlds in a picturebook.  Unlike Tonatiuh however, 

appropriating this composition resource functioned to blend her mother’s and her own 

material worlds.   

Photographs of familiar panoramic scenes of the Panamania landscapes she 

knew from her long drives to Panama during summer vacations served as the 

background of her cover and the first opening in her picturebook. A closer look at the 

first opening in her picturebook revealed that Isa orchestrated a myriad of art media, 

tools, and adhesives to represent the lush and hilly Panamanian countryside.   

 Isa printed clip art from the Internet to render the tropical conditions of her 

heritage country.  Using a collage technique, she also pasted in a Panamanian flag to 

signify the setting.  A mixed media approach to this page eliminated any white of the 

paper on the page, truly inviting the reader’s eyes to follow the dirt path on the bottom 

of the page up into the valley and then up to the flag and then sun.  To achieve the 

textured dirt path and grass look, Isa blended pastels with crayon in the background 

beneath the glued-in image, a technique reminiscent of Tonatiuh’s mixed media 

approach to meshing hand drawings with digital images.  A brightly colored sun is 

tucked into the corner, with playful rays of light emanating (See Figure 20).  
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Figure 20: Material worlds in Isa’s picturebook. 

It can be easy to miss the materiality of her drawings and only interpret her 

illustrations as an illusion of concreteness on a two-dimensional page.  However, the 

landscape is a three-dimensional scene, one composed of rolling hills, hazy skies, and 

a flag that stands tall in the horizon. The landscape she represented then is a material 

object and a concrete product of colored ink, printed on a page and glued on top of 

another layer of color. Isa’s effort to carefully represent a three-dimensional world is 

evident and in doing so, she evokes a real countryside, produces material effects, and 

establishes a setting for her narrative. 

Later in her picturebook, the young girl in the story enjoys a bowl of her 

mama’s spaghetti in the kitchen.  At first glance, the whimsical scene in the page on 

the right could be interpreted as a random room that does not look like it enhances or 

extends the narrative in any way.  But upon closer examination, we can read that Isa 

depicts material objects found in a home much like her own to possibly help the reader 
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remember that the little girl, much like her, is from Panama and has things in her home 

that little girls, much like her, have (See Figure 21).   

 

Figure 21: Material Worlds in Isa’s picturebook. 

Isa’s work on this page can remind us of the physicality of our home lives, and 

that there can also be tangibility to our heritage. Though no narrative connection is 

explicitly articulated in text, the material objects she juxtaposes- the Panamanian flag, 

a stack of books and peluches (stuffed animals), a hat like the one her grandfather 

wears– reads as a cozy room in someone’s home, perhaps even the kitchen, as signaled 

by the large table.    Once again, she achieved this materiality to the scene with her use 

of a mixed media technique blending digital images with hand drawn pencil and pastel 

scenes. 
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Figure 22: Material worlds in children’s picturebooks. 

Picturebooks makers like Isa call attention to the potential synergies between 

narrative and materiality within picturebooks.  The synthesis between materiality with 

narrative is really what distinguishes picturebooks (Do Rozario, 2012) from other text 

forms, particularly in the act of making and reading picturebooks.  This finding was a 

salient theme evident in many of the students’ picturebooks as well (see Figure 22). 

All students carefully selected materials and orchestrated these tools to craft the 

material worlds of the narratives they aimed to develop.  The children featured here 

remind us that the form and the materiality of the picturebook can blur boundaries 
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between the physical object being read and the story worlds created and provide 

insights into the nature of the socio-cultural worlds in which they reside and the 

heritage they may claim. 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDENTS’ APPROPRIATION OF COMPOSITION RESOURCES 

In this chapter, I presented the composition resources directly and diffusely 

appropriated by students in the context of Mrs. Gomez’ thoughtful mediations.  The 

data provided insight into the kinds of multilingual and multimodal craft knowledge 

students can understand and add to their composition repertoires.  Two notable points 

result from these findings: (1) that teachers’ thoughtful mediations are necessary to 

support students’ learning from mentor texts; (2) the potential in Latino children’s 

picturebooks, in the context of teacher’s thoughtful mediations, as culturally 

responsive mentor texts for composing.  I will address these points of significance in 

the section that follows. 

Teacher’s Thoughtful Mediations: Guiding Young Picturebook Makers  

Among the benefits of the DBR design of this research is that the teacher and 

researcher not only “kidwatch” (Owacki & Goodman, 2002) together, but also have 

daily appointments dedicated to think together about the ways the children received 

the curriculum and instruction of the day.  The partnership in a design-based study 

recognizes that teachers are knowledgeable educators and also have many demands 

and expectations placed upon them by their local institutions. Thus, a partnership is 

developed that negotiates the study from initial pedagogical goals, through literature 

review, to intervention design and construction, implementation, assessment, and 

refinement of the curriculum (Anderson and Shattuck, 2012).  Mrs. Gomez and I 

would talk over the data from the day, noting specific instances of students talk or 
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artifacts to identify patterns in the ways students were participating as picturebook 

makers. That the curricular modifications were situated in the data from a real 

educational context provides a sense of validity to the research and that a curriculum 

can be appropriated to assess, inform, and improve practice in at least this (and likely 

other) context (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012; Brown, 1992; Reinking & Bradley, 2007).  

From the DBR aspects of this research and the findings presented in this chapter, I 

note two points of discussion: (1) the significance of instruction guided by the data 

focused on the ways students appropriated composition resources; (2) that students 

appropriated compositions resources in direct and diffuse ways. 

Instruction Based On Classroom Observation Data 

Without a doubt, the thoughtful mediations Mrs. Gomez provided did scaffold 

students towards success as picturebook makers.  That her instruction was guided by 

pedagogical goals and observations of students with the curriculum is noteworthy 

given the current focus on student achievement and outcomes and the resulting 

scripted curriculum and interventions based on scores from tests teacher are asked to 

implement.  Rebecca Callahan (2010) noted, for instance, how federal and state 

accountability efforts exclusively focused on reading development among English 

language learners and required that teachers substituted scripted reading interventions 

for English language development curriculum and instruction.  Callahan found that the 

education policy’s narrow interpretation of academic achievement as reading 

proficiency for English language learners was at the expense of students’ overall 

literacy development, including composition, and at the expense of their development 

as individuals with a broad range of cultural, linguistic, and literacy-related resources.  

She concluded that as educators work to improve achievement among Latino students, 
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the importance of curricula that meets students at their linguistic and academic level 

could not be understated.    

Mrs. Gomez’s instruction was specifically guided by the pedagogical and 

personal goals of growing students’ composition and heritage resources and aimed to 

implement curriculum that met students’ resources.  Together, Mrs. Gomez and I paid 

close attention to the listening, reading, speaking, and written aspects of students’ 

learning as they experienced the picturebook study so as to better understand the ways 

they met the objectives we had identified.  As the data suggests, students not only 

appropriated resources as composers, but also engaged in multiple aspects of literacy 

development including becoming interpreters of text, conversants of literature, and 

listeners of the ways picturebook makers craft.  While the curriculum does feature 

composition oriented learning, it was balanced upon students work as picturebook 

readers, listeners, and speakers of text making.  Unlike the narrow focus and 

interpretation of literacy among many state and national standards, this curriculum 

design and modifications built upon both students’ broader literacy and heritage 

resources. 

Direct and Diffuse Appropriation 

Mrs. Gomez’ modified instruction guided students towards both direct and 

diffuse appropriation of composition resources from literature.  This is evidenced by 

the data demonstrating how students engaged in both direct and diffuse appropriation 

of composition resources in their sketchbooks, interpretive work, and final picturebook 

productions.  When learning new cultural practices (such as picturebook making), 

opportunities to practice, receive expert guidance, and adapt learning are essential 

pedagogical experiences to success with the practice (Gee, 2004; Kalantzis & Cope, 
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2000; New London Group, 1996; Ranker, 2009).  With the refined verbal mediations 

and the nature of the curriculum, students were able to try on, be mentored, and 

transform a broad array of composition resources to meet the demands of their own 

compositions.   

The findings indicate that although students directly appropriated surface level 

composition resources initially, this does not mean that instruction was unsuccessful.  

In many cases, students built upon these directly appropriated composition resources 

and later diffusely appropriated, or adapted, them within their picturebooks.  In 

addition, the students transformed these very composition resources to be more 

culturally responsive to their lives.  Students for instance, adapted their dedications to 

be bilingual to meet the needs of her intended readers.  Isa diffusely appropriated the 

ways illustrators appropriated material worlds in the picturebooks to render a 

storyworld much like her mother’s country of Panama and her home here in the United 

States.  Monica refined her endpapers to expand upon the dramatic novella aspects of 

her picturebook.   

When considering the place for direct and diffuse appropriation of composition 

resources, the data underlines the importance of both to support students’ multimodal 

and multilingual compositions.  In the uptake of composition resources, lifting lines 

and designs from the picturebooks was eventually inseparable from understanding 

how each functioned to serve the picturebook as a whole.  This finding resonates with 

what other researchers have found among readers of picturebooks and the unique 

affordance of the picturebook’s synergistic relationship among its illustrative, written, 

form, and material features. 
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Potential in Latino Children’s Picturebooks as Culturally Responsive Mentor 
Texts  

Given the growing interest to limit the range of literature, discussions, and 

meanings associated with reading Latino children’s literature, it is timely that 

educators and scholars not only understand the significance of increased visibility of 

and accessibility to Latino children’s picturebooks, but also the potential meaning and 

sources of literary aesthetics, composition resources, found across these works 

(Medina and Enciso, 2002).  Although I have presented composition resources 

separately in my analysis, these resources were weaved together in synergistic 

arrangements by both young and established picturebook makers intent on conveying 

specific socio-cultural meanings and storyworlds. 

Limited research has explored the potential of Latino children’s picturebooks 

in this way.  There is agreement among literacy researchers as to the value of having 

students read from well-selected literature that speaks to their identities (e.g., 

DeNicolo & Fránquiz; Medina, 2006).  Research has also proposed that Latino 

children’s literature can serve as a vehicle for students to understand the world and to 

question and challenge discrimination (e.g., Campano & Ghiso, 2011). My analysis of 

students’ appropriated composition resources from the Latino children’s picturebooks 

begins to address the needs for research examining the potential multilingual and 

multimodal resources available in these texts.  With data illustrating Latino children’s 

picturebooks as rich sites for semiotic and material composition resources, I argue that 

the students, in the context of teacher’s mediations, received the picturebooks as 

models to craft material objects and cultural artifacts reflective of their lived realities.   
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 Latino Children’s Picturebooks: Material Objects and Cultural Artifacts 

Again, in the context of teacher’s thoughtful mediations, students did indeed 

receive well-selected Latino children’s picturebooks as model texts, literature offering 

exemplary craft for composing.  As personal mentor texts and as teacher shared 

touchstone texts, Latino children’s picturebooks provided for students’ picturebook 

making resources. Data suggests student appropriated composition resources from 

Latino children’s picturebook as a part of their interpretive work, picturebook pre-

production, and production.  All of the students featured in this chapter directly or 

diffusely appropriated color, text formats, illustrative styles, cultural models, 

movement, or peritext as a part of their picturebook making processes from Latino 

children’s picturebooks. 

That students appropriated composition resources to craft materials worlds in 

their picturebooks in the styles of their mentors, is significant.  Although students live 

in a visually rich, culturally and linguistically diverse, networked worlds, many have 

not analyzed, interpreted, and composed multimodal and multilingual texts that are 

responsive to their socio-cultural worlds.  As the data suggests, students inspected, 

made sense of, critiqued, and crafted picturebooks reflective of their lived realities.  

Some like Isa diffusely appropriated Tonatiuh’s collage technique to craft the material 

world of her mother’s mother country (Panama) and her own home in the United 

States.  Others directly appropriated artésania influenced lines and swirls to show 

movement, while others directly appropriated color palettes reflective of the familiar 

hues observed in their grandmother’s home, their front door, and the colors of their 

skin. 

Students also received the touchstone and mentor texts as cultural artifacts and 

models of ways to orchestrate composition resources linked to their linguistic and 
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cultural knowing.  Student looked to the work of Magaly Morales to learn how to 

illustrate movement in an artésania influenced style and stood on the shoulders of 

Marisa Montes to appropriate Spanish in their writing.  Students’ also attached cultural 

meanings to colors, looking to the art of Yuyi Morales to achieve an artésania style to 

their own illustrations.  Bilingual dedications were particularly significant as they 

afforded both fully and emergent bilingual students alike an occasion to claim English 

and Spanish in their writing classroom. 

I argue then that students’ material, cultural, and linguistic worlds also serve as 

significant resources for students’ compositions.  As Do Rozario (2012) explains, “The 

materiality of the book, whether physical or represented, is a significant part of 

storytelling and intrinsic to how text is read and, indeed, absorbed and rewritten” (p. 

165).  In the act of visually (picture and writing) rendering story worlds they could not 

necessarily represent in words, students called upon their material, cultural, and 

linguistic worlds as resources to compose.  The opportunity to represent renderings of 

their story worlds thus called upon the materiality (visual, linguistic, cultural) of their 

socio-cultural environments outside of school as composition resources. 

I thus argue for access to Latino children’s picturebooks to support students’ 

growing repertoire of composition resources in the context of teacher’s thoughtful 

mediations and a view of Latino children’s picturebooks as valuable models of 

composition resources in culturally and linguistically meaningful ways.   

CONCLUSION 

With the support of teacher’s thoughtful mediations, students appropriated 

picturebook oriented composition resources from Latino children’s picturebooks in 

direct and diffuse ways.  More than simply a text for to be read once a year for a 
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heritage month celebration, Latino children’s picturebooks in the context of teacher’s 

thoughtful mediations afforded students significant composition resources: (1) 

Literary; (2) illustrated; (3) material; and (4) picturebook form.   Students appropriated 

composition resources from Latino children’s picturebooks as they listened to, read 

from, carefully examined, planned for, and made picturebooks.  In the following 

chapter, I turn to a discussion of how students remixed composition resources to 

render their picturebooks and sediment identities.  
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Chapter 5: Remixing Composition Resources: The Role of Mentor 
Texts For Young Picturebook Makers 

Building from findings presented in the previous chapter, this chapter provides 

thick descriptions of Efrain’s and Brenda’s picturebooks to demonstrate the ways each 

remixed diverse literary, artistic, material, and picturebook form resources and began 

to sediment identities in their picturebooks. For this analysis, I am guided by each of 

my research questions: (1).  What understandings from published picturebooks and 

resources from their heritage do Latino third graders import as part of their 

picturebook compositions and designs?  (2).  In what ways do the children appropriate 

the imported features of the literature and their lives into their own picturebook 

productions?  Also within this chapter, I explicitly address my third research question, 

(3).  How do students’ identities seem to be manifested through the activity of 

picturebook-making?  

STUDENTS’ MENTOR TEXTS 

From my initial interview and other interactions with the focal students through 

the course of data collection, I noted that like their peers, focal students not only 

looked to picturebooks to appropriate composition resources, but also borrowed 

heavily from texts linked to their school, family and other communities of practice8 to 

craft their picturebooks.  Therefore, within focal student’s respective sections, I begin 

with a description of some of the mentor texts from which focal students appropriated 

composition resources. By mentor texts I include not only the Latino children’s 

picturebooks shared in the classroom, but also the heritage specific and socio-cultural 

texts that provided for students’ composition resources (See Table 9).  By heritage 

                                                
8 A community of practice, as explained by Wenger (1998) is a network of people who share an 
invested interest in an activity and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly. 
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texts, I mean the semiotic and material resources that are unique to a shared heritage, 

such as language, phenotype, and shared practices.  By socio-cultural texts I refer to 

the semiotic and material resources available from cultural artifacts and discourses 

outside of their school and heritage affiliations: movies, animals, popular culture, 

religion, TV, comics, video games, friends, toys, etc…  Though I recognize that the 

term socio-cultural text could encompass all of the aforementioned texts, for the 

purpose of this analysis, I parse the picturebooks, the socio-cultural and heritage texts 

in this way so as to illustrate the vastness of the origins for students’ composition 

resources. 

 
 
Mentor Text 
 
Site of semiotic and 
material resources for 
composition 

 
Data Sample 
 
 

 
Related Composition 
Resources 

 
Latino children’s 
picturebooks 
 

 
Diego Rivera: His 
World and Ours by 
Duncan Tontiuh (2011) 

 
Illustrative style: 
Mixtec-influenced 
profiles for characters 

 
Heritage texts 
 

 
Linguistic Variety 
 
Phenotype 
 
 
Shared Practices 

 
Bilingualism 
 
Skin color variations, 
hair 
 
Cooking, sewing, family 
care 

 
Socio-cultural texts 

 
Rap culture 
 
Material Worlds 

 
Dress, ways with words  
 
Bedrooms, kitchens, 
caves 

Table 11: Sample Mentor Text Varieties. 
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I follow focal students’ mentor text descriptions with a page-by-page analysis 

of their respective picturebooks to demonstrate how each remixed diverse literary, 

artistic, material, and picturebook form resources to convey intended messages and to 

develop characters.  I conclude with a discussion of the way students’ remix of diverse 

composition resources began to sediment hybrid identities in their picturebooks.  Table 

10 provides an overview of my findings of focal student’s mentor texts, composition 

resources, and sedimented identities.  

 
Focal 
Student 

Mentor Texts 
Identified  

Composition Resources 
Remixed  

Identities Sedimented  

 
Efrain 
 
 

 
Literature 
(Tonatiuh, Morales, 
Tolkein, Gutierrez) 
 
Heritage Text  
Phenotype 
Social Practices 
 
Socio-cultural text 
Salvation Stories 
Origami 
Rap culture 
Naruto 

 
 
Tonatiuh’s profile style 
and collage technique 
 
 
Illustrated skin color 
 
 
 
 
Parable genre 
Origami technique 
Rap vernacular 

 
 
Mexican-American 
Picturebook Maker 
 
Rapper 
 
Origami expert 

 
Brenda 

 
Literature 
(Tonatiuh, Morales, 
Zepeda) 
 
Heritage Text 
Linguistic variety 
Family structures 
 
Socio-cultural text 
Material worlds 

 
 
Morales’ color blending 
Tonatiuh’s collage style 
 
 
Bilingualism 
 
 
 
Bedroom and cave setting 

 
 
Bilingual Picturebook 
Maker 
 
Artist 
 
 

Table 12:  Overview of Focal Students Findings 
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To guide the identity aspects of my analysis, I drew on the work of Rowsell 

and Pahl (2007; 2011) to locate the activity of picturebook making in the context of 

work on identities so as to consider the histories of the story worlds and texts students 

crafted. That texts carry cultural, social, and historical messages and that they are 

constructed as cultural artifacts of the contexts in which they are made, is featured 

prominently in my discussion. 

PICTUREBOOK MAKER: EFRAIN 

Like many of the nine-year old boys in Mrs. Gomez’ room, Efrain had an 

active reading and writing life at school.  He identified as a reader, at one time telling 

me with a big grin, “I love fiction.  Fiction is my middle name.”  It was not uncommon 

for Efrain to pull a book or a children’s magazine he had selected from the public 

library out of his backpack to support his book talk in the classroom.  The day after the 

class explored the ways colors in the touchstone texts conveyed mood, for example, 

Efrain arrived with a National Geographic Kids journal from the public library to share 

with the class.  He opened to a page with an informative table on color and the feelings 

associated with each hue.  Though Efrain demonstrated an identity as a reader, his 

reading habits did not position him as successful on standardized tests.  According to 

district benchmark scores, Efrain was identified as an average reader.  

Mrs. Gomez characterized Efrain as an imaginative writer who preferred to 

compose in short bursts of text.  As an illustration of his ease with succinct lines of 

language, she pointed to a poem about cranes he had crafted earlier in the year. 

Birds of Hope9 

I soar peacefully in the sky 
                                                
9   Efrain crafted this poem as a part of a classroom unit of study in Mrs. Gomez’ class on information 
poetry.  
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I am China’s yin and yang 

I am a warrior of white 

I bring hope to my people. 

Efrain had a facility for efficiently expressing meaning in just a few words.  

His preference for short bursts of written text was also evident in his picturebook.  For 

example, Efrain appropriated short, lyrical language on his endpapers so as to set the 

mood of his picturebooks and to provide content for his reader to consider upon 

opening the book. Though Efrain demonstrated command in composing language in 

Mrs. Gomez’ classroom, he struggled to meet the expectations of the writing prompt 

benchmark exams.  By these standards, Efrain was identified as a struggling writer.   

Among his out-of-school communities of practice, Efrain was particularly 

forthcoming and demonstrative of his family’s heritage, linguistic practices, and social 

affiliations. As part of the first annotated picturebook interview, he indicated that he 

and his Mexican-American family identified as, “mostly American” and that they, 

“live in the hood, on the east side.”10  I noted in my observations that Efrain spoke to 

me exclusively in English, and occasionally layered in common Spanish terms as part 

of his talk.  “I love tortillas!” he explained once. “I can eat all of the masa by myself, 

it’s soooo good!”   Based on the positions delegated to Efrain before engaging in the 

picturebook study, Efrain was identified as a below average reader, struggling writer, 

mostly American Latino.  I argue that the way in which Efrain remixed composition 

resources from diverse mentor texts set him on a path towards sedimenting new 

classroom identities in his picturebook, identites that provided for his heritage and 

other socio-cultural memberships. To illustrate this point, I present the diverse array of 
                                                
10 At the risk of contributing to stereotypical portrayals of what Gutiérrez & Orellana (2006) call 
"selective exemplification”, I aimed to texture Efrain’s case with information about the diversity of his 
resources.  By doing so, the larger ecology of Efrain’s repertoires is made visible.  
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mentor texts Efrain identified for his picturebook and how he remixed composition 

resources from these texts to manifest aspects of his identities. 

Efrain’s Mentor Texts 

 Origami 

During his annotated picturebook interview, Efrain explained how he took 

initiative to learn more about origami.  When I asked Efrain about his facility with 

crafting with paper, he informed me, “I love art and origami.”   

Efrain: You can make lots of things out of it, a wolverine kinda claw 

thing, a samurai sword, … 

Me: How did you learn to do all that? 

Efrain: From YouTube. 

It was not uncommon to see Efrain folding papers or showing a friend how to 

make mini footballs out of paper, the kind children flick across a table as part of a 

football punting game. During a classroom author’s celebration, his parents proudly 

recounted the time he had created a sword out of paper.  His father explained how 

amazed he was to see that his son had made something from paper that was both 

strong and large.  Efrain and his mother smiled in delight as his father shared his awe 

for his son’s talents to ‘make stuff.’  His origami expertise continued to develop with 

the help of books he checked out of the library and later was appropriated as a 

composition resource for his picturebook.  

 Stories of Salvation 

In addition to his family’s cultural and linguistic practices, Efrain also took up 

his family’s stories of salvation.  During his initial annotated picturebook interview, 
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for instance, he shared an insightful think aloud 11about the images on the front 

endpapers from Just a Case (2008) by Yuyi Morales.  He looked closely at the 

endpaper illustrations depicting a lotteria card with two devil-like figures (see Figure 

23) and responded,  

 

 

Figure 23: From Just in Case (2008) by Yuyi Morales.   

Efrain: Los diablitos, what does that mean?  Oh, I know, the devils.  It reminds 

me of my dad because on Halloween, we’re Christians, and on 

Halloween my dad wants a lot of people to get saved.  So what they do 

is they put on a play.  The one I saw wants them to get saved. I saw 

one, and it’s really scary… but my dad really wants them to get saved.  

My church is very popular. I think the other plays are really cheesy, and 

so does my dad.  And my dad acts the devil, whenever he acts the devil 

there is also sometimes, like bad people, but whenever the demons 

kinda get them, it makes other people give their life to Jesus so the 

                                                
11 The intent behind the think-aloud is to help students develop the ability to monitor their reading 
comprehension and employ strategies to guide or facilitate understanding (Baumann & Seifert-Kessell, 
1993). 
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demons won’t get them.  So my dad really helps a lot of people and he 

helps me a lot.   

Morales’ illustration of los diablitos elicited his interpretation of the stories of 

salvation in Efrain’s life.  The image reminded him of his father’s Halloween play and 

messages of salvation from the devil. Efrain’s family stories of salvation served as a 

socio-cultural text from which he drew composition resources for his picturebook. 

 Picturebooks by Duncan Tonatiuh  

To add to his list of mentors, Efrain also connected to the work of author and 

illustrator Duncan Tonatiuh in a personal way.  Tonatiuh’s incorporation of culturally 

specific and visual references in his picturebook art evoked heritage oriented 

composition resources for Efrain to import and appropriate.  

When presented with an array of art media to craft his book, Efrain explained 

during an in the moment interview that he looked to materials including watercolor, 

scrapbooking paper, and pastels, colored pencils, digital images, and crayons, for 

collage to help give his book a “kinda realistic” look.  Standing on the shoulders of 

Tonatiuh, he mixed his hand-sketched profile drawings with origami bandanas and 

digitally printed artifacts to achieve the dress for the characters in his picturebook.   

When asked during the initial annotated picturebook interview to select a page 

from Tonatiuh’s book, Dear Primo (2010), and to imagine where he might stop to read 

more closely, he shared the following:  

Efrain: Where I would stop is probably somewhere like this here.  Because my 

dad’s part of the family is Mexican so I’d stop at the mariachi. And I 

would, or stop right here because this is the United States and my 

mom’s family is from the United States.  I like this page because it 
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reminds me of my family and my brother…I speak a little bit of 

Spanish.”  12 

The juxtaposition of Mexico and American life in Tonatiuh’s illustration 

positioned Efrain to reflect over what Nakagawa (2005) calls “living between the 

hyphen”, a phenomenon many with backgrounds of mixed ancestries experience as 

they consider what it means to be multi-ethnic.   Tonatiuh’s culturally specific 

illustrative style mentored the ways Efrain called upon his heritage resources to 

illustrate.    

 Handkerchief Folding and Phenotype 

During the post annotated picturebook interview, Tonatiuh’s illustrations 

evoked another connection from Efrain, one that would later serve as a composition 

resource for his picturebook.   As he read from Dear Primo (2010), Efrain elaborated 

on how his grandma had taught him to tightly tie bandanas around his head so as to 

keep the sweat from his brow away from his eyes.  Pointing to the characters’ 

bandanas in Tonatiuh’s picturebook and then the bandanas he crafted in his own 

picturebook, he explained, “I put them here, but I didn’t really tighten them.  I folded 

them.”  Although Efrain’s appropriation of his heritage specific resources was sparse 

compared to other fully bilingual students, Efrain did appropriate two heritage oriented 

visual composition resources for his picturebook.  Specifically, he represented his 

grandmother’s technique of folding handkerchiefs. He also represented his phenotype 

(skin color and hair) across the pages of his book.  This was a common phenomenon 

among the young picturebooks makers as Tonatiuh’s appropriation of varied skin 
                                                
12  In my analysis I recognized the presence of essentialized notions of the Mexican and Mexican-
American culture within many of Efrain’s and his peers responses.  These kinds of missed opportunities 
for more critical discussions suggest that picturebook study provide platforms for future literary 
conversation on issues of race, power, and ethnicity. 
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textures and colors are striking in his illustrations.  Talk of “light skin”, “dark skin”, 

and “Mexican skin” was prevalent among the students when reading from Tonatiuh’s 

picturebooks. 

 Rap culture 

Efrain also connected to Tonatiuh’s visual references of hip-hop culture, as 

those images spurred Efrain to make an important link to his life as a rapper.  Efrain 

identified as a rapper outside of school, frequently beat boxing and composing lyrics 

with his older, teenage brother.  As part of the same annotated picturebook interview 

referenced earlier, Efrain spoke of his brother as he pointed to a depiction of break-

dancers, graffiti, and boom boxes in Dear Primo (2010) by Duncan Tonatiuh. 

 

Figure 24: Efrain pointing to the images that would invite his responses 

Efrain: I'd stop right here to talk about this because my brother, he's like 

these people (See Figure 24).  Mostly these two people because 

they look like rappers.   Like sometimes they wear bandanas or 

caps to the side or to the back.  This guy is wearing it to the 

back. And my big brother, he is a rapper.  He likes to rap and all 

that.  And then I beatbox for him.  
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Me: Will you do a little bit for me? 

And he did, laying down a seamless and steady beat that demonstrated 

experienced and sophisticated rhythms for any beat boxer, let alone a nine-year old.  

His facility with the linguistic patterns, the dress, and practices of hip hop culture 

evoked by Tonatiuh’s books served as essential composition resources for his 

picturebook.  

The number of mentor texts Efrain identified during picturebook pre-

production and production were numerous and diverse.  Efrain planned, drafted, and 

crafted the entirety of his picturebook while participating in the five-week classroom 

picturebook study and in the context of Mrs. Gomez’ thoughtful mediations.  Reading, 

inspecting, talking over, and importing composition resources from Latino children’s 

picturebooks that reflected both Efrain’s heritage and other socio-cultural 

memberships supported the diverse array of mentor texts he identified.  The mentor 

texts noted above were five of the more salient mentor texts Efrain relied on to import 

composition resources.  Efrain remixed composition resources from these and other 

mentor texts to craft his picturebook titled John G Goes To Jail.   

Efrain’s Picturebook 

In his picturebook, Efrain recounts the memories of his older brother, John G, 

going to jail.  The book begins as Efrain drops a beat for his brother outside of their 

home, not far from his public library and favorite tree. Across the pages, the story of 

John G’s arrest and incarceration unfolds, culminating in a heartfelt letter to John G to, 

“never do bad again’.  This is the context of Efrain’s story world; one that evolves as 

thoughtfully via images as it is does through words.  Together, the text and the 

illustrations convey the darkness of the night of John G’s arrest, depict the grim glare 
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of John G’s eyes on the other side of the jail cell, and express the hopefulness a giant 

sun can bring as Efrain makes a wish for good to prevail.   

 Front and Back Book Covers 

 

From the outset and in very straightforward language, Efrain established that 

incarceration would occur in his picturebook. Understanding that the back and front 

matter of his cover conveyed meaning, Efrain appropriated images of jail cells from 

the Internet to establish a somber tone.  As Efrain worked on his cover, I inquired, as I 

did with other students, into his decisions making.  I found that Efrain was very 

intentional in the mood he aimed to communicate to his readers. 

Efrain:  For my cover, I want it kinda realistic.  Because my big brother 

is realistic and I want it real.  For my front cover, I want my 

picture to be a man, kinda angry holding the bars like this (see 

Figure 25). 
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Figure 25: Efrain gesturing to represent the image he visualized for his cover. 

Turning to the Internet for images just as Tonatiuh did within his picturebooks, 

Efrain chose photographs as a more realistic art medium than hand sketched 

illustrations.  I supported Efrain in his Internet search (see Chapter 4) and followed his 

requests to scroll through images until he found the image he had mentally visualized 

as the central focus of the cover. While looking at images, Efrain explained that he 

also wanted a different photo for his back cover.   

Efrain: Then for my back cover, I want to put it like a man getting out of jail, 

like he’s walking out of a building. 

Although he never did layer in an image of a man leaving the jail on the back 

cover, it was clear that the front and back covers were intended to frame his 

picturebook.  The images on the front and back covers signaled a ‘before and after’ 

scenario.  Together, both covers offer an inside/outside perspective.  The front cover 

suggests someone within the darkness of the cell and the back cover displays a view of 

the bars from the outside looking in.  All are an allusion to the grander sociopolitical 
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message of good and evil he had in mind and intimated the events that would unfold 

when John G goes to jail. 

 Front Endpapers 

 

On the front endpapers, Efrain designed an image of a face staring at the 

reader.  Using watercolor, he illustrated images of three eyes peering at the reader with 

each of the eyes having distinct pupils and iris.  On the left side, the verso of the first 

endpaper, Efrain placed three eyes above a large mouth, with the word BAD 

positioned in the center.  During his retrospective interview, Efrain identified the 

nostrils nested in the middle of the word.   

The one image of a complete face on the right side, the recto of the front 

endpaper, depicts a man with one red eye and one gray eye.  Efrain placed this image 

in the center of the page, giving emphasis to its importance.  The dark hair of this man 

appears textured and moving as the strands are angled under the head wrap at the top 

of the hairline.  Efrain paired this face with the written phrase, “Don’t let your bad side 

take over.” 

In the picturebook publication phase of the unit, I observed Efrain work first on 

publishing these front endpapers.  Interested in his thoughts on the purpose of those 

pages, I asked him to share his writing status.  He explained, “I’m already right here, 

that page on the inside where there is not supposed be anything but designs.”  Clearly 
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working on the front endpapers, Efrain articulated an understanding that endpapers 

provided a blank canvas for designs that can convey pertinent information to readers, 

and that endpapers can have varying front and back designs.  Though Efrain could not 

specifically cite these pages as endpapers, it was clear from his experiences from the 

picturebook study that he understood endpapers served as another site to communicate 

meaning.  Thus I concluded that Efrain understood the peritextual aspects of the 

endpapers to preview possible features of his narrative and characters.   

During his retrospective interview, I inquired once again into his endpapers 

and his thoughts on their design and uncovered the other socio-cultural texts that 

informed his endpapers.  He elaborated on his use of eyes as a motif in his 

picturebooks, for example. 

Me: I remember you talking about the eyes on your endpapers.  Can 

you tell me about where you got the idea to draw eyes? 

Efrain:  Where I got it from the movies and this game called Naruto, 

where you see the eyes you stare into them and then you pass 

out. It looks more like hypnotism (see Figure 26).  This eye will 

be like a hexagon and looks more like a star with the cracks on 

and this eye is swirly to hypnotize.  There are two bad ones and 

three good ones.  All the bad ones are going to go in the front, 

but at the end I’m going to put a lot of good things so that he 

can think good stuff too. 
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Figure 26: Composition Resource appropriated: Narturo eyes 

Efrain continued by detailing the provenance of each design on his front 

endpapers. 

Efrain:  I really like aliens so that’s why I did something that was alien/monster 

like (pointing to the mouth).  And then the BAD (pointing to the word 

he had written on the endpapers), I was thinking of how Michael 

Jackson, he bleached himself to make him look white and looks like the 

nostrils of the nose like that.   I used the word ‘BAD’ because he sang 

that song.  And Michael Jackson is my favorite singer.  This guy 

(pointing to the front endpaper on the right), he is my favorite ninja 

from Narturo.  His name is Kakashi Sensei.  He’s a guy that was bad at 

the beginning but then he changed to good (See Figure 27).  The colors 

are going to mean something and the color red can sometimes mean 

danger.  My big brother, his bad side can be really dangerous. 
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Figure 27: Provenance of Front Endpaper Designs. 

In addition to relying on the Latino children’s picturebooks, Efrain deliberately 

drew from a diverse array of socio-cultural texts as sites for other composition 

resources that would further extend the words he scribed on the endpaper, “Don’t let 

your bad side take over.” To capture his brother’s “really dangerous side”, Efrain 

looked to material he thought would best evoke the emotional tension that commanded 

his picturebook.  On this page, Efrain relied on Naruto, a popular Japanese manga 

comic, as a mentor text. The ongoing battle between good and evil that dominates the 

Naruto plot is represented through many motifs, including images of shifty eyes that 

change color and shape during emotional transitions and battles.  In Efrain’s 

picturebook, the color and shapes of the pupils also signal mood and plot, a 

composition resource that Efrain identified in his interview and appropriated in his 

front endpapers to signal the impending emotional shifts and conflict within his 
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picturebook.  The synergy between the written and illustrated text of his endpapers 

situated his picturebook as a possible cautionary tale, warning of the dangers of a 

character with, ‘the bad side’. 

 Dedication, Copyright, and Title Pages 

 

Efrain relied on other peritextual features within his picturebook to slowly 

reveal his character to the reader.  The dedication, copyright and title page 

demonstrated an understanding of their potential as semiotic material for the reader to 

take up as part of her transaction with his book.  Specifically, Efrain made use of these 

pages to foreshadow what was to unfold in the pages that followed. On his dedication 

page, Efrain wrote exclusively in English and offered the book to his brother as a wish 

for him ‘never to do bad again.’  He once again emphasized the word ‘bad,’ this time 

writing it in a different font via word-processing software.  By doing so, Efrain 

visually emphasized John G’s greatest obstacle–choosing BAD.   

For the title page, he selected darkly hued colored pencils to create the image 

of a prisoner, presumably John G, behind bars.  This scene was centrally placed on the 

title page, giving it importance.   Efrain purposefully framed his picturebook with 

cautionary language and images on the front and back covers, endpapers, dedication 
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and title page as fodder for his readers to make sense of and use to craft hypotheses as 

to the content and nature of his picturebook storyworld.       

 Pages 1 and 2 

 

In the double-page spread on the first opening, Efrain remixed a variety of 

composition resources from diverse mentor texts: varying skin colors, rap vernacular 

and dress, Tonatiuh’s profile style and facial expressions, and the use of a two-page 

spread.  Together, the remix of these composition resources afforded a different kind 

of meaning to his reader than the use of ‘Standard’ English absent of image, would 

communicate on its own.   

On these pages, Efrain presented John G as a beloved big brother and rapper 

seeking a beat.  Efrain drew from rap vernacular when writing in the speech bubble, 

“Ay, give me a beat.”  A single sentence on the right side of the spread reads, “I have a 

big brother named John G.” Together, all of the written text establishes the 

relationship between the two characters. The two were placed centrally in the 

foreground inviting the reader to more closely ponder their dress and facial 

expressions.   

As a result of my visual discourse analysis, I noted that each brother was 

shaded with varying shades of brown, reflecting variations in skin color.  Efrain often 
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referenced his own skin color when engaged in book talk during this unit of study.  As 

I observed Efrain, Noemy, and Brenda discuss the impact of color on book covers 

during an in-the moment interview, Brend brought up the saying, “Don’t judge a book 

by its cover”. Efrain then linked the expression to his phenotype, explaining that he 

hoped no one would judge him based on the color of his skin.   

I also noted that Efrain dressed the two characters in distinctive clothing and 

headgear, distinguishing each as a participant in rap culture and what Alim (2007) 

calls ‘hip hop culture’.   Sarkar and Allen (2007) suggest that rap and hip-hop culture 

not only reflect its multilingual, multiethnic bases, but also constitute an active and 

dynamic site for the formation of new, hybrid identities for youth (p. 94).  When one 

considers that rap culture and its accompanying style of dress is held in low esteem by 

many given its association with gang life, then Efrain’s picturebook, particularly this 

double-page spread, suggests an inversion of these pejorative assumptions that 

rappers, often linked to diverse cultures, are without family.  By situating the two 

brothers participating in rap culture in the foreground and placing everyday scenes in 

the background, this two-page spread references the popular negative monolith of 

rappers and updates it as a contemporary activity for siblings in a familiar 

neighborhood.    Efrain expressed his appreciation for the counter-narrative he 

represents in his book during his retrospective interview.  

Me: Can you turn to your favorite spread or opening? 

Efrain:  My first page, well the first two pages, the spread.  I love it because it 

shows my brother rapping and I’m beat boxing for him.  I was trying to 

show that me and my big brother, we’re standing on the grass, and 

show that this road right here, is supposed to be in back of us, like that 

line.  And then this way it’s like its more farther back.  More line and 
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there’s a library with somebody checking out a book.  And a tree, and 

the sky and an airplane.   

Me: Is that what you typically see in your day? 

Efrain: The library is one of my favorite places of all time, I like the trees and 

they help you breathe and it’s really peaceful (pointing to the trees in 

the background).  You can just sit under a tree in a shady spot and it 

makes me feel really good on the inside. I see the clouds and airplane I 

see on most days (Pointing to the clouds and airplane in the horizon of 

his illustration).  I see and hear airplanes sometimes in the air and 

everyday I see clouds in the sky.  It <this page> reminds me of my big 

brother and me rapping.  

Efrain favors the double-page spread in the first opening as it remixed many of 

the practices and places, sights and sounds he encounters outside of school.  By 

pairing these everyday images with illustrations of his brother rapping, Efrain 

expressed rapping as a legitimate and personally meaningful practice. 

These first pages also established a visually composed scene that will play out 

in the entirety of the book.  In all of the spreads, the brothers always face one another.  

Efrain achieved these profiled perspectives by taking up Tonatiuh’s use of the Mixtec 

influenced two-dimensional profile (See Figure 28).  By doing so, he established a 

perspective that conveys strength and connection in their sibling bond and invites 

readers to participate in the process of hypothesizing their relationship.  In this case, 

the two are facing one another as if frozen for just a moment and about to rhyme.    
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Figure 28: Appropriating Tonatiuh’s use of the Mixtec influenced profile. 

With the images and the additional written text, these pages remixed 

composition resources pertaining to Efrain’s heritage, relationships, lifestyle, and 

home.  More to the point, Efrain’s first double-page spread suggests his participation 

in diverse communities of practice and as having an intellectually diverse and creative 

repertoire of composition resources.   

 Pages 3 and 4 

 

 In this second double-page spread, Efrain not only establishes a place-time 

“flashback,” but also remixes composition resources he appropriated from Duncan 

Tonatiuh, his grandmother, and origami texts to create a headdress of John G.  On 

these pages, Efrain referenced the last time he saw his brother at his grandmother’s 

home.  The scene is established with just one written sentence as well as speech 
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bubbles.  Together, those lines communicate a playful relationship between the 

characters.  In this flashback scene, his grandmother asks, “Want to play a staring 

contest?” and a thought bubble allows readers to see that John G is “so bored.”  John 

G’s expression substantiates his feelings of boredom, as Efrain refrained from 

illustrating John’s smile.  The reader can identify John G on this page given the similar 

skin color and dress from the previous double page spread and the hand crafted head 

wraps for each of John G’s images.  

Efrain attributed John G’s headwrap as a composition resource to his mentor, 

Tonatiuh. 

Me: Who are your mentors? 

Efrain: Duncan Tonatiuh taught me collage, right here (pointing to bandanas). 

It’s mostly collage.  It’s a picture of a real bandana, but it’s a square 

one and I cut out the paper and folded it so that it’s like a bandana (See 

Figure 29).  

 

Figure 29: Appropriating Tonatiuh’s collage and rap culture. 
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As Meir (2000) found, “children experiment with the new literary forms and 

content that suit the intellectual and social demands of the moment” (p. 77).  I add that 

for Efrain, the appropriation of a mixed media collage of colored pencil, scrapbooking 

paper like Tonatiuh also evoked his grandmother’s handkerchief folding and origami 

expertise as mentor texts.  That is, experiences with Tonatiuh’s culturally specific 

multimodal and multilingual text evoked other heritage and socio-cultural mentor texts 

and their respective composition resources. It was this intellectual system of calling 

upon multiple mentor texts and remixing composition resources that mediated Efrain’s 

larger goal of meeting the demands of reflecting his lived experiences in his story 

world.   

 Pages 5 and 6 

 

The double-page spread on the third opening that followed was markedly 

different than the others leading up to this scene.   On these pages, the content of his 

simple sentence style shifts the written narrative from reflection to an approximation 

of a parable13, a short story designed to illustrate or teach some truth, religious 

principle, or moral lesson.  Efrain signaled this shift when he wrote, “I thought of how 

                                                
13 Aside from providing guidance and suggestions for proper action in life, parables frequently use 
metaphorical language, which allows people to more easily discuss difficult or complex ideas. Parables 
teach an abstract argument, using a concrete narrative, which is more easily grasped. 
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to make him feel better so I wrote this story.”  By doing so, Efrain signaled a shift in 

the structure of remaining portion of his picturebook to a cautionary tale.   

To emphasize this shift, Efrain appropriated color to convey a dark mood.  The 

most striking color is the black pastel he used, in lieu of colored pencils, to achieve a 

dark and saturated hue.  The blackness of the night flooded the entirety of the two 

pages, leaving no white space.  In the background, Efrain represented the blurred 

colors of the police sirens by blending red and blue pastels in a cloud shape above the 

police vehicle.  John G’s expression conveyed his concern.   Efrain paired John G’s 

image with a speech bubble, “Oh no, not again.”  By doing so, Efrain communicated 

the gravity of the moment. These pages were among the many compelling examples of 

Efrain materializing his real life in a storyworld. The material world represented here 

reflects the darkness of night and the sound of blinding police care sirens.  The 

reproduction of the event was captured on paper and the play with the materiality of 

the moment extended the kind of narrative he transitioned into for the remainder of his 

picturebook.  

 Pages 7 and 8 
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Efrain initiated a storytelling quality within the next opening (See Figure 15).  

In keeping with the shift to a moralistic tale, Efrain began, “Once there was a man 

named John G.  He was as happy as can be but he ended up on the wrong road and 

went to jail”. In this line, Efrain appropriated a new discourse.  By appropriating the 

use of ‘Once’, he evoked a familiar style often taken up in traditional tales, such as 

‘Once upon a time’.  During a classroom conversation after a school assembly, Efrain 

stated that he had learned from Joe Hayes, a visiting storyteller of Latino folklore, that 

within the traditional tale form, “you put an evil character and a good characters.” 

Coupled with the use of the familiar metaphor, ‘wrong road’ in his writing, he 

externalized this simple interpretation of the folklore tradition by featuring the “wrong 

road” as an, evil character to overcome.  

In my analysis, I noted this scene was in stark visual contrast to the first 

double-page spread of the two brothers rapping in the street in front of the library.  

Efrain illustrated John G behind bars, a scene reminiscent of the cover and title page.  

John G wears a county issued orange jumpsuit without his signature bandana.  Both of 

his eyes, reminiscent of the eyes on the front endpapers, peer from between the bars of 

the cell and convey an expression that could be interpreted as anger.  The face forward 

perspective was significant here as it emphasizes the determined thickness of the 

pastels used to create the dense black bars.  Other than the title page, this was the only 

complete image of John G’s face in Efrain’s book.  His orange jumpsuit was mixed 

with darker pastels, resulting in a courser look to the material.   

On the adjacent page, the recto of the opening, Efrain offered an alternative 

perspective of John G facing the consequences of letting his “bad side take over”.  The 

bar drawn through the center of the page marked the division between John G and his 

brother.  It also conveyed the material world of the moment: the cell bars, the orange 
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jumpsuit, and the moment Efrain saw John G emotionally vulnerable and without his 

bandana.   

During one in the moment interview as Efrain was working on crafting this 

opening in his tome, I uncovered additional composition resources Efrain appropriated 

to develop John G’s character. 

Me:  What were you telling me again?  You were asking me if I knew about 

a character? 

Efrain: Smeagol14? Um, My big brother is like Smeagol because Smeagol has a 

good side and a bad side.  And my big brother has a good side and a 

bad side.  And one night I heard him tell the bad side of him, from the 

good side of him, tell his bad side, “Ah you little devil, get away from 

me!”  And somehow, the bad side went away.  And he holds on to the 

good side sometimes. But most of the time, the bad side gets a hold of 

him a lot of time.  My parents and me and my little brother tell him to 

hold on to his good side.  Mrs. Gomez told me to make a web about my 

big brother so that it can help me write more of my big brother.   

In addition to the salvation stories of expelling the bad and holding to the good, 

Efrain also appropriated a model of character development represented in the Lord of 

the Ring series by R.R. Tolkein.  Like Sméagol and as Efrain described, John G 

struggles internally between his “good side and bad side.” Efrain crafted John G so 

that his story too might unfold across the pages of his book.   

                                                
14 From the Lord of the Rings series: Gollum (named Sméagol in earlier life), who once possessed the 
Ring, which warped his mind and body, gave him unnaturally long life, and poisoned his soul.  
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 Pages 9 and 10 

 

My analysis of the final two-page spread demonstrated that Efrain’s use of the 

visual and the material was not decorative, but a conveyor of meanings. In this scene, 

John G walks towards an oversized, sun filled horizon.  Efrain illustrated John G with 

a bandana once again as a material artifact to possibly to signal his exit from jail. The 

negative space is dotted with orange lines representing the rays of light emanating 

from the sun.  The boldness of the warm orange sun, a hue different than that of the 

jumpsuit worn by John G in jail, was achieved through a blending of orange and peach 

pastels.  Efrain’s illustration of the sun, which he intended to be “special”, was not 

simply a lifelike rendition of his life.  In his written texts, he concluded that his brother 

will never do bad again and together, the written text and the image of the sun 

complement one another and reinscribe the message of, “Don’t let your bad side take 

over”.   

Efrain approached the crafting of this scene carefully as he deemed it his 

“special page.” 

Efrain: It’s special because it has a happy ending and my big brother is special 

to me. 

Me: How are you showing that? 
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Efrain: … a really bright sun, that’s really happy, special for me.    

Me: How did you make that page? Why use pastel? 

Efrain: Because pastel, I like pastel for their bright colors and whenever you 

put bright colors on it, it gives a really special glow.   

 In this interview, Efrain made an explicit reference to a happy ending as the 

written text explains that John G will,  “not do a single bad thing again.”  Like any 

parable with a character facing a moral dilemma or making a questionable decision 

and then suffering the consequences, Efrain’s single message here was quite 

straightforward– a special sun welcomes those who choose good.  By equating this 

positive resolution with John G’s decision to never do bad again Efrain appropriated 

an expression of salvation, that John G could be saved, just as his father’s Halloween 

play teaches.  

As Efrain was in the final publishing phase of his picturebook, he deliberated 

as to the design of the written note addressed to John G. After seeing the written 

invitation in Yuyi Morales’ title page of her picturebook Just in Case (See Figure 30), 

it was clear that the plain text font did not convey sufficient meaning for Efrain.  I 

interviewed Efrain as he worked on the computer to choose a font for the note, what 

Pantaleo (2009) calls typographic experimentation.  As I approached him, he was 

deliberating between a traditional cursive font and a unique font called Cracked. 

Me: What do you think the reader will feel with the note in cursive? 

Efrain: I think the reader will feel happier, because it has happy curly things. 

Me: Where did you get that idea? 

Efrain: I think he’ll (his brother) think it’s cool (pointing to the CRACKED 

font model), because it looks weird.  But I’m not sure yet…but I’ll stick 

with cursive.   
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Me: Why cursive?   

Efrain: Because that’s what a lot of notes have (pointing to the invitation in the 

Just in Case).   

 

Figure 30: Composition Resource appropriated: Hand written invitation from 
Morales’ Just in Case (2008) 

As I analyzed his talk and image together, finding the links between the 

composition resources he appropriated for this written note and how they were 

appropriated, I found that in his case, like many others, Efrain’s talk was realized 

within his appropriation of a note in his picturebook.  The decision to appropriate a 

cursive font was Efrain’s effort to appropriate another genre of writing, in this case a 

hand written note.  The affordance of the word processing software facilitated this 

different kind of visual meaning.  Though Efrain desired a “cool” look for the note, his 

desire to meet the demand of the letter genre he appropriated from his mentor text 

carried more weight. Efrain added this replica of a letter addressed to John G in the 

upper left quadrant of the spread with a written narrative description placed in the 

lower quadrant on the right page.   
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 Back Endpapers 

 

The final endpapers were designed differently than those from the front, but 

reflected the cautionary language and preference for symbolic images presented on the 

cover and beginning front matter.  On these endpapers, Efrain orchestrated a visual 

and lyrical metaphor often appropriated in popular culture and music, including rap, to 

reflect conflict and tension.  The message of making good choices Efrain expressed 

across the pages of his picturebook culminated within these back endpapers, beginning 

with the line on the verso of the endpapers, “Darkness lead to disastere15 (disastrous) 

conscecqunces (consequences)”. On the other side, the recto side of the endpapers, 

Efrain staged a water-colored moon as having a dark side and a light side.    Next to 

the image, Efrain scripted in watercolor, “Don’t listen to the dark side of the moon”.  

Given his rich experiences with crafting rap lyrics, it was not a surprise to find that on 

these endpapers, Efrain demonstrated what Alim (2006) described as an ever free-

forming and flowing way with words.  When I asked Efrain about this writing and 

what inspired those words, he shrugged his shoulders and said, “I don’t know, I just 

know them from somewhere.”  The ease with which Efrain orchestrated symbolic 

                                                
15 I did not address approximations in spelling and grammar as I understand that young children using 
invented spelling employ a considerably greater variety of words in their writing than those encouraged 
to use only the words they can spell correctly (Gunderson & Shapiro, 1987, 1988; Clarke, 1988; Stice & 
Bertrand, 1990). 
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language about the dark side of the mood and a line heavy with rhythm and mood, 

“Darkness lead to disastrous consequences,” leaves one to imagine that this is the very 

kind of prose he and his brother lay down when crafting rap lyrics together.  He 

appropriated the metaphorical and lyrical language into his back endpapers to enhance 

his cautionary message.   

Remixing Composition Resources to Convey Socio-Political Messages 

In bold collage, and Tonatiuh-influenced facial profiles, Efrain remixed diverse 

composition resources to render his book and to convey a socio-political message.  

Understanding that all sign makers are deliberate in their sign making, Efrain 

purposefully remixed diverse composition resources to communicate a universal wish 

for good to prevail over evil.  Keeping his older brother in mind as his audience, 

Efrain crafted a compelling cautionary picturebook addressing the dangers of ‘letting 

your bad side take over’.   

One of the most difficult tasks for any writer–and reader–is the ability to stand 

back from a text and view it as a whole; it is perhaps even more difficult when dealing 

with a multimodal and multilingual text like Efrain’s where many composition 

resources are appropriated at once.  Yet, Efrain showed that he was able to 

consistently convey a grander socio-political message at various levels when pairing 

images and written text, and that he was able to consider the affordances and 

limitations of the materials and form in the same act.  

Efrain relied on composition resources from Latino children’s books, heritage 

and socio-cultural texts to craft his socio-political message.  For instance, the way 

Efrain remixed composition resources from rap culture, his family’s stories of 

salvation, and Tonatiuh’s illustrative style enhanced his message.  This is most evident 
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on the final double-page spread.  Efrain pairs John G’s headwrap and Tonatiuh’s 

illustrative collage style with a last sentence that is keeping with a parable, “and he 

never did bad again.”  

Together, Efrain’s remix of composition resources from the picturebooks, his 

heritage and other socio-cultural texts, dialogically amplified the social message of his 

written text, which was as clear as what he inscribed on his end pages, “Darkness lead 

to disastrous consequences.”  The design of Efrain’s book as a cohesive artistic and 

literary whole, showed articulation between his varied composition resources, those 

from in and out of school.   

Remixing Composition Resources to Manifest Identities: I’m showing how I am. 

Mrs. Gomez: What about this page is showing ‘you’? 

Efrain:  I’m showing how I am. 

Important to note was how Efrain was also able to remix an endless number of 

composition resources to show us how he is.  The act of bringing together these 

resources as signs represented what Kress (1997) refers to as the “motivated nature of 

the sign,” and signaled the identity and the agency of Efrain as a sign maker with 

multiple affiliations to diverse communities of practice.  His varied repertoires of 

practice as a young Latino boy living in Texas materialized in the artifact he created–-

each of which signaled important aspects of his identity, to show how he is.   

By remixing diverse composition resources within his picturebook, each 

attached to histories and identities, Efrain began to sediment a hybrid identity.  By 

hybrid identity I draw on Christiankis’ (2011) research on meshing children’s multiple 

textual lives and repertoires as a meaningful identity performance in the classroom 

writing.  The artistic and literary decisions as well as his choices of materials and the 
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picturebook form each distinguished parts of Efrain’s history (his diverse communities 

of practice, his reading life, his linguistic repertoires, his picturebook education, his 

heritage).  The overarching didactic message he weaved through his narrative evoked 

voices and identities from his family’s salvation stories and other mentor texts like 

Narturo and Lord of the Rings, each urging– Don’t let your bad side take over.  The 

ways in which Efrain externalized his understanding of the affordances of a 

picturebook as a material object also made legitimate his identity as an expert origami 

maker. Efrain’s decision to take up the scrapbooking paper samples for collage like 

Tonatiuh called upon his origami expertise, another resource within his composition 

repertoire.  At times differentiated by simple prose in ‘Standard’ English and rap 

vernacular in bubbled speech, Efrain’s appropriation of diverse language varieties and 

literary genres, such as letters, narrative, and parable, signaled his distinction as a 

young writer with a sophisticated and flexible way with words and writing forms.    

Efrain’s appropriation of composition resources blurred the semiotic 

boundaries between visual and written texts by maximizing the affordances of art 

media.  The multimodal and multilingual worlds represented in his picturebook were 

therefore more likely closer to the textual landscape he lived outside of school than to 

the monolingual texts he encountered in test prep passages or other canonical texts and 

genres mandated by state standards.   

 The picturebook Efrain crafted within the classroom picturebook study reveals 

his literary preferences, ideas about reading and making picturebooks, and his origami 

and rap practices, as well as provide clues about what happened when the text was 

created (Rowsell & Pahl, 2007). Texts reflect, according to Rowsell and Pahl, the link 

between habitus (Bourdieu, 1977), the historical patterns of talk and action that belong 

to a particular context, and the context in which the text is made. From this 
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perspective, I interpreted Efrain’s picturebooks as a text that manifested his many 

identities through its production and use of diverse mentor text in the context of the 

classroom picturebook study.   Rowsell and Pahl (2007) argue that in the construction 

of texts, identities become sedimented, and for Efrain, his identities were interwoven 

and en route to be sedimented within the materiality of his picturebook. Examining his 

picturebook in this way provided otherwise unseen insights into the composition 

resources and identities Efrain brought to the activity of picturebooks and invites 

teachers and researchers to consider how those composition resources and identities 

became habitus, or patterns of talk and action that belong to a multilingual and 

multimodal composition (Rowsell, 2003). 

My analysis of Efrain’s picturebook illustrated this case as a rich example of 

one picturebook maker materializing his participation in multiple communities of 

practice and en route to sedimenting multiple identities into a single multimodal and 

multilingual text.  Efrain’s picturebook brought together diverse texts and materials 

that carried histories from diverse communities of practice, his relationship to his 

Mexican-American family, and his knowing as a well-mentored picturebook maker.  

My analysis suggests that composing across composition resources from diverse 

socio-cultural texts and standing on the shoulders of many picturebook mentors was a 

part of Efrain’s “identity kit” and mediated the ways he participated in the classroom 

activity of picturebook making.   

PICTUREBOOK MAKER: BRENDA 

From my initial interview and other interactions with Brenda through the 

course of data collection, I concluded that she too, like Efrain, borrowed heavily from 

the discourses in her school, family and other communities of practice to compose.  In 
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school, Brenda most often evoked her Latino heritage to participate.  Brenda identified 

highly as bilingual and as Latina, and frequently spoke to Mrs. Gomez in Spanglish, 

particularly when talking about ‘unofficial’ school matters.    

It was not uncommon to encounter references to Brenda’s bilingualism in her 

writer’s notebook, as evident in her writing in Spanish and heritage specific images, 

like flags and foods.  When asked during her retrospective interview as to why she 

chose to write in English and in Spanish, Brenda shared,  

So they can know a little bit about me. That I’m bilingual, that I speak Spanish 

and English, that my dad is Mexican American, my mom is Honduran and that 

I’m Mexican-Honduran-American.   

As Brenda explained, she chose to write in English and in Spanish at times to 

gesture towards her capacity as a bilingual writer and as someone of diverse Latino 

heritage.  In this explanation she also indicated that she writes for a, “they”, or 

audience to receive her words.   

As part of her writing habits, Brenda often kept her family in mind as her 

primary audience.  She crafted her mother’s day card exclusively in Spanish for her 

Spanish dominant mother, for instance, and paired it with meaningful cultural motifs.  

On the cover she chose to prominently feature the Honduran flag (See Figure 31). 
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Figure 31: Translation-For the best mom in the galaxy.  Thank you for everything 
you do for me.  Thank you for giving me life. I love you with much 
affection.  I love you, Brenda. 

Interested in her card, Mrs. Gomez asked specifically about the images in her 

design during a writing conference.   

Brenda: I put Honduras because my mom is from Honduras  

Mrs. Gomez: Why the halo... to decorate it? 

Brenda: Because my mom calls me her little angel.  

In these meaningful, low stakes opportunities to compose, Brenda did not 

hesitate to freely draw across her diverse composition resources to compose.   The 

creative freedom she demonstrated to remix composition resources however did not 

always translate across writing tasks.   

Mrs. Gomez described Brenda as a cautious writer, wary of risk taking, as she 

preferred to stick to a small list of topics. Mrs Gomez explained that when it came to 

writing in the classroom, “She liked the familiar.” I too observed during my time in the 

classroom that Brenda was able to mine her writing territory of cats extensively for 

school assignments, choosing jaguars as the focus of her inquiry, her expository 

writing, her poetry, and picturebook.  I noted that in her current fourth grade 

classroom, Brenda once again revisited the topic of jaguars as the subject of her 

chapter book publication. Her love of and experiences with her family’s animals 

certainly informed this interest in cats.   According to Brenda, her family cared for 

many pets and provided food for the stray cats that lingered in the neighborhood alley 

and lounged on the roof of their home. 

Data focused on Brenda illustrated the composition resources tightly linked to 

her bilingualism and family practices.  Her nuanced understandings of audience, for 
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example, only served to enhance her compositions, like the one she crafted for in her 

writer’s notebook and for her mother.  In a traditional ESL classroom, Brenda’s 

bilingualism would only be received as a means to transition into English, not as a rich 

resource for meaning making.  In the presences of Mrs. Gomez’ ESL classroom, 

Brenda’s bilingualism and other heritage resources were received as assets to making 

meaning in the classroom.  The classroom picturebook curriculum Mrs. Gomez 

enacted was designed to appreciate and employ those resources for composing. 

Brenda’s Mentor Texts 

Brenda primarily relied on her bilingualism and Latino children’s picturebooks 

as to mentor her picturebook making.  In addition to leveraging her bilingualism as a 

rich site for semiotic material to compose, as illustrated with the data samples above, 

Brenda also relied on well-selected Latino children’s picturebooks to mentor her 

picturebook making. 

 Latino Children’s Picturebook Mentors 

The Latino children’s picturebooks that flooded her classroom offered Brenda 

an array of composition resources.  Data suggest that she primarily appropriated a 

mixed media collage style, artésania influence illustrative style, and a dual language 

text format from these mentor texts. I also observed Brenda demonstrate sensitivity to 

literary themes of blended families, blended histories, and other concepts that meshed 

otherwise oppositional phenomena.   

When participating in a classroom read aloud of Diego Rivera: His World and 

Ours (2011) by Duncan Tonatiuh on the first day of the unit, for instance, Brenda 

observed a connection between the title and the illustration, stating, “This part is his 

world and this part is our world.”  Using gesture, Brenda demonstrated the 
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juxtaposition as she spoke, pointing to the left side of the cover illustration, then the 

right.  She followed up those movements by circling her hand over the entire cover, 

and stated, “He put them together here.” In her explanation, Brenda interprets the 

blending of places and time on the cover as an important themw in Tonatiuh’s book. 

Brenda went on to make similar observations across many of the picturebooks, 

noting how authors ‘put together’ different languages and how illustrators ‘put 

together’ different art media when composing.  On the second day of the picturebook 

study, when working in her sketchbook, Brenda directly appropriated designs from 

The Fiesta of the Tortillas/La Fiesta de las Tortillas (2006) written by Jorge Argueta, 

illustrated by María Jesús Álvarez (See Figure 32).   

Me: Tell me about the book you chose and why. 

Brenda: I chose the Fiesta of the Tortilla by Jorge Argueta because some 

food looks like real food and some plates looks real. And he put 

a lot design and a lot of detail. Like the waiter putting the food 

out, I like how the basket looks. And this, like rice and detail, 

and it looks real, I don’t know why. 

Me: Why do you think the illustrator did it that way? 

Brenda: So that it can look like real food, and not cartoonish.   
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Figure 32:  “I like how Jorge designs the food with some real food”.  

From my analysis of data focused on Brenda, I concluded that Brenda’s 

interest in mixing art media, as a technique that brings together real details with hand 

drawn illustrations was significant.  Brenda appropriated this mixed art media 

approach to her picturebook to propel her written narrative forward.  As part of her 

retrospective interview, Brenda expressed her understanding of the significant role art, 

citing color during this discussion, can play to invite readers to open picturebooks.   

Sometimes a book is only plain and probably it’s about something very 

exciting, but the color is just blue.  You can think…cause…sometimes blue 

means sad.  And they’ll think it’s sad so they won’t really read it.  But they 

have to really read and not pay attention to the cover… don’t judge a book by 

it’s cover.  Kinda like people.  The African Americans, they used to judge them 

by its cover.16  They had a different ancestry, so they separated them because 

they thought different things about them.  Some books are just plain and the 

                                                
16 Here Brenda shares nascent understandings of the African American civil rights movement.  Though 
these insights were not taken up for discussion, they could serve as a future platform for more critical 
conversations about race and ethnicity. 
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others are all colorful, like the Yuyi Morales ones.  They think it’s all colorful 

and they think that makes it better.   

These final insights from Brenda shed light on the value she placed on creating 

a cohesive picturebook with a story that could and should be read cover to cover.  

Moreover, her comments suggested she developed understanding of the impact the art 

of the picturebook had on potential readers.   

Brenda’s interest in illustration, and its role in propelling the narrative 

extended beyond the use of collage and color to the details of characters’ facial 

expressions, phenotype, and gestures.  Her attention to the impact of facial expressions 

to develop the written text was evident, for example, in her response to the 

picturebook, I am René/Yo soy René (2006) by Rene Colato Lainez (See Figure 12).  

When asked to elaborate as to her learning from Lainez, she motioned around her own 

eyes and explained,   

I like how the illustrations make a red around the eye.  That makes him look 

nervous and that he has a worried face from all of the people.  I’m going to put 

red around the eyes too, to look nervous (see Figure 33). 

  

Figure 33: Brenda noted the red around the character’s eyes 
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On this occasion, Brenda noted how Lainez visually emphasizes the character’s 

worries to extend the written text.  The use of red around René’s eyes signaled a 

different emotion than those of the other illustrated characters.  Brenda’s attentiveness 

to the bilingual and artistic composition resources in her own life and modeled within 

the Latino children’s picturebooks from the classroom study served as a foundation for 

her picturebook making experience and final picturebook publication. 

In addition to Alvarez and Lainez, Brenda also identified Tonatiuh and 

Morales as her picturebook mentors.  When I inquired specifically into her mentors for 

her dual language picturebook format during her retrospective interview, she 

answered, 

Brenda: Duncan Tonatiuh and Yuyi Morales.  They put some words in 

English and some in Spanish.  I decided to put both 

<languages> because I read some other books, I don’t know 

who the authors were, they did one color, then they did in 

another color for Spanish… or put them <languages> on 

different sides.   

Me: So your book is bilingual… Do you have mentors that helped 

you make it bilingual book?  

Brenda: I read a book, but I forgot the title, but I can think of another 

author.  I can’t remember if Magaly or Yuyi?  They put one 

section on top in Spanish and then in English.  Like in Pateo El 

Balón.  They write in English then they put a smaller picture 

then the Spanish. 

In her interview, Brenda identified many picturebook mentors to support her 

dual language picturebook format.  She noted how Tonatiuh and Morales, put some 
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words in English and some in Spanish and meshed the languages within their 

picturebooks.  In addition, Brenda distinguished how Gwendelyn Zepeda, author of 

Pateo El Balón/I Kicked the ball (2011), separated languages in blocks of texts to craft 

her dual language picturebooks.  In pinpointing the distinction between Tonatiuh and 

Morales’ writing that meshed English and Spanish, and Zepeda’s writing that is 

published in two languages separated as blocks of written texts, Brenda demonstrated 

understanding of the models she had available as a bilingual writer. 

Like the students in her class, the Latino children’s picturebooks, in the context 

of curricular and instructional mediations, played a significant role in the kinds of 

composition resources Brenda remixed in her picturebook.  Brenda’s transactions with 

a variety of Latino children’s picturebooks brought to the forefront her growing 

repertoire of composition resources linked to her bilingualism and visual design 

practices.   

Brenda’s Picturebook 

Keeping her bilingual and monolingual audiences in mind and drawing upon 

the composition resources appropriated from Latino children’s picturebooks, Brenda 

crafted an animal fantasy picturebook, and invited readers to ponder the implications 

of what it would mean to be brought up by a family very different than one’s own.  

Brenda summarized the plot of her own picturebook when conferring with Mrs. 

Gomez. 

Brenda: I’m writing a story about a boy and jaguar family, that the boy 

ended up at the jaguar family because he ran away from the 

house.  My main character is John.  He doesn’t like to be bossed 
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around.  He has a big sister and brother. They tell him to stop 

acting like a baby.  Jack and Jessica think they’re better.  

Mrs. Gomez: Is that like your family?  

Brenda: Sometimes the ones that are older think they’re better than the 

younger.  <In the book> There is a mama jaguar, her name is 

mama.  Mama has three kids: Lucy, Tigger, and Noel.  But Noel 

is also a main character. 

Mrs. Gomez: Tell me about your character, Brenda.   

Brenda: He’s a boy that’s 10 years old.  He’s got an older brother and 

sister who are always bothering him.  One day when his parents 

are out, he runs away from his house.  But he gets lost and finds 

a cat that’s orange and black and lives with the cat for a long 

time.   

 Front and Back Covers 

 

Brenda appropriated a photo collage technique on her picturebook covers to 

allude to one of the many settings in her narrative.  For the front and back covers of 

Lost John and His Adventures/Jon Perdido y Sus Aventuras, Brenda began by using 
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digital word processing software to layer images of precious gems onto a photograph 

of a water oasis within a cave17.  Like Efrain, Brenda knew from the start the image 

she desired for her cover and particularly looked for gems as the kinds of minerals that 

one might find within such a cave.  The similar front and back covers represented one 

of the primary settings of Brenda’s picturebook: a jaguar den, the home of Jon’s future 

cat family.  Brenda’s attention to the composition of her cover conveyed that she 

understood that the illustrations and the written text could communicate valuable 

meaning for her readers before they even open the book.  She explained during her 

retrospective interview, “Sometimes when you read, you look at pictures last, so they 

show you a little bit first (pointing to the cover of a picturebook) so that you know.” 

The off balance placement of the written text conveyed one of the bigger 

struggles Brenda experienced as a bilingual picturebook maker.  The difficulty of 

having to plan for the placement of two sets of written text at times proved 

cumbersome for Brenda.  However the materiality of the text, that is that the paper text 

could be typed and printed in different sizes and cut in varied shaped, mediated 

Brenda’s creative solutions to the challenge.  As seen on this cover, Brenda chose to 

print the Spanish title slightly smaller and paste in what spaces were left after 

prematurely pasting the English title on first.   

                                                
17 After selecting images from the Internet with my support, Mrs. Gomez guided students as they 
learned how to use digital software to create covers for their books. 
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 Front Endpapers 

 

Her front endpapers alluded to the characters within the picturebook, fodder for 

her readers to begin to hypothesize who they will meet in the story.  For the front 

endpapers, Brenda mixed art media, watercolor and pastels, to create images of cat 

paw/claw prints.  Brenda slightly angled each paw print as if cats had unknowingly 

tracked their prints right across the paper.  Brenda used watermarks to create a 

diffused background, enhancing the movement of the paw prints.  Her colors were 

bold in their use, projecting a playful tone.  Brenda identified these front endpapers as 

one of her favorite pages in her picturebook during a whole class share time and 

provided some insights into its intended meanings.   

Brenda: All of these colors represent my family, because my mom and 

my dad and me my brother… 

Mrs. Gomez: Who does the claw belong to, how is it like you? 

Brenda: I like cats and jaguars. 

Mrs. Gomez: and you wrote your poem about cats…    

Brenda: My brother also like cats better and my mom also likes better 

cats.  My family will like this story.   

Brenda employed the blank pages of the front endpapers to orchestrate a 

variety of composition resources and enhance readers’ initial experiences with her 
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picturebook.  Together, the front endpapers and her interviews suggest how she 

externalized her picturebook learning about color and movement to compose a 

meaningful design linked to the narrative.  She also staged the front endpapers in a 

way that evoked her family members, choosing colors and content that her family 

would “like”.   

 Title Page, Dedication, and Copyright 

 

Brenda’s title, copyright, and dedication page highlighted many of the 

typographic choices she made in the presentation of the Spanish and English written 

text as well as her negotiations when moving between two languages to compose.  

Learning from the challenge of laying out the dual language title on the cover, Brenda 

stayed in during recess with other children to continue working on her title page. She 

approached me and asked me to help her retype her title page text.   

Me: Do you want it to look just like this but in Spanish? 

Brenda: But I want it smaller, so that I can make it fit. 

Me: What is it in Spanish? 

Brenda: Perdido Jon y Sus Aventuras.  What sounds better?  Perdido 

Jon or Jon Perdido. 
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Me: I hear you questioning the language… so ask yourself, is that 

how you would talk?  Listen to how you would say it and that 

will help you decide.  

 

Figure 34:  Digital revision of Spanish title. 

Using the computer to support her revision decisions visually, in addition to 

repeating her options orally (see Figure 34), Brenda concluded that indeed the best 

way to translate the title would be Jon Perdido.  She decided that it “sounded better” 

in Spanish as adjectives typically follow nouns in Spanish.  Her original title, Perdido 

Jon was a literal translation from English, wherein the adjective typically precedes the 

noun.   For Brenda, the opportunity to compose and revise in Spanish on the computer 

and in her talk allowed her to work through visual and oral context clues18, an 

important act for any reader and writer in any language.   

Brenda appropriated other peritextual features in her picturebook.  She crafted 

a personalized copyright plaque that noted she crafted her book with ‘mixed media’ as 

part of her dedication page.  Understanding that these features of the picturebook 

                                                
18 Escamilla (2000) noted that assessment for bilingual children must consider how their two languages 
interact.  This can be achieved by noting the way a student draws on context clues to revise in two 
languages. 
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could also potentially serve as semiotic material for the reader, Brenda repeated the 

paw print motif and watermarks across the title, copyright, and dedication pages.   

Brenda also appropriated two typographic features often found within in Latino 

children’s picturebooks: color blocking languages and dingbats (see Chapter 4), or 

what some call text dividers.  Like other bilingual students in the class, Brenda 

composed a dedication in both English and Spanish.  The Spanish text was placed 

centrally at the top of the page, above the English written text.  Brenda was among 

several of the students who appropriated a technique of color blocking languages, a 

composition resource appropriated from Latino children’s picturebooks and possibly 

their school’s dual language program.  Natalia once explained to me that bilingual 

writers, including their previous teachers, used different colors for each language so 

that the students would, “know the difference between English and Spanish”.19  

Brenda appropriated this practice, changing the colors of her English and Spanish titles 

with decorative paper design below the title.  Though she did not color block the dual 

language dedication, she did mark the separation of languages with a dingbat (see 

Figure 35), another feature appropriated from the Latino children’s picturebooks.   

                                                
19The Gomez and Gomez dual language instruction model color blocks languages, noting that it serves 
as a visual marker for students to cognitively shift their linguistic strategies for reading.  While 
controversial in its deficit reasoning, the ideological purpose for the color blocking (that students 
wouldn’t know the different between the written languages) was a disposition taken up by the students 
and some teachers in the school.  Separating languages is part of many DLE models. This practice is 
oriented towards growing students’ academic vocabulary.  This principle is often critiqued for its failure 
to recognize the wide range of linguistic abilities that bilingual learners posses. 
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Figure 35:  Separating languages with a text divider. 

Brenda’s use of colors, text placement, and dingbats convey a diverse 

repertoire of composition resources to write in two languages.  Rather than rely on one 

strategy to mark the languages, Brenda appropriated diverse strategies to craft her 

bilingual text.   

 Pages 1 and 2 

 

In the following double-page spread, Brenda appropriated a mixed media style 

to introduce characters within her animal fantasy picturebook.  She illustrated siblings 

Jessica, Jake, and John standing within a Brazilian rainforest setting, a jaguar habitat 

according to Brenda.  The oil pastel illustrations of lush green landscapes and large 

sunsets served as a background for the family home featured prominently on the left 

side, the verso of the double page spread.  Blurred silhouettes line the top of the 
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home’s roof, alluding to the family of cats that John would soon meet.  Using red 

string Mrs. Gomez made available with the art materials, Brenda also represents tiles 

on the roof of the family home.   

Brenda attributed one part of her illustrative craft to Yuyi Morales when 

sharing her work with two other classmates and me.   

Me: Who was your picturebook mentor? 

Brenda: Yuyi Morales because on mine, I overlapped the colors and she 

overlapped her colors too. 

Me: Can you show me? 

Brenda: Right here I overlapped the colors to make a sunset. 

Me: Why did you choose to overlap the colors? 

Brenda: Sometimes when you blend you only get one color, but if you 

overlap it then you get a whole new… different colors. 

In addition to layering pastels, Brenda also crafted with scrap booking paper to 

illustrate clothing and appropriated different facial expressions for her characters.  On 

the right page, the recto of the double-page spread, a large blurred pastel sunset nested 

in the horizon, cast shadows on the siblings, each of whom were dressed with telling 

clothing and facial expressions.  Jessica was dressed in a playful flower print dress, 

hand cut to size by Brenda from patterned paper. Jake wore athletic garb that was 

illustrated by hand.  Both Jake and Jessica grinned and towered over little Jon.  Unlike 

his siblings, Jon’s facial expression conveyed sadness, a foreshadowing of character 

relationships.  In this double-page spread, Brenda appropriated Morales’ color 

technique, a mixed media approach, and different facial expressions for her characters 

to extend the written narrative.   
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The written dual language text on this double page spread was separated by 

columns a technique she appropriated from the work of Gwendalyn Zepeda.  To open 

her narrative, Brenda appropriated a traditional opening line in both English and 

Spanish, “One day, not long ago/Un día, no hace mucho tiempo”.  Brenda strategically 

placed the text above the horizon line on the right hand page, tucking it into the sky in 

a way that did not disrupt the visual composition.   

 Pages 3 and 4 

 

For the opening that followed, Brenda crafted another set of scenes to establish 

and develop the contentious relationship between John and his siblings.  Though her 

writing on the verso stated that John decided to leave because his siblings bothered 

him, the illustrations elaborated the nature of his frustrations.  With arms shaking in 

anger and with an indignant expression on his face, John was depicted as exasperated 

by his sister’s teasing.  The exclamation point within his thought bubble and the clear 

“no” written on his shirt further conveyed John’s frustration.  Brenda included other 

illustrative details on this page for her audience to read, including the talk bubble filled 

with name calling, “You are a baby/Eres un bébé.”  What can be assumed to be John’s 

homework was covered with Jessica’s name.  When I inquired during her retrospective 
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interview as to any special details she wanted her reader to notice, she pointed to this 

page and shared,  

In this one I put the most detail. I put a cup with pencils for her homework, the 

shoelaces, the carpet.  This is the wall.  The floor is the same color.  He’s 

farther than them.  Because when ever something is farther it gets smaller. 

Like her first double page spread, Brenda orchestrated a collection of visual 

details for the viewer to ponder.  By remixing additional speech bubbles with 

representations of material objects, Brenda’s pictorial narrative propels her written 

narrative. 

Brenda’s attention to the color and materiality of her settings was significant in 

the scene represented on pages three and four.  The background color of the verso was 

a blend of warm purples and pink.  Those colors transitioned to a fiery red on the 

recto, reflecting the emotion of John’s culminating frustration with his siblings.   Both 

pages were crafted using mixed media collage.  On the verso, she staged images of 

material artifacts, like shoelaces, carpets, and homework.  On the recto, Brenda 

layered on ‘real’ items that John would pack into his backpack.  She generated those 

artifacts from Internet images and scrapbook paper to represent John’s clothing, food, 

drink, and backpack.  She crafted a story world by means of visual material artifacts 

that conveyed a home, probably much like the one she knows– one filled with pesky 

siblings, red shoelaces, colorful rugs, snacks, backpacks, and a desk to complete 

homework.  Together, the illustrations and the written text conveyed John’s 

resourcefulness when faced with the problem of bothersome siblings.  

Brenda conveyed a nuanced understanding in the written pronunciation of 

names in both English and Spanish.  Brenda chose to differentiate English and Spanish 

names, translating Jessica as Yessica and John as Jon.  Brenda chose to translate 
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Jessica’s name as Yessica as the “J” phoneme in Spanish is often pronounced as a “Y” 

in English among native Spanish speakers.  Thus, Brenda intended to reflect the 

distinct Spanish pronunciation of Jessica’s name when she chose to substitute the 

initial consonant in her name.  Moreover, she translated John’s name to “Jon” in 

Spanish.  This is reflective of her nuanced understandings regarding spellings in 

Spanish and in English.  On these pages, Brenda displayed a wealth of understanding 

regarding her bilingualism as a composition resource, a domain of knowledge that 

could not have been accessed in an English-only writing classroom. 

 Pages 5 and 6 

 

In the opening that follows, John finally meets a baby jaguar.  Using a zoomed 

in perspective, Brenda gives the reader a close up view of John’s face-to-face 

encounter with the jaguarito.  John’s expression extended the scene, adding to his 

uncertainty of the new friendship.   Noel, the jaguar, appears unfazed as he casually 

licks his paw.  Brenda also inserts a page break after just one sentence for maximum 

impact, causing the reader to linger over the event just a bit longer over the encounter 

between the two.  During a retrospective interview focused on this opening, Brenda 

described her picturebook illustrations as a mixed art media style.  When I asked her 

what that meant to her, she explained, 
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That I used different tools.  Here I used pencils, black pen that my mom had, 

(pointing to John’s hair in the illustration).  I used pattern paper and pastels.  

Like on the endpages, I used watercolors and pastels.  Mixed media means you 

used different tools and different materials to make a page or something you 

want, different tools and materials. 

Brenda demonstrated great command and understanding as she discussed her 

mixed media technique.  Brenda’s appropriation of a mixed media approach to 

illustration also afforded a space to visually represent the diverse phenotypes in her 

family.  John’s fair skin and dark hair, and Noel’s orange fur stood out against the 

colored pencil background.  When I asked her during the retrospective interview as to 

why she chose colored pencil to approximate skin color, she stated that she wanted 

John to look like her cousin with Albinism and that she had used a black pen her aunt 

had given her to make his hair. 

Brenda: My cousin is all white because he has a sickness.  His eyes are 

like no one else in the family because he has a sickness.  And he 

always likes being with the cat and the animals.  He always 

likes to be outside.   

Me: You said he doesn’t look like you? 

Brenda: My skin is darker, his is the lightest in our family. 

Without the art media to appropriate nor the models and thoughtful mediations 

to scaffold her use of the materials, Brenda may not have considered importing the 

unique set of observable characteristics in her family. 

Also on this double-page spread, Brenda did not privilege one language over 

another, but instead demonstrated a value for and great knowledge of both of her 

languages in a dual language picturebook format. Though she separated the English 
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and Spanish text into columns, unlike previous pages, she placed the Spanish text 

before the English.  By doing so she demonstrated great flexibility in the prominence 

of one language over another when composing.   Moreover, to distinguish the Jaguar 

as young cub in the Spanish text, Brenda used the diminutive form of jaguar, 

jaguarito20.  Using the diminutive form of a noun is a strategy used by many native 

Spanish speakers to mark size or sensitivity to the subject.  To mange the large amount 

of bilingual print, Brenda also chose to use the entire recto for text, a creative solution 

to the same challenge she encountered on her cover.  By displaying the Spanish text 

before the English text, by importing the diminutive in her writing, and by finding a 

creative alternative to display her bilingual writing, Brenda once again displayed a 

tremendous capacity as a director of her bilingual composition resources in her 

picturebook.  

 Pages 7 and 8 

 

Within this next opening, Brenda signaled the passing of time by hand printing, 

“Later/Mas tarde”along the top of the left page, just where the reader might first gaze.  
                                                
20 Martinez (2011) noted that the bilingual participants in his study demonstrated nuanced and strategic 
understandings of the diminutive form when addressing one another.   Martínez-Roldán (2013) also 
noted in her critical content analysis of Skippyjon Jones (2003) that the diminutive can be appropriated 
in artificial ways to produce was it called, ‘mock Spanish’.  
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She also illustrated John wearing different clothing to intimate a shift in time and 

place.   This scene served as a turning point in the plot, and showed John’s first 

encounters into the cave to meet Noel’s mama and jaguar family.  For this special 

moment, Brenda blended a peaceful green pastel background for the text and 

illustrations.  This background color was distinctly different from the earlier pages as 

the colors shifted from warm to cool tones, just as John was experiencing an internal 

shift from frustration to acceptance.  As part of an in the moment interview as she 

crafted this opening, Brenda shared that she wanted her readers to, “think that this is a 

cave, and this is the grass around it.  I want them to see a little bit of nature around it.”  

Brenda once again appropriated her favored format for dual language 

picturebook writing.  She created columns for each language, placing the bulk of the 

written text on one page and alternating their position once again.  On these pages, 

John learns the cats’ ways over time and begins to, hunt, run, leap, speak, jump and 

climb.  Brenda chose to feature these cat actions by bolding them in the printed text, 

doing so in both the English and Spanish text.  She explained during her retrospective 

interview that she chose to do this, “So that you can really notice those words.  I want 

this part to be all big and bold.”  

A closer analysis of this page revealed an illustrated narrative extending the 

written narrative.  My analysis suggests that her pictorial narrative was a function of 

her appropriated collage technique.  To be sure that readers did not find his awe for the 

cave unsubstantiated (as evident in the speech bubble stating, “Wow!”), Brenda relied 

on collage to enhance the visual setting.  She used the same water oasis and mineral 

cave scene used on the covers as a backdrop, and pasted her hand drawn sketches of 

her characters right on top, as if they were walking through the water.  John’s 

expression enhanced the state of wonder and his head was angled as though he was 
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struck by the brilliance of the cave.  In addition to the digital image for the background 

and the hand-sketched characters, Brenda also used a digital image from the internet 

for John’s backpack and arranged string to give his red shirt a textures look. During 

her retrospective interview, Brenda elaborated on her collage technique.  She 

explained, 

Collage means that you can use pictures that are like real, and that you have to 

layer them like on your drawing.  You want to use your pictures.  You have to 

first find your background, what you want it to be, you know.  Then you can 

glue it on…When I do collage it takes place in a book and the real world, that 

you can use things from real photos and pattern paper, you can just put it in the 

picture.   

Both Brenda’s picturebook and her interview externalized her understanding of 

the possibilities in remixing materials so as to represent multiple worlds, both the real 

and the imagined.  In her work, Brenda aimed to represent both a story world and the 

real world, an approach adopted by Tonatiuh and other illustrators of the Latino 

children’s picturebooks in the classroom.  

 Pages 9 and 10 
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Brenda had a single message in mind as she continued to develop John’s 

character on this double page spread.  She desired to convey an essence of what it 

meant to live between worlds and aimed to communicate a hybrid life as beneficial, 

what Brenda described as half and half in the written text.  On pages 9 and 10, John 

found a job and expressed an appreciation for, being half and half, half human and half 

jaguar.    

In this scene, John is placed in the center of the verso, as though on route to 

Mr. Lintsu’s house to ask for a job.  Relying on both his human and jaguar resources, 

John is able to obtain a job that allowed him to leverage his hybrid life skills.  By 

obtaining a job as a cave explorer, John built upon his experiences as a human and as a 

cat, his experiences as someone who is, half and half. 

Me: What do you want your readers to feel about being, ‘half and 

half’?   

Brenda: It’s kinda cool. You know how to leap, jump and other jaguar 

things.  But you also know how to act like a human.   

Brenda culminates John’s character development in this moment, as a hero who has 

come into a world that builds upon the resources from his human and cat world to face 

the task of cave exploration. 
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 Pages 11 and 12 

 

In the family scene presented on pages 11 and 12, John’s story comes full 

circle.  Unlike the first pages with his human family, John found happy moments 

together with his cat family.   In this double-page spread, the bright colors 

communicate the stability of John’s concluding story.  Relying on her mixed media 

collage approach, Brenda ended John’s journey with a ‘happily ever after’, traditional 

tale style.  John’s physical appearance, including his facial expressions, body position, 

and dress, communicated his contentment with his new family and fortune.  The image 

of a family together around their home, cats lounging on the roof, symbolized a 

peaceful resolution to finding sanctuary in a hybrid life, half cat and half human.  

Brenda specifically identified this scene as a happy one. 

You can tell that they are happy.  I have to put a sun.  They are happy with the 

house.   Lucy’s thinking about fish, and Tigger is chasing a butterfly and John 

is right here, is looking at them. 

Concerned that her readers would not be able to distinguish the characters 

within the illustrations, Brenda chose to label her characters, a technique she 

appropriated from Duncan Tonatiuh (see Figure 36).   
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Figure 36: Brenda appropriates Tonatiuh’s labels. 

Brenda explained, “In Dear Primo, like he labeled stuff.   If you just look at 

them you won’t know who they are, who are the characters.”  Unlike Tonatiuh 

however, Brenda chose to label in both English and Spanish as needed.  She shared 

that if the names were the same in both languages, she labeled accordingly.   “But if 

it’s different,” she explained, “I wrote it in English and then in Spanish.” Brenda’s 

sensitivity to her monolingual and bilingual audiences was significant, given the 

tendency for dual language texts to only label or provide a glossary for readers 

interested in learning Spanish.  In this case, Brenda appropriated and adapted this 

feature, making it her own. By doing so she neither privileged one audience over 

another, but instead positioned both monolingual and bilingual audiences as legitimate 

and thus, worthy of consideration. 
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 Back Endpapers 

 

Playful colors and designs covered the back endpapers.  Like a final seen in a 

movie or the end of a cartoon episode, THE END/EL FIN covers the length of both 

pages.  Noel’s cheers frame the farewell so as to bid a bilingual goodbye.  The 

exuberant back endpapers were different than the front endpapers, but together the 

front and back endpapers bound the entirety of the picturebook.  The inclusion of 

English and Spanish text not only enhanced the aesthetic appeal of the pages, but also 

minded the audiences for whom she had dedicated her picturebook.   

As part of her retrospective interview, I asked her whom she was writing her 

picturebook . 

Brenda: I wrote for my dad because he’s Mexican American.  The 

author for Pateo El Balon wrote it for someone who speaks 

Spanish and English or just Spanish. 

Me: What advice do you have for other picturebook makers?  What 

would you tell them?  

Brenda: If you want to do it bilingual, you have to dedicate it to 

someone maybe that speaks bilingual, that it’s for them.  That 

you might have to show something bilingual, not just write it.  
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Show that you actually are bilingual.  Like Duncan puts darker 

color skin. 

Brenda had a particular bilingual “other” she wrote for.  Her picturebook and 

interview expressed her concerns for authenticity when making bilingual picturebooks.  

Brenda argued that crafting a bilingual text not only concerns translating text, but also 

the inclusion of other composition resources, like skin color, that reflect the audience 

for whom it was crafted.   Theoretically, Brenda speaks into the debate regarding 

authenticity in multicultural children’s literature (Fox & Short, 2003; Lopez-Robertson 

& Naidoo, 2007; Sims-Bishop, 1990) and suggests that culturally specific features in 

children’s literature, like dual language text, should not be crafted in isolation for the 

sake of diversifying the text but paired with other composition resources, like 

illustration features, to convey a more authentic story world. 

Remixing Composition Resources to Develop Character 

In dual language form, and mentored by the Latino children’s picturebooks in 

the classroom, Brenda remixed diverse composition resources to render her book and 

to develop John’ character.  Brenda purposefully remixed diverse composition 

resources to illustrate a shift in John’s character.  From a home of bothersome siblings 

to a peaceful cat den, John’s journey to his new cat family resulted in relief from his 

exasperation.  Across the entirety of her picturebook, Brenda crafted John’s character 

to unfold at various levels when pairing images and written text.  Simultaneously, she 

considered the affordances and limitations of the languages, materials, and form and 

the ways the remixing of those resources would impact her composition.  

Brenda primarily relied on composition resources from Latino children’s books 

and her bilingualism to craft John’s character development and story world.  Morales’ 
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technique for layering bold color and Tonatiuh’s mixed art media collage particularly 

served Brenda’s pictorial narrative of John’s journey.  This was most evident on the 

double page opening illustrating Jon entering the cat den, the layered green colors and 

mix of digital images and hand sketches extended the significance of the new 

beginning for John.  Brenda also adapted the dual language text features in innovative 

ways to help her monolingual and bilingual audiences both understand John’s journey. 

Particularly noteworthy are the array of composition resources Brenda commanded to 

craft a dual language text.  From text placement, size, and color, Brenda appropriated 

dual language text resources to stage the written bilingual text.  

Brenda’s remix of composition resources from the picturebooks and her 

bilingualism, dialogically amplified John’s character development towards a hybrid 

identity, which was as clear as what she wrote on pages 9 and 10, being half and half 

is kinda cool.  The overall design of Brenda’s book as a cohesive artistic and literary 

whole showed articulation among her varied composition resources, those from in and 

out of school.   

Remixing Composition Resources to Manifest Identities: It’s like from my life. 

Me: What have you learned about picturebook making? 

Brenda: You can write about things that are in your true life.  You can 

put based on your true life in your characters and your story.  

It’s like from my life, like my cats. Sometimes they pose or 

chase butterflies or just look at the skies.  Sometimes they just 

get on the roofs and just lay down.  That’s how I put Noel. 

As a cohesive whole, Brenda’s picturebook externalized features from her ‘true 

life’ and the storyworld she created around John.  She appropriated materials and 
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languages, and orchestrated them in a way that relied on her bilingualism and art 

enthusiasm.  Kress (1997) argues that children’s selection of representational resources 

is dependent upon the materials available to them and their interests. From this 

perspective, students import the resources in their cultural and social surroundings and 

transform them to construct meaning; or, in other words, they “remake language” 

(Kress, 1997, p. 14). Indeed, Brenda did just this, appropriating resources from her 

cultural and social surrounding to remake or as I argue, remix, semiotic and material 

resources to make a text.   

By remixing diverse composition resources within her picturebook, each 

attached to distinct personal histories and identities, Brenda was en route to 

sedimenting a hybrid identity in text.  Brenda featured her history as a bilingual writer 

and artist by remixing her multiple textual lives and repertoires as a meaningful 

identity performance in her picturebook (Christianakis, 2011). Specifically, the artistic 

and literary decisions, as well as her choices of materials and the picturebook form 

each distinguished parts of Brenda’s history (her mixed Latino heritage, her family 

life, her linguistic repertoires, her picturebook education, her reading life in the 

classroom).  The ways in which Brenda externalized her understanding of the diverse 

ways to arrange a dual language text specfically manifested her identity as an expert 

bilingual writer. Brenda’s appropriation of a dual language format evoked multiple 

mentor picturebooks features, many of which she adapted within her picturebook.  

Moreover, her mixed art media style like that of Tonatiuh called upon her family’s 

practice of caring for neighborhood animals and the material worlds she resides 

within. Therefore, like Efrain, the multimodal and multilingual worlds represented in 

her picturebook were more likely closer to the textual landscape she lived outside of 
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school than to the monolingual texts propagated in standardized testing classroom 

environments. 

As Brenda engaged in composing in two languages and varied materials, 

picturebook making allowed her to view herself in relation to the multiple worlds she 

navigates. For instance, Brenda’s attention to monolingual and bilingual audiences 

directed her picturebook to groups directly seen as tied to the language-dominant 

social arenas she lived both in and out of school. Although Brenda could have 

appropriated an English-only or meshed language format into her picturebook, her 

interest at the time was directed to bilingual and monolingual audiences.  In the work 

of picturebook making, Brenda sedimented a bilingual and multimedia art self–a 

hybrid identity that challenged the English-dominant and test-driven contexts 

dominating education and met the demands of a globalized and networked world.   

Brenda’s motivated actions to select languages and materials remixed her bilingualism 

as a writer and her savvy as an artist.  In essence, picturebook making became a way 

for Brenda to view and sediment two of the many ‘others’ in herself-a bilingual 

picturebook maker and artist.  These distinct ways of being could over time reflect 

within a shift of her habitus in the classroom, particularly as it relates to the kinds of 

risks she could take in her writing. 

The picturebook Brenda crafted within the classroom picturebook study reveals 

her literary preferences, ideas about reading and making picturebooks, and aspects of 

her bilingualism, as well as provide clues about what happened when the text was 

created (Rowsell & Pahl, 2007).  From this perspective, I interpreted Brenda’s 

picturebooks as a text that manifested her many identities through its production and 

use of diverse composition resources in the context of the classroom picturebook 

study.   For Brenda, her identities were braided together in the productions of the text 
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and en route to be sedimented within the materiality of her picturebook.  Examining 

her picturebook in this way suggests the complexity of the identities and histories 

students possess and the variety of paths available for young composers who bring 

with them a wealth of composition resources to remix with other texts in the classroom 

for the purpose making texts in the classroom.  

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MENTOR TEXTS: REMIXING COMPOSITION RESOURCES   

So what does this mean?  How does an enhanced understanding of the ways 

students draw from diverse mentor texts support the ways students remix composition 

resources and manifest identities in the activity of making picturebooks grow 

theoretical understandings for literacy studies?  Two specific–and related–points merit 

attention in this regard: (1) Picturebook making is a creative and intellectual act.  (2) 

Picturebook making affords strengths perspective roles for students of Latino heritage.  

I will address each of these points in the remainder of this chapter. 

Picturebook Making: A Creative and Intellectual Act 

Like Campano and Ghiso (2011) I recognize students’ capacities to orchestrate 

new meanings and their commitment to learn.  They explain, “As literacy researchers 

and former teachers, we are concerned about how deterministic notions of ability and 

narrow understandings of literacy continue to delimit the learning and life chances of 

diverse students” (p. 164). I address these concerns with their democratic 

understanding of students’ capacities and diversities.  This understanding requires a 

vision of each student not as standardized test score, but rather as an evolving being 

replete with growing interests, preferences, and varied socio-cultural resources.  

As Efrain and Brenda gathered composition resources from their picturebook 

mentors and touchstone texts and in the act of arranging materials to craft their 
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picturebooks, both students invoked other texts as sites for composition resources.  

That is, mediated experiences culturally specific multimodal and multilingual texts 

evoked other heritage and socio-cultural mentor texts and their respective composition 

resources. As the data suggests, the intellectual system of calling upon diverse mentor 

texts from both the classroom and their lives (diverse provenance), and the 

sophisticated remix of the appropriated composition resources, mediated students’ 

larger goals of meeting the demands of their picturebooks’ messages, characters, and 

storyworlds.   

Noteworthy were the creative acts of transmediation Efrain and Brenda 

commanded to compose their picturebooks.  Many literacy researchers have found that 

the process of moving across sign systems or modes, transmediation, can be generative 

(Bezemer & Kress, 2008; Cowan & Albers, 2006; Kress, 2003; Siegal, 1995) in that 

the movement can yield new ideas.  Research has also suggested that constructing 

meanings in different sign systems afford students’ valuable learning opportunities and 

enable them to scaffold their own ideas to meet the larger goal of literacy learning in 

the classroom.  Sipe (1998) explains that whenever readers and listeners move across 

sign systems to make sense of a picturebook, "new meanings are produced because we 

interpret the text in terms of the pictures and the pictures in terms of the texts in a 

potentially never-ending sequence” (p. 102).  From this perspective, transmediations is 

an important feature composers of picturebooks must consider as they generate 

meanings across visual and written modes.  By leaving gaps in the written narrative, 

picturebook makers use images to answer lingering questions, which in turn allows the 

picturebook as a whole to require fewer words.  This concept of transmediation may 

also be a heuristic then for not only understanding the process of how children transact 
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with words and pictures in a picturebook, but also to understand the creative nuances 

of how children weave the illustrated and written texts together to craft picturebooks.   

Both Efrain and Brenda relied on the synergy between their written and 

illustrated texts to propel the narrative.  Specifically, Efrain braided image and print 

together to convey his cautionary message against making bad decisions.  Brenda 

similarly relied on her mixed art media style to fill in the gaps left in the written text so 

that her readers could better follow the development of her lead character, John.  As 

creative and intellectual act, the data suggests picturebook making as one complex 

literacy act that allows students to enter into composition learning through multiple 

modes and diverse linguistic paths  

Strengths Perspective Roles for the Young Latino Picturebook Maker 

As literacy researchers and former teachers, we have also experienced the ways in 

which state standard’s narrow interpretation of what it means to be literate often delegate 

students as low-performing.  Although both Efrain and Brenda demonstrated healthy 

literacy habits, lower and average benchmark scores delegated each as average or 

struggling, I argue that multilingual and multimodal composition, like picturebook 

making, can begin to dismantle the idea that students who fail to perform on 

accountability exams are deficient.  Findings suggest that picturebook making can open 

pathways for students of diverse Latino backgrounds to access composition resources 

from classroom literature, their heritage, and their socio-cultural repertoires of 

practice. I built upon social semiotic and identity perspectives to illustrate how two 

young children of Latino heritage can uniquely compose picturebooks that shatter the 

ceiling of canonical and hegemonic literacy practices, while simultaneously supporting 

their identities as agentive, knowing, and creative intellectuals.   
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Both Efrain and Brenda demonstrated identity work as a multi-semiotic 

endeavor.  Picturebook making can be a practice where young Latino children 

negotiate and transform not only the sign systems at work, but also their identities by 

expanding how they project themselves in the active process of creating texts. 

Remixing and playing with such a vast array of composition resources to begin to 

sediment new identities does not mean that Efrain and Brenda, the sign-makers, 

necessarily mimicked or merely copied the resources present in their environment and 

reproduced them in a neutral manner, quite the opposite actually.  The 

interrelationships between their vested interests and how they perceived the social and 

material worlds within their story worlds adapted and meshed together an innumerable 

number of resources from their identity kits.  By doing so, they each were en route to 

sediment hybrid identities and created distinct, strength oriented roles to take up in 

their classroom.  The ease with which children like Efrain and Brenda arranged their 

composition resources may be driven by personal preferences, but those choices were 

never without social motivation or without a the desire to establish a particular 

storyworld in one form or another.  My analysis of Efrain’s and Brenda’s picturebooks 

suggests that the appropriation of composition resources can be endless and have 

diverse provenance, and that hybridization of those resources can manifest aspects of 

students’ identities not always available in classroom writing settings. 

This analysis aimed to portray picturebook making as a means to position 

Efrain and Brenda as creative intellectual, talented composers whose compositions 

resources can potentially transform their educational realities.  This argument 

contradicts the most students of Latino heritage are thought of and treated in writing 

classroom, which often involves two similar proclivities in education.  The first 

involves the pressure teachers of Spanish-dominant students have to quickly usher 
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students into English, often at the expense of content learning.  The second approach 

lumps all students of Latino heritage into the prefabricated social, linguistic and ethnic 

categories, limiting any possibility students may have to claim their own diverse 

resources.  Both approaches constrain the types of composing opportunities students 

are provided, while denying their unique ways of being in the world and identities as 

creative intellectuals. 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have shown that Efrain and Brenda remixed multimodal and 

multilingual composition resources from diverse mentor texts.  Similarly, I have 

shown how their picturebooks manifested aspects of their identities and participation 

in multiple communities of practice.  I argue that these two cases of students remixing 

composition resources suggest picturebook making as (1) evoking other socio-cultural 

texts and (2) a means to begin to sediment identities and histories in text.  In the final 

chapter, I put forth pedagogical implications that feature picturebook making as a 

promising curriculum. 
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Chapter 6:  Picturebook Making With Latino Children’s Literature– 
Toward An Understanding of Multilingual and Multimodal 

Composition  

In the two previous chapters, I argued that making picturebooks: (1) afforded 

an array of literary, illustration, material, and picturebook form resources for students 

to compose; (2) evoked other mentor texts as rich sites of composition resources to 

remix; (3) manifested aspects of students’ identities in text.  Within this final chapter, I 

put derive pedagogical implications from these findings as they relate to literacy 

instruction, learning, theory, and research.  

REVISITING FINDINGS  

In this study I have featured a picturebook curriculum as a creative, socially 

and responsive approach to writing instruction–one that can mediate multilingual and 

multimodal compositions and students’ identities.  Mrs. Gomez and I drew from the 

available literature to co-design a classroom study that envisioned students as knot-

makers, constantly tying and untying the knots of different semiotic and material 

resources, negotiating complex arrays of languages, images, forms, and art media 

(Bomer, 2007; Fraiberg, 2010).  Drawing from my analysis, I put forth a pedagogy and 

research that recognizes students’ diverse composition resources can support children 

as they integrate heritage and other socio-cultural resources– e.g., languages, 

histories– not typically received in the official classroom curriculum.  This kind of 

curriculum and instruction is at the core of New Literacies—in theory and in 

practice—and can readily occur in the context of a picturebook-making curriculum.  It 

can also help students claim, develop, and leverage the composition resources already 

present in their everyday ways of being in the world.   

This investigation was guided by the following research questions: 
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1. What understandings from published picturebooks and resources from 

their heritage do Latino third graders import as part of their picturebook 

compositions and designs?   

2. In what ways do the children appropriate the imported features of 

quality picturebooks and their lives into their own picturebook 

productions—such as heritage understandings, literary or artistic styles?  

3. How do students’ identities seem to be manifested through the activity 

of picturebook-making?  

An analysis of the understandings and heritage resources students negotiated 

during the classroom picturebook study (as presented in Chapter 4 and 5) suggests that 

a picturebook curriculum grounded in carefully selected Latino children’s 

picturebooks, students’ interpretive work, and teacher’s instructions (1) afforded an 

array of literary, illustrated, material, and picturebook form resources for students to 

compose. I observed students directly (an exact import) and diffusely (adapted import) 

appropriate composition resources from the literature (e.g., color, illustrated 

movement, dual language text format, cultural models). These findings are significant 

as they demonstrate that students of diverse Latino heritage have the capacity to 

identify and adapt multimodal and multilingual resources from texts to compose in the 

classroom.   

My analysis of the ways two focal students remixed composition resources 

from varied mentor texts expanded upon the findings from the first strand of analysis, 

and further offers two findings: that the curricular design enacted by Mrs. Gomez (1) 

evoked other heritage and socio-cultural mentor texts as rich sites of composition 

resources to remix and, (2) manifested aspects of students’ hybrid identities within 

text.  First, my analysis demonstrated how students not only appropriated composition 
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resources from the picturebook models, but also sampled and remixed those 

composition resources with resources from heritage specific texts (e.g., language, 

phenotype) and other socio-cultural texts (movies, material worlds, music) in their 

lives.  By heritage specific texts, I include the semiotic and material resources that are 

in some ways unique to a shared heritage, such as language varieties and phenotype.  

By socio-cultural texts I refer to the semiotic and material resources available from 

cultural artifacts and discourses outside of their school and heritage affiliations: 

movies, animals, popular culture, religion, TV, comics, video games, friends, and toys.  

In remixing composition resources from diverse mentor texts, students demonstrated 

sophisticated systems of links across the Latino children’s pictures and other texts 

from their out of school practices.  The diverse histories and identities students 

invoked were then manifested in the materiality of their picturebooks.  Students were 

thus en route to sedimenting hybrid identities in classroom texts.   

THEORETICAL SIGNIFICANCE: PICTUREBOOK MAKERS AS DIVERSE AND CREATIVE 
LEARNERS  

Why does making picturebooks matter?  How does this enhanced 

understanding of the resources for composing Latino children’s picturebooks inform 

the development of writing curriculum and instruction? What insights for literacy 

teaching and learning do these findings offer?  What are the implications for students 

and teachers beyond this particular setting?  I argue that an understanding of the 

composition resources students appropriated in the context of picturebook making and 

how students remixed those resources to render their own picturebooks have important 

implications for the ways students are recognized and positioned in the classroom and 

for the development of a writing curriculum that is responsive to the resources students 

bring.  In particular, I suggest that this research can serve to identify picturebook 
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makers as diverse and creative meaning makers, able to remix varied mentor texts and 

manifest aspects of their distinct histories in a classroom text.   

Recognizing Students’ Diverse Socio-Cultural Worlds 

The students’ mediated experiences with a multilingual and multimodal 

composition curriculum provided a space for each to see and claim diverse aspects of 

their heritage and socio-cultural worlds. Kabuto (2011) similarly noted in her case 

study of a bilingual child’s literacy development, that her participant’s identity work 

was rendered in multi-semiotic text making.  She concluded that writing in particular 

became a place where young bilingual children negotiated and transformed not only 

the sign system, but also particular aspects of their identities by expanding how they 

project themselves in the active process of creating texts.    

As Kabuto noted, identity work in text making suggests that we are always in 

the process of working through multiple identities and recognizing when particular 

ways of acting provide us access into certain social structures or groups of people. 

With the availability of well-selected, Latino children’s picturebooks and materials, 

teachers’ thoughtful mediations, and student’s interpretive work, picturebook making 

in Mrs. Gomez’ classroom became a site for students to negotiate their multiple selves.  

In this way, multilingual and multimodal composition supported the ways the children 

orchestrated different identities, particularly often unsanctioned school identities such 

as being bilingual, a rapper, or an artist. In the act of picturebook making then, distinct 

lines among diverse in and out of school composition resources and identities were 

blurred. 

This study has added to the research on how multimodal and multilingual 

composition can support all students’ composition development by recognizing their 
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broad repertoires of socio-cultural, material, and communicative resources when 

crafting (Edelsky, 1986; Kabuto, 2011; Moll et al., 2001). Now more than ever, such 

investigations are needed as young writers find themselves composing in culturally, 

linguistically, and materially restrictive environments or within scripted, overly 

reductionist classrooms, all of which can significantly limit the available composition 

resources (Christiankis, 2011; Gutiérrez, Asato, Santos, & Gotanda, 2002; Ranker, 

2012).   

 Insights into Young Latino Picturebooks Makers Resources 

Research demonstrating how multilingual and multimodal composition can 

serve to recognize the diversity within students’ heritage, language varieties and other 

socio-cultural resources is timely and important.  The thick descriptions of Efrain and 

Brenda’s remix of composition resources sample some of the linguistic and heritage 

differences between two students identified as Latino, English Language Learners 

within one classroom.  For example, though assigned to an ESL classroom by school 

and designated as having similar linguistic needs, both students drew upon distinct 

linguistic resources to compose their picturebooks.  Efrain appropriated rap vernacular 

and Brenda appropriated her bilingualism in a dual language text format.  Moreover, 

both claimed distinct heritage identities during the classroom picturebook study.  

Efrain described himself as a “mostly American” Mexican American and Brenda 

identified herself as a “Mexican-Honduran-American.”  Both students also attached 

cultural meanings to specific composition resources, particularly color.  Like the 

students’ in Cowan’s (2009) study, Efrain and Brenda identified a cultural provenance 

in the visual aspects of the texts they created.  Specifically, for both of the picturebook 
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makers, skin color and language choices within the Latino children’s picturebooks and 

their own denoted heritage affiliations.      

Understanding the affordances of multimodal and multilingual composition for 

children of Latino heritage becomes critically important as children of diverse Latino 

backgrounds increasingly populate the classrooms in Texas and the nation.  Teachers 

of Spanish dominant or bilingual students in today’s era of Common Core Standards 

face pressures to quickly usher students toward English fluency often at the expense of 

vital subject matter learning (Calahan, 2010; Valenzuela, 1999).  Teachers of English 

dominant students of Latino heritage face pressures to subscribe to an English only 

curriculum much to the detriment of students’ identities as bicultural (Garcia, 2010).  

The stigma of deficiency and shame often delegated to culturally and linguistically 

diverse students (Anzaldúa, 1999; Gonzalez, 1997; Guerra, 2011; Zentella, 2001) as a 

result of these subtractive policies can be countered with this research evidence that 

points to the saliency of a picturebook study providing Latino children fuller parity in 

literacy events that extend beyond celebrating heritage resources in isolation or in low-

stakes assignments.  This study’s findings provide for much needed insights into a 

historically underserved population as writers with the wealth of multiple group 

memberships—able to optimize access to school, heritage and other socio-cultural 

resources.   

 Materiality, Multimodality, and Identity 

It is important that I explicitly consider the implications of the material and 

multimodal aspects of the curriculum.  It is through the modalities of texts that one can 

obtain a sense of the producer. What separates one picturebook from another is, more 

often than not, how it looks—from its color palette, the media used, and even its book 
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jacket. In this study of picturebook making, I focused on what material resources 

students appropriated alongside their interpretive talk to identify how they relied on 

picturebooks as material objects reflective of their lived experiences. 

By recognizing the histories attached to the materiality and the material worlds 

of texts, it is then possible to analyze with children in the processs of creating 

picturebooks by reflecting on those processes and practices, and the socio-cultural 

provenance of their creations. Regular opportunities to work with varied materials 

allowed children to author new story worlds, and to layer new story meanings and 

identities into their books. Materials for picturebook making linked meaning from one 

community of practice to another as students read, studied, planned, wrote, and 

illustrated.  When literacy teachers and researchers look at picturebooks in this way, 

children’s compositions become all the more infused with meaning and insights into 

their identities and diverse memberships, and convey each student as creative 

intellectuals with a rich repertoire of composition resources.   

I identified material import from students’ lived experiences and identities 

within the children’s picturebooks. As Rowsell & Pahl (2013) explain, “It is now 

possible to glean the way the specificities of students’ habitus inform practice which 

then can be glimpsed instantiated within written and visual texts.”  For example, 

Isabella’s images of Panama represented her summer visits to see Panama as her 

mother’s world and the scrapbooking paper pivoted Efrain into his life as an origami 

expert.   I consider this way of seeing the materiality in students’ picturebooks as 

providing insights into their communities of practice and as having important 

implications for education.  For example, in the act of producing picturebooks, 

students were en route to sedimenting hybrid identities.  In the materiality of their 

picturebooks, students’ identities as Latino children’s picturebook makers, authors and 
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illustrators with a wealth of resources to compose were woven together and reflected 

the nature of the context in which it was made.  Over time, as students’ identities as 

Latino picturebooks makers becomes habitus, students could begin to take up the 

dispositions attached to the world of being a Latino picturebook maker.  From this 

perspective, picturebook making in the classroom also has the potential to support 

students’ identities as Latino authors and illustrators who contribute to the large 

textual ecology of multicultural literature.  

Remixing Composition Resources From Diverse Mentor Texts As A Creative and 
Intellectual Act 

In addition to situating students as diverse picturebooks makers, I argue that 

the picturebook curriculum validated students’ classroom picturebooks, heritage, and 

socio-cultural texts as mentor texts.  My analysis suggests that the children’s reading 

and interpretive work of Latino children’s picturebooks provided models for the 

complex act of remixing composition resources from diverse mentor texts to create 

new texts. 

Significant in my analysis was the role Latino children’s picturebooks, in the 

context of thoughtful mediations, played for students en route to making their own 

picturebooks.  This literature served students’ in two distinct ways.  First, Latino 

children’s picturebooks provided for a vast array of composition resources.  I observed 

every student appropriate composition resources from Latino children’s picturebook as 

a part of their interpretive work, picturebook pre-production, or production.  All of the 

students featured in Chapter 4, for example, directly or diffusely appropriated color, 

text formats, illustrative styles, cultural models, movement, or peritext as a part of 

their picturebook making processes.  The second way Latino children’s picturebooks 

served the young picturebook makers in this study was that they evoked other texts in 
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students’ lives as sources for composition resources. For example, as both Efrain and 

Brenda appropriated resources from Latino children’s picturebooks, they each called 

upon other heritage and socio-cultural texts as mentor texts.  The intellectual system of 

calling upon multiple texts to mentor their multilingual and multimodal writing 

positioned the children as sophisticated composers able to network across varied texts 

and their repertoires of practices to craft new texts. 

Although significant, students’ uses of socio-cultural texts as mentor texts was 

an unanticipated find given my research focus on the potential of a picturebook 

making curriculum and students’ heritage resources for composition.  However, given 

the research Dyson (1993; 1989), Rowe et al (2003) and Wohlwend (2009; 2011) have 

conducted, the remix of multimodal texts, artifacts, and diverse discourses as 

mediational means to render picturebooks and their identities should not have been a 

surprise.   My analysis of students’ remix of composition resources demonstrated that 

like the students in Dyson’s, Rowe’s, and Wohlwend’s study, third grade students of 

Latino heritage could remix diverse semiotic and material composition resources from 

varied sources in creative and intellectual ways. To explain, in this investigation, every 

student’s picturebook production was a creative rendering of the illustrated 

storyworlds and written narratives generated in the classroom picturebook study.  

Moreover, students were able to craft these texts drawing on the sophisticated and 

complex network of mentor texts each commanded. 

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

In addition to recognizing students diverse socio-cultural worlds and providing 

for student’s diverse mentor texts, I suggest that this investigation of a multilingual 
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and multimodal curriculum enacted in Mrs. Gomez’ classroom offers points of 

leverage for classroom writing instruction. 

Identifying students’ heritage and other socio-cultural texts as sites for 
 composition resources 

I argue that the data shows that opportunities to draw on students repertoire of 

composition resources in the classroom, is an engaging and generative act for students.  

Willis (2003) has contended: 

Educators and researchers should utilize the cultural experiences and 

embedded bodily knowledge of their students as starting points, not for 

bemoaning the failures and inadequacies of their charges, but to render more 

conscious for them what is unconsciously rendered in their cultural practices 

(p. 413). 

Like Willis, I suggest there is value in making more visible the potential of Latino 

children’s literature and the heritage and socio-cultural texts in Latino children’s lives.  

As contested texts, often, neither Latino children’s picturebooks nor students’ heritage 

and socio-cultural texts find a place in the classroom.  These texts are particularly 

absent in English only, ‘paper and pencil’ classrooms.  The children in Mrs. Gomez’ 

classroom worked with school, heritage and other socio-culturally oriented 

composition resources in personally meaningful and instructive ways.  I argue that 

teachers can support students’ appropriation of the composition resources from both in 

and out of school texts by guiding students to explore and understand how their 

resources serve their classroom writing and their lives.  A picturebook curriculum then 

can support students as young composers well versed and in command of the resources 

they posses and employ to compose in the classroom.   
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A deliberate focus on the texts and composition resources students bring in to 

the classroom has the potential to affect Latino students’ identities as writers and 

creative intellectuals with multiple and diverse composition resources to remix with 

picturebook learning.  My analysis of the data demonstrated how Isa materialized her 

journey to her mother’s country of Panama, Monica her experiences with telenovelas, 

Efrain his rapping skills, and Brenda her bilingualism within their picturebooks and 

how they relied on these socio-cultural and heritage texts as sites for both illustrated 

and literary composition resources.  Engaging students in the work of bridging 

meanings across visual and written modes could help students develop a meta-

understanding of the resources and respective identities they bring from out of school 

memberships.  The meta-awareness of the ways composition resources functioned in 

Latino children’s picturebooks to convey meaning would also be an ideal platform to 

invite students to examine the texts in their own and one another’s lives as provenance 

for composition resources.  By encouraging awareness of the resources within the texts 

in the classroom, students can link those same patterns of noticing to heritage and 

other socio-cultural texts in their lives as resources for composing.   

Artifactual Literacy in the Writing Classroom 

The students’ work as architects of the semiotic and material resources in their 

day-to-day lives remind teachers and researchers that composition resources can be 

found within objects and materials made at home or crafted to represent an item from 

home.  The work by Pahl and Rowsell (2011) on artifactual literacy (that the materials 

and texts we create from home carry histories) helped me to further consider the 

implications of students’ appropriated identities, languages, and practices within their 

picturebooks.   
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Each writing opportunity, work with materials, and work with different visual 

and written sign systems layered additional meanings and identities onto compositions 

resources from the classroom and other socio-cultural texts from home.  In this way, 

certain materials and material worlds represented within Latino children’s 

picturebooks facilitated students’ access to their heritage and socio-cultural resources.  

In this study, picturebook making not only began to sediment students’ identities as 

writers in school but also the identities attached to home and socio-cultural group 

memberships.  As students selected from the possible texts composition resources, 

they also chose to claim the identities and histories attached to them.  Educators can 

call on those artifacts to not only support literacy development, but also students’ 

hybrid identities. Everyday objects and materials, which Pahl and Rowsell (2011) call 

artifacts, can be critical in supporting this process and creating a space for crafting 

texts and manifesting identities. They explain,  

We therefore propose an approach that examines objects and their meanings in 

everyday life and also acknowledges the situated nature of texts in places and 

communities. We have labeled this approach artifactual. From seeing literacy 

as a situated social practice and understanding that literacy practices are 

themselves materially constituted, we have now moved to a theory of 

artifactual literacy” (p. 130). 

The promise in the relationship between artifactual literacy and multilingual 

and multimodal composition is that they are both more explicitly tied to the heritage 

and socio-cultural resources and identities that are linked to material culture or objects 

student concretely use or represent in their text making.  Artifactual literacy then 

acknowledges the lived complexities of students’ lives and provides a methodology for 

thinking about heritage, identities, and composition resources in new and empowering 
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ways that can be brought back to the writing classroom and research.  Such an 

approach can serve to affirm students’ identities as composers with a broad repertoire 

of resources to remix and as students with agency in their own learning. 

PICTUREBOOK MAKING WITH LATINO CHILDREN’S PICTUREBOOKS AS 
CURRICULUM 

My analysis of students’ picturebook making suggests potential points of 

leverage for multimodal and multilingual composition curriculum and research.  

Specifically, I propose a multimodal and multilingual curriculum affords both students 

and teachers agentive roles, offers possibilities for practitioner research in the context 

of DBR, and serves as a starting point for the development of other literacy related 

learning.  

Making Picturebooks  

I have featured picturebook making as a promising act of composition.  By 

engaging in this activity, students externalized their understandings of composition 

and arranged a diverse array of semiotic and material resources within their 

picturebook productions.  Theoretically then, I see the reading and making of 

picturebooks as a complex arrangement of multilingual and multimodal composition 

resources that have not just been carried over from one context to another, but adapted 

to meet the contextual demands of creating a new text.   

As I contended in Chapter 2, broader visions of what it means to be literate and 

the demand of texts within a growing multilingual and multimodal culture require 

additional ways of reading image, written language, and other modes together. Print 

represents only one mode of communication, and it is not always the most important 

focus in children’s picturebooks, or in other multimodal texts. My analysis of 
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picturebook making demonstrated that access to multimodal and multilingual 

composition resources and the modeling of their appropriation is key to composing 

across modes and language varieties. With mentor texts serving as both sources and 

models of remixing composition resources, students were scaffolded into the activity 

of arranging diverse multimodal and multilingual resources to craft picturebooks.  

Central to this study then, as Fraiberg (2010) contends, is a situated framework that 

locates multimodal and multilingual composition in wider genre, cultural, and global 

ecologies, that is, in the context of students in and out of school meaning making 

practices.  By studying Latino children’s picturebooks and then crafting their own, 

students not only met the demands of print based skills but also engaged in the 

intricate work required of reading and writing multilingual and multimodal texts, an 

expectation of New Literacies (New London Group, 1996).   

Picturebook Curriculum: Agentive Roles for Students and Teachers 

I argue that the teacher’s and student’s interactions with the characters, plots, 

visuals, forms, and materials of reading and writing picturebooks also highlight new 

curricular roles in composition learning.   

Students As Agentive: Distinct Roles For the Young Picturebook Maker 

Children who become expert readers of picturebooks move between levels of 

communication— between conventional and symbolic.  They focus exclusively on 

neither the visual nor the written text, but the two together.  As students were 

positioned to identify, interpret, and adapt the composition resources available in 

Latino children’s picturebooks and those relevant resources within the socio-cultural 

texts in their lives, distinct roles for students as multimodal and multilingual 

composers emerged.  Building off of the teacher roles proposed by Larson and Marsh 
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(2005), I suggest that students also have additional roles to adopt in order to navigate 

and craft multimodal and multilingual texts: (p. 73):   

1.  Students as capable sign makers— The act of braiding together a 

diverse collection of composition resources is an ongoing site of 

struggle as the children act on the tools and tools act on the children in 

an ongoing process.  Remixing composition resources requires a shift 

toward conceptualizing writers as competent weavers of multimodal 

and multilingual material, negotiating complex arrays of languages, 

texts, tools, objects, materials, and histories. 

2.  Students as composition resource managers—Students must manage a 

range of composition resources—print-based and otherwise— from a 

variety of texts, both from in school and out.  By doing so, students are 

positioned to develop the skills and critical abilities needed to navigate 

new texts and/or complete their purpose.  

3.   Students as contributors to larger textual ecology of Latino children’s 

literature– As composers of picturebooks that draw on resources from 

their heritage, socio-cultural and classsroom texts, the children are 

authoring picturebooks responsive to their ways of knowing and being 

in the world.  Teaching students to read and write picturebooks that 

remix the multimodal and multilingual composition resources in their 

lives supports their potential as contributors to the larger textual 

ecology of culturally responsive texts both in their classroom and in the 

world.    

These roles for students were evident across my observations of the 

picturebook curriculum in Mrs. Gomez’ classroom. To begin, the data illustrates 
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students managed an array of composition resources across their talk, their 

sketchbooks, and picturebooks. For example, Eduardo’s direct import of illustrated 

movement was appropriated in his talk and in his sketchbook and Natalia’s bilingual 

dedications were appropriated in her picturebook.  Theirs and other students’ 

appropriation of composition resources across modes and linguistic varieties illustrated 

their growing command of composition resources.  Students were also observed to be 

capable signmakers able to negotiate the rigor of picturebook making.  Yessenia’s 

appropriation of illustrative style, and Brenda’s rendering of a dual language 

picturebook represented students as having the intellectual capacity to compose 

multilingual and multimodal texts. Finally, students remixed compositions resources to 

contribute texts and story worlds that were defined in part by the composition 

resources in their lives.  Both Efrain and Brenda’s stories reflected the material worlds 

and messages they encountered daily.  Their families, music, culture, and languages 

were among the material worlds represented in their respective picturebooks.  

Together these roles positioned students as agentive composers empowered to 

orchestrate their resources to meet the demands of new compositions. 

Teacher As Agentive: Beyond Scripted Curriculum 

Mrs. Gomez supported the production of texts that could engender a small, but 

positive shift in students’ dispositions and ideologies toward their personal cultural, 

linguistic, and social memberships.  As a co-designer of the curriculum, she planned, 

implemented, and refined curriculum that welcomed composition resources that were 

culturally and linguistically responsive to her students. During our initial teacher 

meeting, Mrs. Gomez expressed a desire to be a better “listener” to her children and 

their lives. That is, she wished to be a teacher who was better attuned to the stories and 
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resources her students brought to the classroom and not as focused on the constraints 

of an imposed, subtractive curriculum and the demands of scripted schedules.  Under 

the many demands placed on teachers, the work of supporting students as agentive 

composers of texts can be challenging as one tries to balance knowing when to ‘listen’, 

when to scaffold, and when to get out of a young writer’s way.  As Roser (2012) 

explains,  

Although it makes sense that children may need some of the precise language 

of art to look more knowingly and think more precisely about illustrations (art 

elements, media, styles, and techniques), picturebook meaning making doesn’t 

wait to begin until this terminology is in place. Readers dive in, and the best of 

teachers, like the best of curators (Eeds & Peterson, 1991), ask children to 

notice, to ponder, to conjecture, and to gather evidence. When noticing occurs, 

the teacher may introduce the lexicon of image into the conversation—words 

to help children label or more fully describe what they are responding to—

always with the goal of making meanings together. That is, after a viewer 

describes a scene as “spooky” or “scary,” teachers may choose words of shape, 

size, color, line, texture, or media to underscore the noticing (e.g., dark shades, 

jagged lines, shapes that reach for us because they break the frame). Those 

conversations help children consider (again and again) that both words and 

images are deliberate choices an artist has made. (Roser, Maloch, & Bomer, 

2012, p. 407)   

Mrs. Gomez’ instruction was not exclusively guided toward the work of 

precisely naming the craft and features of the picturebook.  Instead, her instruction was 

guided towards positioning students to consider the ways composition resources 

function in the context of picturebook making.  Moreover, her instructions were not 
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only informed by the pedagogical goal of implementing a writing curriculum 

responsive to her students, but also by her personal goal of attending to the histories 

students brought to the shared activity of picturebook making.  Mrs. Gomez delivered 

instruction tightly linked to these goals and to our observations of students.  Her 

agency in developing and implementing instruction guided by goals she developed and 

reflection she conducted has significance for all teachers as it suggests that teachers 

oriented to students’ resources have the adeptness to design and implement curriculum 

that deviates from scripted programs of study. 

Picturebook Curriculum and DBR 

The DBR design aspects of this study remind that teachers like Mrs. Gomez 

who face tremendous pressure from state and local institutions to quickly usher their 

students into formula writing in English, also have the creative and intellectual 

capacity to craft curriculum that supports meaningful and significant text making. In 

this study, among the many texts she crafted through the course of this study, Mrs. 

Gomez collaborated to design, implement, and refine a picturebook curriculum.  The 

nature of drawing on data reflecting the curricular modifications to instruction is a 

promising approach to conducting a study of children’s writing as it closely 

approximates what it means to observe and scaffold students’ learning.  The findings 

from this DBR study help to inform practical suggestions for teachers interested in 

designing curriculum that positions students as orchestrators of their own resources 

and learning.   

Specifically, the DBR aspects to this study have implications for teaching and 

research by documenting ways of modeling and scaffolding students’ picturebook 

study and picturebook making.  The modifications made in the micro-cycles of the 
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curriculum were primarily related to questioning and invitations to read as writers and 

write as readers; that is, invitations to identify, interpret, and appropriate craft.  For 

instance, the shift in questioning noted in Chapter 4 models for teachers what it means 

to scaffold students from the work of noticing composition resources towards 

understanding their function within the text.  More broadly, opportunities for the 

students to both directly and diffusely appropriate composition resources were also 

noteworthy.  More explorations of the participatory structures and contexts mediating 

the ways students appropriate composition resources are needed.  Initial findings in 

this respect suggest multiple contexts for experiences with the picturebooks are needed 

to support the ways students appropriate composition resources: whole group read 

aloud, independent reading with a book flood, during teacher students conferences and 

during students’ independent writing time.  Moreover, questions as to the benefits of 

studying the unfamiliar cultural aspects within picturebooks and the affordance of 

understanding the self to better understand others are also areas of literature response 

research that is needed and is relevant to this research.   

Picturebook Making As A Platform for Other Literacy Learning 

Bridging Illustration Craft to Writing Craft 

One macro-cycle modification I aim to explore when repeating this study in a 

comparable setting is the pedagogical potential in linking visual and print composition 

resources for the benefit of composition learning.  I believe exploring students’ work 

with visual composition resources can be a fruitful platform to begin writing 

instruction.  I propose that the next step in this study would be for teachers to scaffold 

students as they apply similar habits of mind related to the crafting of visuals to the 

crafting of language.  Katie Wood Ray (2009) posed the question, “What if we were to 
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teach the fine art of writing through illustration?”  Scaffolding students to deepen their 

understanding of the way literary craft and illustration craft relate would be a logical 

classroom unit of study to follow a picturebook study.  By bridging learning in this 

way, teachers would teach in students’ zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 

1978) as students “have sufficient prior knowledge about the topics and problems 

posed by the data sets, and yet what they are doing in class with these everyday texts is 

beyond what they would normatively do on their own without assistance” (p. 145).  

The role of the Latino children’s picturebooks here would be central, as it would serve 

as models for the students as to how they might understand and appropriate the 

illustrative and literary craft relationship while possibly linking to heritage and socio-

cultural texts in their lives.   

This instruction would require teachers to scaffold students’ critical thinking 

regarding the function of composition resources within visual and written texts.  For 

Efrain for example, teachers might guide him to consider how he established mood 

with the dark pastels on his double-page spread depicting his brother’s arrest.  Relying 

on his picturebook and other picturebooks as models, his teacher could juxtapose the 

models to invite Efrain to also consider how he might establish tone/mood in written 

texts as he did in the illustration.  This conference could then be followed up with a 

whole class or small group focus lesson to invite other students to ‘try on’ the craft of 

establishing tone in both written and visual texts, an act of transmediation, carrying 

meaning across modes (Siegal, 1995; Sipe, 1998).  A structured review of my field 

notes revealed that opportunities to confer and to teach in this way did take place.  

Mrs. Gomez, for example, consistently asked, “What do you want your reader to feel?  

How will you help your reader feel that?” While students typically responded by 
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attending to illustration craft, helping students to focus on literary craft to achieve 

mood by linking to their illustration would be just as effective. 

Teachers could also engage in other instructional conversations to address 

other literary craft in illustration.  Drawing on students’ illustrations as well as those of 

other picturebook makers, teachers could invite students to examine the ways 

characters’ identities unfold visually through facial expressions and gesture, as the 

characters in Brenda’s book did.  Teachers could also invite explorations of the way 

time and space are established by artifacts in the background, or examine the ways 

perspective functions in the illustrations.  Linking those visual images to thick 

descriptions in written language, that is, engaging the students in the work of 

transmediation can serve students as composers of written text as well.  I am 

suggesting here that there is tremendous potential to support students in the work of 

understanding that the work of relating meanings across modes is sophisticated act of 

composition they perform daily.  I observed many opportunities for Mrs. Gomez to 

engage in this kind of conversation, even making those explicit connections informally 

when talking about her own picturebooks, her students’ picturebooks, and the 

picturebooks read by the children. 

It is important to note that I am not suggesting that the singular purpose of 

literature is to teach into pictorial and written text relationships.  I would argue instead 

that students’ reading of picturebooks as writers is one of the many ways students 

transact with texts.  Much has been written about picturebooks as aesthetic objects 

(Kiefer, 2008; Sipe, 2012), “deserving a slow inspection of the cues revealed by their 

design, their styles, their images and words, and their ways of revealing and 

contributing to meanings” (Roser, 2012; p. 406).  The kind of instruction I am 
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proposing is in keeping with the careful inspection necessary when students respond to 

a text as a piece of art to talk over and learn from.   

Picturebook Making As a Platform For Critical Conversations 

The remix of compositions across resources from in and out of school texts can 

produce new texts that could potentially help all students open to more critical 

conversations.  By doing so, students can begin to examine multiple story worlds with 

deficit cultural models from varied perspectives and produce texts that speak back to 

pejorative monoliths they encounter in canon texts in schools.  In this way, teachers 

can engage students in the work of examining the texts in their lives as valuable 

sources for writing their worlds as they wish it to be.  Therefore, a deliberate focus on 

the texts and composition resources students bring to the classroom has the potential to 

invite students to inspect the roles and functions of their resources not only for writing, 

but also for more critically understanding the world. 

There were multiple instances in my field notes that students appropriated 

discourses that could be unpacked for their possible deficit and hegemonic 

underpinnings.  Efrain designating his community as a hood, or Anita noting the colors 

in Maya Christina Gonzalez’ book as “poor and Mexican” are all appropriated 

discourses that could be more closely examined by students with their teacher.   

I believe artifactual literacy (Rowsell & Pahl, 2013) as a worthwhile curricular 

lens is worth revisiting here once again.  Rowsell and Pahl suggest that the material 

artifacts and objects crafted in the home or crafted to represent what transpires in the 

home holds the meanings of the context in which they were made. I proposed that 

students could not only be invited to study the everyday objects and artifacts in their 

lives as texts to be read as readers and as writers, but also consider the ways those 
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objects and artifacts are received by varied audiences as both composition resources 

and cultural artifacts.  For example, as Brenda rendered the bilingual storyworld in her 

picturebook, Mrs. Gomez could pose invitations to Brenda to consider the way others 

might receive a bilingual world in different contexts.  In doing so, Brenda could be 

scaffolded through conversation that begins to unpack the relationships of power 

within her lived reality.  Similar conversations could occur around Efrain’s bandanas, 

the Panamanian flag in Isa’s book, the bilingual dedication in Natalia’s book, or the 

telenovela references in Monica’s book.  An approach to students’ out of school 

composition resources through a lens of artifactual literacy could further support 

students’ awareness of the assets they have available outside of school while growing 

their critical understandings of the worlds in which they live.  

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation study, I have featured how picturebook making let in wider 

meanings and offered new possibilities for students’ resources and identities within the 

classroom.  While the study was conducted within a predominantly Latino dominant 

neighborhood school in central Texas, there are implications for classroom teachers 

and their students in contexts beyond that of Paloma Elementary.   

As part of a school serving children of immigrant families and Latino heritage, 

the students in Mrs. Gomez’ class are representative of the growing number of 

students in both rural and urban settings who are entering school while living within 

and between many worlds and group memberships.  This study offers practical and 

theoretical information for teachers and researchers who would like to implement a 

classroom writing curriculum that recognizes and welcomes the diverse array of 

heritage specific (language, cultural practices) and socio-cultural resources all students 
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bring to the classroom.  Although my discussion points offer specific implications for 

young Latino children, I believe that multilingual and multimodal compositions can 

honor all students ways of being and living that all students practice.   

While there is much research on the potential of multimodal text making, 

missing from the literature within composition studies are thorough examinations of 

how multilingualism and multimodality function together as semiotic and material 

resources for young children’s compositions; as well as close up examinations of the 

ways those resources can be remixed to generate new texts in the classroom and to 

support students’ identities.  Data illustrate how making picturebooks afforded various 

literary, artistic, material and picturebook oriented composition resources to mediate 

their picturebook productions and hybrid identities. My analysis also demonstrates that 

the relationship between culturally specific mentor texts to writing may be stronger 

than previously recognized and that the work of pairing illustrations and words is not 

only for young children, but a sophisticated semiotic act that can better reflect the 

literary landscapes all children navigate both in and out of school.   

When presented with the activity of picturebook making mentored by Latino 

children’s picturebooks, the participants in the study remixed varied semiotic and 

material composition resources in intellectually sophisticated and creative ways that 

challenged the primacy of English only and alphabetic monomodal ideologies.  This 

investigation of picturebook making may help teachers, teacher educators, and 

researchers better support children’s composition resources from both home and 

school 

I also believe that this research may help teachers, teacher educators, and 

researchers better understand how children appropriate these resources into their own 

compositions.   These insights may guide teachers and scholars to consider how Latino 
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children’s negotiation of semiotic and material tools might factor into a range of 

learning possibilities and directions.  By making picturebooks, students can not only 

move between semiotic and material boundaries, but also embrace their in and out of 

school resources and identities as composers of many texts, in many languages, and in 

many modalities.  
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